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. INTRODUCTION AND EPILOGUE

1,

41

"It was the best,:bftiini, it was the - Although Charles Dickens.
.

--was writing about England
,

of he-early 1700's,'his.

'description couldjust as

worst of times, it was=the age of wis-
dom, it was.the.age of:foolishness, it
was the epo4.11. of belief, it was the_ .

epoch of Incredulity, it'was the sea-
son of Light, it was the season of ..14.1"4.

Darkness, it.was.the-spring of hope,
it was the winter ofdeipair, we had
everyt'.:.74,- before uswwe had'nothinF

before us, we were all gOingdirect.
to Heaven,, We were all going direct
the other way -- in short, the period
was so far like the present period that
some of its noisiest authorities in- '7"
sisted on its.being reCeived for goOd
or evil, in the. superlative .degree of
comparison only.".' e

Charies Dickens
A Tale of Two Cities

. .

'

. .
- -

easily apply-today.. For.
*4--1 , V

many of us; this is indeed

the hest of title's. ..,It is --
r-

..

Wtime of, individual pros-

perity and general societal

well-being that is uziatched

in the visid. The turmOil.

60. that marked.the'19601.8 and early '1970's subsided al, the Americans left

Vietnam and as former President Nixon relinquisled the presidency.
,

. - .
. ,

. .. 6
Compared With the 1960!s,-Cde could easily call this era the serene

seventies. Yet our era can also be.characterized as seductive. In

1963 Stewart Udall wrote: "America today stands on a pinnacle of wealth

and power, yet, we.live in a land of vanishing beauty, of increasing

ugliness, bf shrinking open space, and of

is diminished daily by pollution, noise,

an overall' environment that

and blight." Things do not

appear to have changed much. We still face those critical environmen-

tal problems and more; problems_of such magnitude and scope that hey

threaten our survival -- individually, culturally, nationally, inter-

nationilly, globally. Yet the quietnesi, the feeling of well-being,

b
is seductive, lulling one into a false sense of security. It is easy

O

o

%.
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to assume things are going well and repeat the mistakes of the past.

So vihile-The best Cimek, pur era could easily become the worst of
.7. . .

.1
-.7

times; an age of fabyshness.
.

I spent four years in the Air Force as an enlisted man: Maby of

the regtilitions I encountered.seeMed to exist to make sure that if

something went wrong, the blame could be .traced back to someone or

something. This concern with finding '!the cause" (singulai) is not

restrIcted-rb the armed forces, but is very muga part of all our

lives. It is not surprising then, that when the quality of the en- '

.'
,

:ivironment 6e6ame a major issue; there were.maby attempts to nail down

the esponsible party, factor, institution, etc.' Commoner I1972)

notes that, in.turn, rising population, affluence, industry,-man's

innate aggressiveness; the knowledge he acquired, .profits, religion,

technology, capitalism, and the "disaster lobby" hAve all been blamed

at one time or another for our environmental problems: He goes on to

'say "... one keen observer blamed everyone: We have met the enemy

umm
and heis us -- Pogo." 'We are, or more accurately our, culture, is

. -

at the heart Of our environmental p ibblems. Culture is man's short

'
cut:to biological adaptation. Through ite has been able to adjust

7

to many different situations and.envirotments. But it has proven tl

. ,6

be a two edged'sword -- Making possible all the accomplishment: of

. /
the pak and present, and, in doing so, led inevitably to the environ-

mental problems we face today..-Theemphatiect growth, orientation.

to success (and the accompanying material'em6palishments), and equating

.1.
better with bigger have only been a fey contributing culturally related

'.

e

e

40
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factors.. These, combined with the technological revolution that fol-

lowed World War II that gave Wan the power to pursue his ends as never

before (Commoner, 1972), has,brought our society to a crossroads.

Basic Changes are needed--- changes that will be hard to make:

One of the major obstacles to these Changes is that environmental

problems are not "here and now." They only fit half the requirement.--

they are here. This means they exist but are-masked by a number of

factors, not the least of which is the length of time-of the "crisis."

The fact that the "crisis" can extend over many years robs it_of its

potency and a sense of urgency is lost. As urgency fades, so does

action: The problem is "here" but not "now"; and our country seems

to require a now to get moving. Witness. the events leading to ota

involvement in World War II. The problems witGermany and Japan

were there -- they were inevitable, Yet until the problem became a

"now" -- Pearl Harbor the United States withheld total commitment.

Perhaps tilt, 3blem lies in a lack of pers1Sective, an inability to
0

see problems that stretch over long periods of'time or that do not

have an easily identifiable focus point. The latter is like the_point

vs. nonpoint source pollution problem. Point sources have a nice,

easily identifiable point at which to attack the problem. Treatment

canloe accoMplished technologically, without affecting the process

generating the pollution. Nonpoint sources have no single focalpoint %

which can be dealt with easily. Treatment must affect the process

- . .
-

itself -- a much more difficult task. The same is true of the pnviron-
.

0

mental "crisis" in general.. There ig no one single" point of attack,

'
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no way to leave the process -- the way we live.-- intact and still

solve the problems.

Generating and/or increasing people's awareness'of their life-

styles impact on their life bupport systems and trying to"convinco

-them changes are needed is a big job. A kind of "social

the tendency for society to resist changei in the way it lives --

has to be overcome. People as a whole are notoriously reluctant to
II

abandon or even change their ways, especially if sacrifices in-com-

fort or convenience are involved. The resurgence of big car sales

(in ,1976 Cadillac had its best year ever) in the face of increasing

gasoline prices and despite the events of the winter of 1974, is

only one example of this reluctance. Yet changes must occur in the

way we live, in our'expectations and in some of the basic assumptions

our society has made in the-past if we. are to successfully deal with

today's environmental problems and those of the future. Society can

no longer afford to consider itself apart from the natural world or

maintain what Boulding (1970) calls a "cowboy economy"one based on

the assumption of an unlimited ability of the natural ecosystems to

process waste and unlimited natural resources). Aldo Leopold's call

in 1949 for a "land ethic° (that) .... reflects the existence of an
OS

ecological conscience and .... a conviction, of individual responsibility

\Cr the health of the land" is still valid today.

Finally, the "environmental issue" has had to compete for atten-

tion (and sometimes conflicted) with other potent issues. Schoenfeld

(1975) 'comments:

4'

..,if (Earth) Day had been scheduled for May 22, 1970,

10 '4
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instead of April 22, I doubt if it would have come at all, at least,

not on college campuses.. Because in mid-May, 1970,... the energies of

millions were being consumed by a fervent ,backlashto Mr. Nixon's

Cambodian cincursiOd." Cambodia and Vietnam were followed by the busi-

ness recession of the early 1970's. Suddenly it became painfully ob-.

vious that environmental protection could cost jobs as well as money.

One can't junk automobiles without junking automobile workers Schoenfeld

(1975) points out. Then came Watergatic and most recently, the energy,

crunch. First was the gasoline shortage in the winter of 1974: "'These

people are like animals, says Don Jacobson, who runs an Amoco station°

in Miami, 'if you can't sell them gas, they'll threaten to beat you

sup, wreck your stetion,'run over you with a car.'" While reactions

were not always that bad, lines were long and, as was remarked'in

Time, magazine: "For millions of Americans happiness is a full tank,

of gas." Then came the bitter winter of'1976, layoffs and school

closings due to fuel shortages. Some people had to face the possibil-

.ity of reduced or no heat for their homes. Against this backdrop,

the Trans-Alaskan pipeline was rushed to COmpletion'over the objections

of environmentalists. So, by the middle of the 1970's-, the "environ-

mental issue," once right up there with motherhood (which incidentally

is also in trouble!) and apple pie, had its sacrosanctity punctured

and so became, fair r.rae.

Despite the obstacles, though, some progress had been made. The

seventh annual report of the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ,

1976) rioted that fbr several major air pollutants (carbon monoxide,

4

O



total suspended particulates, and safer dioxide) most of the nation's

247. Air Quality Control Regions have met or can meet (by early 1980),

the primary health-related air quality standards and on the whole,
V

air quality is improving significantly,. The National Environmental

`Policy Act (NEPA) was signed into law in 1970.* While earlier federal

abts had been paSsed to attack specific environmental problems' (Clear

Air Act, 1963;,Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 1950, NEPA was

the first to require consideration of the impact of federal decision

on the environment as a whole. Furthermore, federal agencies were

required to put those considerations in writing in-the form-of Environ-

mental Impact Statements (EIS) for each decision. These EIS's are

available to the public and have opened the way for greatei public

input into the federal decision-making process. The federalNEPA

was soon followed by "little"NEPAs" at the state level. By January 1,

1975, thirty-two states'had legislatively o± administratively estab=

lished NEPA equivalents (BurChefl and Listokin 1975), extending the

. -
consideration of environmental factors into the state and sometimes

even local planning processes.
10

Citizen involvement is increasing -- something Snydei (1974)

attributes to a greater public mistrust of institutions leading to

increasing willingness to actively monitor them. In addition, things

that in earlier years would have been considered as
/

progress and gone

unquestioned, are now being,hallenged. For example, the Supersonic

Transport, once regarded as the next step in commercial aviation, ran

into a storm of protest in the United States and was eventually aban-

1-

O

AA.



doned. For once; bigger and faster was not better.

There is no question that things have been getting bettor, but

more is needed. Almost all of the improvement so-far has been via

technology -- treating the symptoms of the'problem (e.g. waste water

treatment plants, fly-lash precipitators, auto smog devices, etc.)

But while technology is important; the answer does not lie there alone.

The events of, the recent years have exploded the "Myth of Scientific

Supremacy"' as Udall (1963) calls it. Rather people need to'be Ware

of and knowledgeable about their environment, its compleXity'and inner

workings, of the impact their actions (both individually and as a

society) have on it, possible alternative approaches to prAlems, and-

contributions they can make and how they can become involved. In

short, people need to be "environmentally educated."

A

1 The rationalization that, scientists can fix everything tomorrow.



Chapter 1

Environmental Education
A Basic Consideration

8

1.1 Introduction

'According to Greek legends, Aphrodite,-goddess of love, sprang

fully formed from the foam of the ocean. Unfortunately, Environmental

Education (ER) wasnIt that lucky. Schafer (1975) notes "Although the

`basic-concepts of EE have been evolving over many years, it was not

Until the late 1960's that the movement gained an identity and began

'establishing itself as a major educational concern." Just how many

years is pointed out by Bottinelli (1977) who notes that the Committee

61 Ten, in their secondary school studies, urged botany teachers to

take an ecological approach to their topic -- in 1893. The evolution

as beewthe subject of several writers (Hawkins and Vinton,

.1973; Stag), 1974; -Swan, 1975; Bart, -1975; Nash, 1976; and Bottinelli,

1977). The consensus of opinion seems to be that EE grew out vit three

older "educations": Conservation Edubation, Nature Study, and Outdoor

Edfication. Conservation Education stresses the importance of natural

.2 -

resources (Swan, 1975) and their "wise and "efficient- use (Bottinelli,

1977). Nature Study's emphasis is more on the emotional, moral, and

aesthetic (Bart,J975; Bottinelli, 1975) and stresses first hand con-
.

tact-with living things in the field. Outdoor Education is also con-

1
D

2 Of course, there were (and are) always differing opinions as to
what a "wise" and "efficient" use is.

c,

vs.
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corned with direct contact with the outdoord, but for any curricular

area that applies (Swan, 1975; Bottinelli, 1977). The philosophy, as

Dr. L. B. Sharpe points out, is'.that what is best learned outdoors,

should be learned there (Freeman and Taylor, 196 1). With the advent

`of a new environmental awareness in the 1960's, educators in all three

fields began tosee a need for a new "education," one that went beyond

the-confines of their field, and stressed the interrelated and inter-

dependent nature of the environment and man's interactions with it

(Bart, i975). Yet while Conservation Educatiout'Nature Study, and

Outdoor Education'have been important influences in the development

of EE, they are not the only ones. The roots of EE also extend beyond,

them into changes in educational thinking as 'a wolew plum to this

lie in discussions of EE and education in general.

1.2 EE Defined?

Defining'EE turns out to be a difficult .process. Webster's New

Collegiate Dictionary (1975) defines environment and education as the

following:

"Environment: The circumstances, objects, or conditions
by which one is surrounded.

Education: The action or process of education or of
being educated (educate: to develop mentally
or morally, especially by'instructiont."

-Using these-definitions, EE becomes the process -of- developing mentally

or morally with respect to or concerning one's environment. But what

exactly is one's environment? .Usually it is assumed to mean every-

thing outside of an individual's body that influences them. McInnis
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and Albrecht (1975) however, define environment as "The synergistic

sfiM of all influences upon an organism (plant or animal). For man-

this inclixdes all biological, chemical, phy'sical, social, psychological,

esthetic, and unknown surroundings (emphasis author's)." In short,

one's environment could include everything, making EE developing men-

tally or morally with respect to everything, a rather all inclusive

definition and.not much of one at all. Given this problem, one must

look further.
o

Many 'Writers have concerned themselves with defining EE. "Those

definitions this. writer has reviewed seem to be stated in terms .of

gdals and/or characteristics. An example of the former is_the defini-

tion.by Stapp"(1969): "(EE is) aimed at producing a citizenry that

is knowledgeable concerning the bio-physical environment andits asso-

ciated problems, aware of how to help solve those problems, and moti-

.vated to work toward their solution." Kormandy (1971) writes: nEE

must nave' as a fundamental aim an alteration of attitudes based on-

,:understanding and appreciation of man's place in the nature of things."

Finally, Bogan-(1973) notes that "EE 'is the-process that fosters grea-

ter,understanding of society's environmental problems and also the

processes of environmental problem-solving and decision-making. The

emphasis here is bringing people to.a certain point. Although the
t

definitions vary, there is sore common ground. 'Awareness (of self,

surroundings, problems, etc.), knowledge (of self, surroundings, prob-

lems, etc.), and processes with which to gain and 'use knowledge, are

all goals commonly mentioned in one way or another.

1 3.
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Others use characteristics:

Clark (1975): "...EE is a process....interacting with environ-
ments. It demands involvement, it is active,

is participatory and experiential."

Nash (1976):

HaYlcins and

"The lowest common denominator of the many.
varieties and levels of EE is a multidisciplin-
ary, problem-oriented approach." ,

Vinton (1973): "It (EE) is an integrated process involving
experience, investigationtlindyroblem-solving
in man's natural and man-mode surroundings,
using the total human, nat.lral, and physical
resources of the schools and the community of
the educational library:"

Here the emphasis appears to be on the means, Again, although the

terms vark, terms such as "multidisciplinary,"participatory," "active,"

integrated," "problem-solving oriented" are common.

Perhaps some additional insight into whit EE is can be gleaned

by considering what it is not. Clark (1975) points out that EE's role-

vance is not confined to,biology, science, or nature study. Ritz'(1977)

adds to this by cautioning against defining EE in ter& of environmen-

tal science: "By placing an over emphasis on environmental science,

we risk shutting out a large constituency of teachers who might other-
,

wise be ready for Et,"

Nor is EE regarded as a separate subject to be added on to exist-

ing curriculum (Arnstein, 1971; Clark, 1975; Tanner, 1974). Most wri-

ters see it as being integrated into already existing curriculum.3. Re-

F

'43

3 There is a little disagreement on this Galushin and Doraiswami
(1973) list a separate course (on par with other 'school subjects)



lated to this, are the comments of a committee report on Elementary

and Secondary Education for a 1975 conference on EE: "A myth has

been promulgated that Environmental Education is a body of knowledge

,complete with a delivery system for content, skill development, and

concept awareness." If this were not a myth, but true;_then a separ-

ate'6ourse-wouid make sense and eventually a definition would ITaVe

expressing the limits of the discipline and identifying the delivery

system.

This has not happened as yet. In fact, if there is one thing

on which there-seems to be agreement, it is that there is no single,

12

go%

widely accepted definition of EE (Tanner, 1974; Disinger, 1975; McInnis;

1975; Bottinelli977). The committee on Communications and DisSemi.na-
.

tion, in their group report for the 1975 Snowiats, COlorado conference

on environmental edUcation, described the term EE as "vague, amorphous,

and currently undefined" (Hanselman, personal communicatimi).°

Why this problem in definition? Certainly part of it, as men-

tioned above, lies with the "ehvironment"-part of BE. unlike the

"ologies" (biology, meteorology, etc.) is not subject limited. The

difficulty, however"may go deeper than that, and Is related to the myth
"fr

as one of three ways to incorporate EE into a school's curriculum.
McInnis (1972), on the other hand feels that adding a separate course
just adds another specialized course and defeats the interdisciplinary
idea-of EE. While thinking of EE only as a separate course or subject
is'self-defeating, there is no xeason why specialized environmental: -
courses cannot be offered as EE, provided BE is also infused in the-
rest of the curriculum.
,N
NN
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mentio..ed above. Rather than,being a specific body of knowledge about

a subject, EE is an educational philosophy a way of thinking. This

makes it subjective, and subjectivity makes widespread agreement on

definition extremely difficult. Giver( this, the lack of un ..versal

definitionis understandable, even expected.

Earlier it was stated that the development of EE had been in-.
6

fluenced by changes in educational thinking. .Specifically, thid re-

fers to a reform movement that developed in the late 1950's and early

1960's, and is still going on today. This writer feels that,somp use-
:

ful insights might be gained by looking briefly at this reform:move-
.

ment and it's possible relationship to EE.

1.3 Educational'Reform and EE

O

In 1916, JOhn Deviey wrote: "That education is not an affair of

andAheing told, but an'active and' constructive process, is

a,Principle almost as generally violated in practice as conceded in

theory." Fifty -eight years later Swan (1974)` observed "EduCation

.a process, not a product; yet most educational programa*lare geared

toward teaching people what to think rather than how 'Co Things

do not appear to have changed much. The almost total concentration

on content has been a major criticism of our educational system. Bruner

- (1973) and Hawkins and Vinton (1973) attribute it to the need to accul-
.

turate the flood of immigrants du'ring the first:art of the Twentieth

Century -- a situation that no longer exists. Students are learning

masses of data that have little or nothing to do with what goes on
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.outside school either before or after graduation. Other criticisms

include:

1. 'Authoritarian orientation. Samples (1970) calls education

"orchestrated coercion." Anyone who has attended school for

any length of time will understand what he means. While some

amount of structure is necessary, the obsession that schools

7
sometimes exhibit can keep students in what Silberman (1971)
t°' .,

calls "...*a state of'chronicr aliost infantile, dependency,'

. -

resulting in, he.adds, "teadh(ing) students every day that they

aremot people of worth, and certainly not....capable of regul-.

ating their own behavior."

2. .Teacher centered. The teacher is the primary figure of

'authority and beyond that, what Malldn and Hersh (1972) call

a G.O.D. -- Giver of Directions. One of the main functions of

"Beware of all one who has Answers.
There are pp answers, only direc-
tions of travel. Xa can never know '
yll the aspects of a single grain
of sand. But we can set goals and
work toward them,.it the same time
modifying them in the light of ex-

- perience." "

-- Earl Wajdyk; 1972

a G.O.D. they say, is to

dispense truth and knowledge.

,

"Knowledge" (facts figures,-

memorized information) flows

(one way) to those who'd° not

know (students) from one who

does (teacher). Education becomes

a matter of transmission of ."knowledge" (Crowell,' 1971).

3. Passiveness. The description of higher education, in the

President's Commission on Campus Unrest (1970) could be applied

r
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to any level of education: "The student's role in this process,

of education is largely passive: he sits and listens, he sits

and reads, and sometimes he sits and writes. It is_an uninspir-

ing experience folmany students."

4. Past oriented. One recognized function of school is the

enculturation of children and adolescents (Dewey, 1916; Bruner,

1973). This consisted primarily of presenting the past so it

. ,
would be preserved in the next generation of adults. This made

sense as long as.the future was like the present, which in turn

was like the past (Michaels 1974). This assumptions-however,

may no longer hold true, creating the possibility that schools

are educating for conditions that may not exist in the future

.(TOffler, 1970'.

5. Disjointed Curricula. Subjects in school are'taught in

isolation and, like

cars on a'freeway,

their only contact

is through acciden-

-tal-txashes.- -Dewey

(1930) concludes that

this segregation

"disconnects" sub-

ject matter-from

the rest of ex-

perience 61d-makei

"Find, if you can any similarity between
geography as presented in the usual text-
book and geography as practiced by geo-
graphers. The problems are presented as
solved at the outset. The Child,is then
asked to consider how the 'authority'
arrived at his solution. In a geography
text we find at-the beginning of a chap-
ter the statement 'The world can be di-
vided into temperate, torrid, and frigid
zones.' Virtually, the whole of the ef-
fort in the paragraphs that follow is-1
given over to making it seem as if this
distinction is obvious. Many children,
we are convinced, are left with the image
of an earth in which one can find border 4
signs which read something of the order,'
'You are now entering the temperate zone.'
puts there by some benign authority in
league, with the textbook."

-- Jerome B. Bruner, 1973
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a

it unavailable under real life Conditions. Problems in real

life add Hepburn and Simpson (1975) do not come labeled "bio-

'logy," geography, tt "chemistry," or "sociology.,"

. Since environments themselves are educational, learning is not

confined to course content (McInnis, 1975).' Students also learit.from

the waY the course, is structured and the atmosphere created by'the

instructor and the school as a whole. In short, what students do in

the classroom (and what is done to them!) is what they learn. (Postman

andlVeingartner, 1969). Given these criticisms, some educators were

(and are) concerned about what people were learning in school. Out

of this concern grew an alternative view of educational, and a search

for strategies to implement it: "School must be a place to prepare

to

;young people to take their place in *society .-- not where we

isolate them from the main currents of life -- and. s can be done

'by making education at every age level person -cent -red, idea-centered,

e
experience-centered, problem-oriented, and interdisciplinary, with

the community and its other institutions a part of the process..."

G.

One of the primary goals of this edudation is to get people'to "learn
.

to learn" -- to become autonomous learners (Bruner, 1963; Silberman,

1970; Nyquist, 1972), and beyond that effective problem solvers.
1-

All this should sound familiar to an environmental educator. Both

Stapp (1969) and Boglin (1973)'stress problem-solving ability as an out-,

come of-EE. In addition EE has also been described as experience-
.

oriented (Hawkins and Vinton, 1973; McGowan and Kriebel, 1975; Bottinelli,

4

v%)

t

1.
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1977) and interdisciplinary (Staff,41t70; Nash, 1976; Schafer, 1975).

The humanistic orientation implied in Gross's (1972) statement: "Re-

spect for, and trust in the child are perhaps the most basic principles'

underlying the open classroom" and Nyquist's deicription ("person-

centered") is also found in EE(MInnis, 1975). Finally, EE also views

the communitY as an educational resource (Berry, 1975; Milmine,

Bennett, 1975).

Similarities are not necessarily proof of relationship. Yet

the large amount of overlap in goals and methods between and the

earlier education reform movement strongly suggests one. Sometimes

the only difference between the two is the word "environmental" in-

serte d periodically in the definition of EE. For example, in dis-

e A cussing definitions of EE, Bart (1975) cites the following:
.

"EE is the process that fosters greater understanding of .

society's environmental problems and the processes
of environmental problem-solving and decision-making.
This is accomplished by teaching ecological relation-

.,
ships and-principles that under lie those problems and
showing the nature of possible alternative approaches
and solutions. That is, the process of environmental
education helps the learner perceive and understand
environmental principles and problems and him
to identify and evaluate the possible alternative solu-
tionstions to these'problems and access their benefit and
risks. It involves the development of skills and in-
sight needed to understand the structure, requirements,"
*and impact of interactions with and among various en-
vironmental eities, subsystems, and systems."

.

(Rogan, 1973)

She then calls this somewhat of a non-definition because "....it uses

a description of methods and goals of_EE in place of an explanation

of the term itself. If the word 'environmental' was -omitted from the

.47

4)
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definition, one would simply have the definition of a good education."

(Bart, 1975;'emphasis author's). let considering :' (1) The, implica-

tion in the meaning of the word environment, (2) The desire expressed

by McInnis (1972) and others to avoidthe "separate discipline" trap;

and (3) The objective of both EE and education in general to prepare

people for productive roles in society; doesn't EE uW.mately become

"a good education'?" How mudh_of_a_distinction-is-there?

There are some differece4; In some respects, EE is broader in
-0- ,

scope. The target of educational reform has been the educational Lu-
c,

stitutions school6 and universities -- wheieas EE is considered

aimed at'allage brackets (Rillo, 1974)' and extends into the community

(Clark and Stalpes, 1975). And, while EE is concerned with the edu-.
4

cational prncesi as a whole, it places special emphasis on the rela-,

,tionship between man ancrthe natural syst a that are his life line.

In summary, EE is commonly considered'an outgroWth of Conserve-
,

tion Education, Nature Study, and Outdoor Education. While a great

deal of what Eg IF; comes from these three older "educations," the sim-

ilarity of methods, goals, and philosophy indicateS that the general

education reform movement made major contributions to EEls heritage.

1.4 Description and Definition

The above review of the literaturehasled to the 'conclusion that
4

EE cannot be tied up in a neat, universally acceptabl

/

definition.

Two factors have led to this conclusion:
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(1) The all inclusive nature of the "environment" part of EEG

(2) The pirspective that EE 13 away oi thinking about, or

z

-looking at, education and so subjective in nature.

Those factord have also led to. the conclusion that, although there__
.

is common ground, ultimately EE is defined on a personal level: its -

Characteristics, impks, goals, methods, content, etc. determined by

the individual concerned.

Through readings and conversations with others involved in BE,

the author's conception of EE has begun to crystalize around two as-

pects of it: (1) How it is done, and (2) Why if is done.

1.1:1 Characteristics

How it is_done refers to EE characteristics, what could be called

the "descliptive nouns" of EE: active, interdiaciplinary, use of com-

munity resources, integrated, oriented toward participation and eX

perience, problem-solving, learner-centered, etc. These evoke the

image of an educational process in which the learner is an integral

part, not one in which held thetarget of educational slings and

arrows. There may be, oirever, exceptions. Hogan (1973) acknowledges

the need for such strategies, tut goes on to say certain cases'

EE must operate through more traditional approaches, such as lectures,
i

9
J -

classroom activities, and other non-experience oriented methods if

the learner is to attain some of thelb3sential skills, concepts, and

facts he needs. "1 While EE efforts should strive for the kind of active,

learner-centered educational process described earlier, the recognition
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should exist that situations will arise where it is not possible or

appropriate. This does not mean the attempt should bo abandoned,

only that alternative methods should be explored.

One characteristic that has not been included and which deseives

comment is the call for a man-centered environmental ethic or EE ef-

fort (Hawkins, and Vinton, 1973; Butterfield, 1970; Hill and White,

'1969). A word Of caution here. 'Whileman's relationship, to his sur-

roundings is an extremely important aspect of EE, an exclusively man-
. -

centered EE may inadvertently reinforce the idea that the earth exists

solely for man's use, by stressing his importance either directly or

by inference. Such an, idea has been credited as one of the many fac-

tors behind our environmental problems today (Brubaker, 1972; Laszlo,

.1972; Larsen, 1972) and is like, according to Mark Twain, assuming

that theoEiffel Tower was, built to support the thin layer of paint at
sr

its peak. McInnis (1975) has pointed out that "....conceptual models

for EE tend to be ego-centric rather than eco-centric.... Humankind

tends to be portrayed as the most important species on'the planet, .

when,-as the final species in the food chain, we are actually the

most expendable." The contrast here lies between a self-view and one

based on relative importance in the workings of the eco-system. Re-
s.

moval-of plants would spell disaster for the biosphere, while removal

of man would not greatly affect its functioning. Efforts should be

made in EE topmatntain a perspective, distinguishing man's importance

as he views it, from his actual role in the functioning of the eco-

system.
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1.4.2 Goals

Why EE is done involves looking at goals. As with education in

general, the goal of EE,is to, help and prepare learners -to function

in society
4

while offering a chance to grow personally. To accomplish

this, the author feels that EE should have goils in three related

areas: awareness, knowledge, and process or "use" goals.

Awarenbs6 goals are oriented toward making the learner conscious

of some aspect of the-environment. These goals-extend beyond the

realization that pollution exists, into-a_sensitivity_to_natural

theii complexity and interrelated nature. People should also,
0

be aware that man has an impact -- a very significant impact at times--
. .

on natural systems and that any action he takes that affects these sys-
,

tams involves making tradeoffs, regardless of size (e.g. in many areas,

Man has exchanged clean air for the convenience of the automobile).

Finally, considering the meaning of environment, a logical extension

can be made-toSelf--iwareness. Awareness is not limited to a gross

or very unsophisticated level but can also be detailed and highly- -

sophisticated or anywhere; in between (Kraithwhol et. al., 1964).. ThUs

an individual can be aware that interrelationships exist in natural

systems or, on a higher level, Joe conscious of differences in those

'relationships.

4 This does not mean the educational system should run learners
through an educational machine and stamp them into one uniform
societal "piece." Rather, it should help learners discover how
they best "fit in."

3u

O
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Knowledge goals begin with producing people knowledgeable about

the natural systems on which they depend. These goals also involve

investigating man's impact on those systems. How does he affect them?

What problems has man's impact caused or might cause? What are al-

ternative approaches to problems and solutions? How do natural' aye-

terns affect him? ,These goals should also consider the social insti-

'tutions that make up part of man's environment-7- particularly govern-

mentql onesAsince our country is founded on the notion of citizen

inVolVetent. Oveiall, knowledge goals are concerned with imparting

information and increasing understanding. As conceived here, knowledge

would include the category of knowledge and elements of the category

of comprehension defined by Bloom, et. al. (1956) in their taxonomy

of behavioral objectives. Accomplishing knowledge oriented goals

would give people a basis with which to evaluate decisions and/or

-actions of their own or others, helping them determine if they wish

to become involved.

Obviously there is a relationship between awareness and knowledge..

Krathwhol, et. al., (1964) points out that being conscious of something

is a prerequisite to knowing about it. One could also say-the reverse,

creating a "chicken and egg" situation. However, increasing awareness

is not always a function of acquiring more knowledge (i.e:, the facts

and figures.kind). Increasing awareness can also occur through ex-

periences designed to heighten sensory contact with the environment,

such as in yap Matrets.(1972, 1974) Acclimatizing program.

The third set of goals ere process of "use" oriented. These are
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primarily concerned with transmitting skills to the learner. The

"learning to learn" process mentioned earlier is one. Others include

application of acquired knowledge, strategiep for becoming involved

in an issue, problem solving and decision- making skills, and even

what Postman and Weingartner (1969) call "crap detecting."5 Unlike

facts and figures, skills such as these cannot be directly transmitted

by the instructor to the learner (Taba, 1966). Rather the lehrner

can be put into a Situation that emphasizes the use of such skills.

For example: an instructor could have students investigate recycling

(what it is, how'it is done, pros and

cations to community situations, and,

exploration, take action. The latter

cops), explore-possible appli-

based on the outcome of the

-- take action -- may involve

advocacy (e.g. try to get people in the community to change their

attitudes toward recycling in some specific way deemed desirable by

the.students). At this point s distinction should be made between

EE and advocacy. EE should stress showing people how to take action

if they so desire, to accomplish goals am wish'io attain. Thus EE

5 Postman and Weingartner (1969) describe "crap detecting" as followsi'
"One way of looking at the history-of the human group is that it
has been a continuing struggle against the veneration of 'crap.'
Our intellectual history is a Chronicle of the anguish and suffering
of men who tried to help 'their contemporaries see that some part of
their fondest beliefs were misconceptions, faulty assumptions, super-
stitions, and.even outright lies. The mileposts along the road of
our intellectual development signal those points at which some pek-
son developed a new perspective, a new meaning, or a new metaphor.
We have in mind,a new education that would set out to cultivate
just such people -- experts at 'crap detecting'."



becomes, in part, a means to provide learners with a means., Advocacy,

on -the other hand, emphasizes perequiding people to accept the advocate's

point of view, to bring them to an end the advocate wishes them to

attain. Although the author does not regard EE and advocacy as synony-

-
mous, EEcan lay the .groundwork for advdcacy by proyiding information.

and processes. -Thus in the above example the processes in which the

students were engaged can'be considered-EE. What they may have been

doing -- advocating a specific point of view on a specific issue --

was not.

,)However, because attitudes are involved, the distinction is not

always easily made. In fact, determining the extent to which educe-

tion in general should be involved in generating or changing attitudes

is difficult., In discussing why affective objectives have received

much less emphasis than cognitive ones in education,__KrathWhol_etal,

(1964) note that, in our society, a person's beliefs, attitudes, and

values are regarded as private matters. Consequently, Krathwhol et.

al. add:

"Closely linke.: to this private aspect of affecti-'-e behavior
is the distinction frequently made between education and
indoctrinatioh in a democratic society. Education opens up
possibilities for free choice and individual decision. Edu-
cation helps the individual explore many aspects of tho world
and even his own feelings and emotion, but choice and deci-

sion are matters for the individual. Indoctrination, on the
other hand, is viewed as reducing the possibilities of free
choice and decisibn. It is regarded as an attempt to per-
suade and coerce the individual to accept a particular...view-
pant of belief, to act in a particular manner, and to pro-
fess a particular value and way of life. Gradually educa-

tion has come to mean an almost solely cognitive examination
of issues. Indoctrination has come to mean the'teaching of
affective as well as cognitive behavior."



They go on to say that the.separation of the ,two is not as simple

as the above suggests and a reopening of the question would,help

see the boundary between educatioh and indoctrination"more clearly.

Thesame problemexists in BE. Where does environmental education

end. and environmental indoctrination (or advocacy) begin? The

desirability of some attitude change§ are hard to dispute. A posi-

tive attitude toward the'natural systems that are man's lifeline or

the perception of natural resources as having-limits are two examples.

However, the more specific the attitude change sought becomes, the

more it moves out of the realm of BE and into that of indoctrination.

Defining specifically how one wants people to react relative to a

specific issue in a specific situation and constructing an experience

designed to produce that result certainly smacks of indoctrination.

For example, take the two objectives:

(1) Given the solid waste situation in Syracuse,' N.Y., the

individual will exhibit a positive attitude toward re-

cycling bottles by (a) using returnable bottles, and

(b) taking action politically to support bottle recycling

(e.g. write a letter to the city council, attend and speak

out in favor of recycling bottles at a hearing.)

(2)" Given the solid waste situation in Syracuse, N.Y., the

individual will be able to evaluate the possible applica-

tion of recycling bottles to it, take action based on his

evaluation, and logically explain the reasoning behind

that action.

25.
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Which one suggests the instructor has the "right" answer or attitude

alld is "passing it on" to the learner? In which learhing experience

would one expect to find learners forming their own attitude? In

which one. is the learner more likely to assume that recycling is "the

answer?" ,This example points out the need to carefully consider the

role of-forming or changing attitudes in EE and its implications.

There is no question that E will-involve some attitude-changes.

However, such changes should be on a generallevel,.and leave more

specific decisions concerning attitudes up to the learner, with ex-

periences designed to allow the learner to do so. The author agrees

with Hende's (1972) assessment: "Personal freedom of opinion is of

utmost importance and if environmental educatibn places emphasis upon

cultivating attitudes at 'the expense of full information about alter-

native societal actions, then it _too can become_a_repressive,influence."

The fact that knowledge, awareness, use and goals have been dis-

cussed separately should not imply they are accomplished separately,

or even in the order in which they were discussed; Rather, like the

environment, th y are interdependent and interrelated (figure 1=1).

Accomplishing one may lead into others or they may, even be accomplished

simultaneously (Kraithwhol, et. al. 1964). An investigation of soil,

for example, may generate awareness of the complexity of soil ecology

and increase knowledge at the same time, while the generalized process .

used in the exploration could contribute to the acquisition of prO-

ceps skills. Furthermore, the total experience could contribute toward

developing a positive attitude toward natural systems as a whole. Pur-



posoly and consistently attempt-

ing to separate these goals is,

in fact, creating an artificial

_situation, distorting 'what hap-

pens in real life.

-1;473Working-Definition

This has been a somewhat

long description of EE, yet because

it was an .exploration in definition and a personal view, it was doomed

.,to be so. Based on it,. the author has defined EE as the following:

"An educational process.by which people: (1) increase their

/attitudes

/4
knowledge ..,,--___-..._ use

Pit. 1-1
Relationship of Goals
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awareness and knowledge of their environment,' its interrelated

nature, their relationship to it, and their impact on it, on

levels ranging from individuals to that of man as a whole, and

-(2) acquire skills to generate knowledge independently, identify

goals, and take action to achieve those goals.1'

Ideally, educational experiences-would'be interdisciplinary, active,

and learner-centered as possible, but the extent to which this can

bedone greatly depends on the situation under which they occur; Alio,

while attitude formation or change can be a part of EE, it should be

directed at a general level and carefully considered.

Difficulty in definition does not make EE any less important.

This writer believes our society is entering into a new and difficult

era; one that will require a new understanding of the world around
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-us and Our relationship to it;, and an ability of citizens to become

involved_in choosing alternative courses. EE can'help maks the trim-

sit ion.

'"/

-
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Chapter 2

The Process Approach

2.1 Introduction

The increasing environmental awareness and evolution of EE

ti

29'

brought an increasing demand by educatorsofor ways to involve students

with their environment., In the Northwest, this demand brought together

eighteen educators who formed a group in 1970 to explore the develop-

ment of EE materials. From their efforts a process approach to EE

gradually evolved (McDonald, personal communication).

Carroll(1975) points out that the process approach program of-

feredfered the United States Forest Service a way to bring resource manage-
,

ment, education, and environmental factions together. In addition,

there was also the realization that the general public needed a better

understanding of environmental factors that affect resource manage-

ment decisions. McDonald (personal communication) adds that such a

program could take the school "show and tell" load off of agency people,

something that, with increasing environmental awareness, was beginning

to take a disproportionate share of time.

The Forest Service adopted' a process approach workshop program

as a major part of their EE effort. The thrust of the program was

(and is) to acquaint people -- environmentalists, educators, resource

managers, and whomever else was interested -- with a process approach

to EE and possible uses for the methodology. Since this thesis is

primarily concerned with the application of the process approach to
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designing investigatons_of_the_role of fire in the environment, the

following discussion will concentrate on the prOcess approach, touch-

ing on the workshop rragram only as it is relevant.' More complete

treatments of the workshop program can be found in Carroll(1975) and

evaluation work by Hankin (in Preparation).

The process approach has been defined by Carroll(1976) as "an

.ae

orderly system of education -that moves from a known body of data to,

successively, the collection of more data evaluation of the data

formulation of hypotheses and concepts and the application of these

in problem solving situations." The "orderly system" Carroll refers

to, as presented in the workshopsr'extends beyond the interpretation-

of-data/application process described in his definition. The process'

approach is made up of four interrelated Components: (1) The inves-

tigative'process around which it is based, (2) The questioning/task

card strategy structuring the investigative process, (3) The discus-

sion skills sup ding and complimenting the process, and (4).An aware
,

ness of group dynamics.
a

2.2 The Investigative Processe
The investigative process used involves moving learners from col-

lecting and interpreting data, to applying what has been discovered..

The basis for its structure lies in work by Taba (1966) and McCollum

and Davis.(1972). Taba regarded thinking as teachable and as an active

transaction in which the individual used coghitive operations to derive

informaiion,from it. She identified these processes as "organizing

le
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1

-facts into-conceptual_strategies, relating points in data to-each

. other and generalizing upon these relationships, making inferences

and using facts and generalizations to hypothesize, predict, and ex-
_

plain unfamiliar data." (Taba, 1966).6 Unlike facts, these thinking

skills could not be given by the teacher. Rather the teacher could

help learners \cquirc these skills by giving him/her the opportunity

to use them while offering progressively less and less direct support.

She also thought these operations formed ahierardhy and therefore,

a teaching strategy designed to improve them should be sequential.

Based on these assumptions, she developed an inductive instructional

strategy involving three sebtiential cognitive tasks (table 2-1). 'She

then experimentally tested her strategy and found that elementary stu-

dents in classes using her methpd wore superior to control grouiis in

ability tollisaiminate, infer from data, and apply known principles

to new problems.
7

McCollum and Davis (1972) used 'taba's work as the basic under-

lying structure for a workshop training program designed to help

6 These steps were later formilized to Concept Formation, Interpreta-
tation of Data, and Application.

7 Taba (1966) acknowledges that the results from the written testa
were not consistent.$ She notes that inadequate tests, variable
composition. of the sample groups, or variation in teaching style.
could have affected the, results. Analysis of tape recordings
made of classes, however, indicated that the teaching strategy'
seemed to make a difference in the productivity of thoughts well
as the type of thought in which the students engaged.
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Phase One

Enumeration
Listing

and

Strategy

. #2'

Strategy

#3

Pha Four

Concept Formation

Phase Two

Grouping

Interpretation of Data

Phase Five

Identifying dimen-
sions and,

,relationships

1s

Ex0.aining dimen-

sions and
relationships

Application of Principles

Phase Seven

Hypothesizing,

predicting con-
sequences

Phase Eight

Explaining and/or
supporting the pre-
dictions and
hypothesis

Phase-Three

Labeling categories

Phase Six

Making inferences
or generalizations

Phase Nine

the
Prediction

Table 2-1

Instructional Strategy De7eloped by Taba*

4 1
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*After joyce and Weil (1972)

e
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teachers and others interested in developing curriculum produce educa-

tional experiences that would encourage the development of higher

levels- of thought processes (i.e. above memory/recognition level). To

accomplish this, they wanted to "...develop (in participants) an

understanding of and skill in, reeting a structure of process to a

,structure of knowledge." (McCollum and Davis, 1972). The structure

of knowledge to which they refer, shown in figure 2-1, contains four

different levels arranged in a hierarchy, moving from specific to

abstract. The structure of cognitive processes was taken-from Bloom,

et. al. (1956) and Sanders1419,6). Bloom, with others, developed a

taxonomy of educational objeCtii.reefor the cognitive domain. They

assumed the processes their objectives reflected formed a hierarchy.

Simpler behaviors could be integrated with other simpler behaviors

to form mclre complex ones. Consequently the taxonomy that evolved

was hierarchal in nature, moving from simple (1.00) to complex (6.00):

1.00 Knowledge
2.00 Comprehension
3.00 Application
4.00 Analysis
5.00 Synthesis
6.00' Evaluation

Sanders (1966) felt that careful use of questions by teachers

could lead students into thinking at higher levels and that teachers

put too much emphasis on what he called memory questions (i.e. ques-

t

8 Sanders uses.the word "question" to cover any intellectual exer-
cises which require a response.

Ain
-Loa
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PRINCIPLES

Abstract ides
supported by

concepts and gen-
eralizations which

have been tested over
a period of time

GENERALIZATION

Statement of relationship between
concepts, usually qualified by

a condition .

CONCEITS

A word or phase that denotes
a category of information

Items of specific information at
the lowest level of abstraction

St

Figure 2-1

McCollum and Davis's Structure of Knowledge*

*After McCv lum and Davis (1972)
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-tions asking students to recall, previously given information). He

adapted the taxonomy developed by Bloom and others, as a baiis for a

questioning strategy, using categories to describe the mental pro-,

cesses the student had to perform in answering the question. In doing

so he changed the knowledge category to memory and dropped the compre-
..

hension category, using two of the three subcategories.in it (transla-

tion and interpretation -- see figure 2-2).

Based onthe work of Bloom, et. al., Sanders, McCollum and Davis

(1972) developed their own precess,structures (figure 2-2).

The interpretation-of-data/application steps that McCollum and

Davis use to relate knowledge and process are essentially the same

as Taba's. In interpretation-of-data, data is collected or recalled

(if it is provided by the teachers), specific aspects of it are ana-

lyzed, relation-

ships explbred,

and generalizations

made on the basis

Figure 2-3

Interpretations of Data Process
(McCollum and Davis)

of the foregoing

(figure 2-3). Ap-

plication stages

follow a similar

pattern (figure 2-4).

Generalizations are applied by the learner(s) to a different situation

to make predictions, inferences, or hypotheses. Learners may be asked

for supporting evidence or justification. These are-examined in terms

44
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kinga judgment of good or
bad, right or wrong according
to standards the students
evelops.

caving problem that requires
riginal qreative thinking.

Solving a problem in light of
conscious knowledge of the parts
and forms of thinking.

Solving a lifelike problem that
requires the identification of
anissue and the selecticin and ,

use of appropriate generaliza-
tions and skills.

Discovering relationships among
facts, generalizations, defini-t
tions, values.

Changing information into a dif-
ferent form or language.

Recall or recognition of information

Sanders (1966)

EVALUATION

SYNTHESIS

ANALYSIS

APPLICATION

INTERPRETATION

TRANSLATION

16

MEMORY

O

Making judgments using explicit or
implicit criteria.

Putting together elements or parts
to form a whole.

Detecting the relationship of parts
and how 'they are arranged.

Making logical application of known
data to a new situation (transfer .

of learning).

Examining relationships and, general-
izing from known data (Relating and
Generalizing level).

Translating knowledge into a parallel
form.

Recall or recognition of information.

Figure 2-2
Structure cf Processes

1

McCollum and Davis (19 1.



Situation
predictions,
inferences,

hypotheses

Figure 2-4

Application Processes
. (McCollum and Davis)

eMcts,
edhs,Nuences,
relationships

4
summary,

conclusion

P.
verifying
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of consequences, effects, and/or relationships. If appropriate, what

has been explored is summarized or conclusions are drawn., Finally,

if possible, predictions, inferences, and/or hypotheses are verified

by the'students. As a result, the learner travels up a "spiral" (fig,-

ure 2-5) otincreasingly complex thought processes. The overall goal

ccnclusions

Figure 2-5
Interpretation of Data/Application

"Spiral"

of this process is the crea-

tion of an autonomous learner,

bne_that_can_function-indepen:

dently in the learning pro-

cess.

Neither Taba's nor
is

McCollum and Davis's instruc-

tional model attempts to, at

least formally, take the stu-

dent beyond the application

level. Perhaps^Taba felt

such operations (e.g. syn-
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thesis analysis) were beyond the elementary school Children with _whom

she worked or the processes would occur in the course of application.

These however, are speculations. McCollum and Davis (1972) commented

"while the higher levels of thinking processes -- analysis, synthesis,

and evaluation -- may be provided for, and do occur within the con-

text of this instructional model, specific attention is given primarily

to the memory,. translation, interpretation, application levels."

.They_ftp_mi_elaborate as to whv.

Both Taba's and McCollum and Davis's approaches were used in a

social studies curriculum. Joyce and Weil (1972) point out that Taba's,

method is not restricted to that field but could be applied to many

other curricular areas. McCollum and Davis's approach should be equally

applicable, since it is based on Taba's. This is what McDonald et, al.

(personal communication) did, adapting the interpretation-of-data/

application processes for envtronmental investigations.

The process approach, as conceived bY-McDonald-alid-MCDozM-Trd (1977),

and defined by Carroll ()976i, involves the same sequence as Taba (1966)

and McCollum and Davis (1972) use for interpretation of data (datao.

relationships --4.generalizations) and application (situation--b-predic-

tions, hypotheses, effects .conclusion, summary). Although called

an interpretation-of-data process by McDonald and McDonald (1977), it

commonly goes' beyond that (as defined by McCollum and Davis) into ele-

ments of application (see section 2.3) For this reason, the process

approach has been and is referred to in this thesis as an interpreta-

tion-of-data/application process.
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The investigative process as presented in the Forest Service

workihop approach program is one of interpretation-of-data/applica-

tion based on earlier work by Taba (1966) and McCollum and Davis
0

(1972). The steps involved are sequential and the -underlying assump-

tions, are: (1) There is a hierarchy of knowledge, (2) There is a

;-hierarchy of thinking processes, (3) There is a relationship between

the two, and (4) Learning experiences should be ctured so as to

take into consideration this relationship.

2.3 The Questioning/Task Card Strategy

The,questioning/task card strategy used in the process approach

is the "vehicle" for the interpretation-of-data/application process.

The our categories of questions/task cards are sequential, moving

from open to summary- respectively, and providing opportunities to

collect (open) and look at specific aspects of data (focus), inter-

-prat-It (locus-, Interpretive).-and-stInftWrite7-Abaior verbalize generali-

zations (summary). Questions and/or tasks involving application are

used in summarizing or extending the scope of investigations, but no

specific structure per se is del 'Ad for the application process. How-

ever, McCollum and Davis's structure for application is virtually the

same as for interpretation of data (see below). 'Therefore, one could

use the questioning/task card structure identified for application as

well as interpretation of ata.

While categories have been defined, questions or tasks do not

necessarily fall neatly into one of them. They may fall between or



strategy has.its roots in both Taba (1966) and McCollum:and Davis

1972). Taba used "eliciting questions" to get students involved in

performing the cognitive prqcesses she desired them to try. For ex-
.

ample, if she wanted them to wzbalize inferences and/or generaliza-

tions, she would ask something like: ."What does this mean?, What

would you conclude?, What generalizations would you make?" Taba re-

garded the'proper strategy of questioning as crucial to development

of the desired cognitive skills. Furthermore, the open-ended nature

of the eliciting questions provided students with the opportunity to

40'

take in two or more categories depending on the needs involved. Fi-

nally although it can be, the sequence does not necessarily have to

be made' up of all questions or tasks. A mixture.of both can be used

--Ian investigation may begin with an open question and move to a

focusing task, etc.

As with the investigative process, the questioning/task card

respond on different-lev ers- a-abstraction -and-depth-or-expre s dtf

ferent perspectives.

McCollum and Davis (1972) adopted Taba's idea of using questions

to take students through concepts, interpretation of data, and appli-

cation. However, their questioning strategy is much more formalized

and is the immediate predecessor of the one used in the process approach.

In the interpretation-of-data seqUence, McCollum and Davis identified

four categories of questions: Open-memory, Focusing memory, Interpre-

tation, and Inclusive-generalization. These serve the same purpose as

those in the Process Approach (see taIlle .2,-2). The application process



Question/Task Card
Category

1. Open

Table 2-2

Question/Task Card Categories*

Desciiption

Designed to provide an
opportunity for all per-
sons to. participate and
obtain a body of data
upon which to focus.

2. Fodus

3. Interpretive

4. Summary

41

Example

Question

What did you
notice about
the stream?

Designed to focus thought
on specific data that will
later be.compared/C01117,

trasted to other data
later ix the discussion.

Designed to compare, con
trast, and seek logical''

relationships between
specific points brought
out in the focus ques-
tion. The learner is
asked to express an in-
ferred relationship based
on observations

What were some
of to

you listed?

How might the

plants you ob-
served affect
the stream?

Designed to obtain con-
clusion, summary, closure,
Calls for a generalization
that may be applied to a
variety of situations. No
new data is introduced
here.

Basedon your
observations and
discussions, what
an be said about

the affect of
plants on streams?

*After McDonald, et. al., 1975
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questioning' structure follows the same pattern: operi, focus-applica-

tion, relating-analysis, and inclusive- interpretation.

Both Taba's and McCollum and Davis's methods are questioning

strategies To put more,emphasis on. student involvement and parti-

cipation, McDonald, et. al. (personal communication) applied the

questioning sequence of McCollum and Davis (1972) to task cards.
10

Like the open-ended questions Taba used, the task cards allowed people

with different levels of ability-to participate at the same time.

They also: (1) promote small group interaction and .data collection

and recording (2) anew for individualized study, and (3) put more

'responsibility for learning on the participant (McDonald, unpublished).

One might'argue the latter saying that the task'cards merely represent

an extension of the instructor and so alio% no more responsibility

a

than verbal questions. However, by just getting away from the instruc-

tor's physical presence and 11. rect_interaction-with-him-forces-more-

reliance on the individual and the group of which he is a part. Further-

more, use'of task cards allow much greater opportunity for interaction

with and exposure to one's environment, an important step toward grea-

ter awareness as well as greater knowledge. The use of task cards and

9 Taba noted more was involved than just good questions. Although
she never-elaborated formalized discussion management skills as
McCollum and Davis (1972) did later, she did comment that discus-
sion skills were employed by teachers in addition to the ques-
tioning strategy.

10 Task cards are cards with an activity or activities printed on
them for learner use.
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questions represents a major modification of provious methods.

As with the investigative process, the questioning/task card

strategy used in the Forest Service process approach is drawn from

the interpretation of data/application questioning strategy developed

by McCollum and Davis (1972) and, to a lesser extent, Tab& (1966).

The use of task cards with the same open-focus-interpretive-summhry

structure is an improvement, putting more emphasis on the learner

and increasing contact with the environment. The combination of

task cards and questions proVide the structure, the "vehicle". for

the investigative process.

2.4 Discussion Skills

Discussion skills have two purposes: (1) promoting participation,

and (2) helping contribute to the. completeness relevancy of the dis-

cussilm-(MoDoirald;-et7-aL-1975):--They-are the key to the instruc-

tor's role in facilitating the learning process rather than dictating

it. Tables 2-3 and 2-4 are summaries of the discussion skills used.

The skills in table 2-3 are extremely important in creating an

open, accepting atmosphere. By accepting responses non-judgmentally

supporting and encouraging individuals, and handling errors carefully,

the instructor can begin to step out of an authoritarian, knowledge-

dispenser role where discussion is primarily one way (student-4.in-

structor) and step toward transferring the learning responsibility to

the group and individual by promoting a three way exchange:
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Table 2-3
Discussion Skills that Promote Peoples!"

Participation and Contribution - .

.t

. ,.
,

,
.

DISCUSSION SKILL., PURPOSE -. . EXAMPLES
.

OF FACILITATOR'S USE-

Acceptance ,-Promote participation "Thank you Bill for your contribution:"
-Made people feel Al responses are "Alright Sue. Any other ideas."

t. acceptable Nod heal in acceptance df/response-
..-Feel as worthwhile. member of group

s-----

Supporting -Helps support person having problems "Let John tell it his way."
expressing themselves "Take a minute to think about it.'

-Feel as worthwhile member of group "Your comment relates to what John
-Supports people whose every comment is said."
attached by some one. "Go ahead express it anyway you can.'

-Supports people who offei. irrelevant .

information on first attempt.

Encourag4ng -Encourage those people who are reluctant "Does aly.one have mnything to add?'
to say anything to contribute to the "I'd like to hear from some of you
discussion. wto haven't said anything yet."

-Feel as worthwhile member of group . "An ideas?"
. -Develop feeling or climate that each has everyone had a chance to say

person can-contributeLthoughts_and___ what-he-thinks?"
ideas.

to--

Handling Errors -This is a delicate and important skill. "Would you explain what ycu just said."
If used properly can help the group grow "How do the rest of you feel about_

\ in underptanding without embarrasment that?"
to anyone. "Maybe you could write that down and

-To avoid embarrassing participants so find out more about it later."
that participation will'not dry up. "Are there any other points of view?'

-Support the participation but not the "Thank you John - what kind of infor-
incorrect answer. nation would we need to check out t

.-1__-----__ - Getting mrong_responses out in the _ Ypyr_theotyr, __ _ _ - ----- ----- --0..

open in a positive way so they can
.

be corrected. .
.

*After Mannnld. pt. pl innAqt441
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Table :-4
:iscuasion Stills that :0:Stellate to the demolitions' Relevancy

of the Subject Seine Discussed
-

ZdSOUSS SX:LI . ?Min punts OP !ACTUTOR'S TS!

Setending -Obtaining as much information.WPosSible
spout the subject being ilsoussood. This
lent% !poking for explainations.

" 'additions. alter:ttes. etc. .

.Iii_thert-anY4hin4-01SO-YOU Alitakt.
like to add.'

"Are there any other ideas.
'What else tan we say shout .....,-

:la:it/int
dontent

.

-iskinglor explanations of Modems
-Tell moaning of unfamiliar terms or

fusty statsments.
.4' -.1ps rat of group undorstand

'Tan you give us an "Ample of what
you just said."

'Shat do you man by --I'
"Ten you say that in another day.'
'Tan some one help with another

definition?'

rIcus
.

-designed to :era In On specific points
of 11.014810A .

'Jhich item could to group,*
toast/ter?'

Neat 10 you notice ',Milt -....1.
...

*Nor-What war~ we discussing a
minute age.-

'Lets gbt back to our. topic for now
and come back to that later.

"low loam that relate to the topic?"

.Refotus

.

-Nsigna to bring pool' tack no the
toot: after getting sidetrsokod.'

-Maintaining Ih. discuosion

'
Lifting

.

-Zelignid to raise -the level of tone 11s-
zueoloh by putting thoughts together
two interpretations that may lead to
inferenoes.gonerslisatiens or concluaions

,,cougg -he -why"- .1th persons on ha
arca Of ilicovering *inclusions, it:.

'HO, do you account for -...?" .

'What are some possible reason' fob .T
'What :en we say about land Joe in

genital based on our ilsOuosion."
'Shy 44 you thine ...t*

dim. e
liana

.

Allows people oil, think. Thinking pre; 00000 alt for e.goeohai after .eking g ,c

ars sonetimss slow Ind 'sinful and takes 1140t100. support a PIMA !Mae he'll
time o put 'taught@ together to answer silent moist Question wait.
tueotione. ... "en'o break the filmic" by eidng

-long &Mar periods prodw 0 whole sontOnCelelAothte 4.144110A. 11006000 14( 10 say
4-almitios thiniting. more reopening. something sooner than you.
increased group 1AtO0Set1On.

-Long answer poriodi allow" facilitator
to vary kinds of ouestions to ask.

. ____....-____
-long answer porials_allows facilitator .

?poor-unit:a to Var. 'Mint' and more
:exiblliry to melt needs of .soup and

.

individual'.

innartoirm -lamer:zing a iiscuaion ;mint -mn you rotate that into ,1-4 worts.'
i - waving montane restate a lengthy 'low tan ma put hat 72.3 'AVID :UST
i 3t1WVIII:Ori into ',vocal 06r4" sited on the toart" .
I

After X:Canall, 0:. al.. 4VIV:111.



o :able 2-3"
Poor Discussion Habits

EXAXPLE
TECHNIQUE OF USE TOLICATIONS NM TO CORRECT

Polly
Parrot

Instructor repeats -No one listens to anyone but
'son response from the instructor. because
each person. Ex., th, group knows the instru
What did you see tor will repeat everything

a taft. -No one has to speak up loud
A hftk, what else? in the 'Troup. because ne

a dove. only nftcleto speak to the
A dove. what else? leader

a deer. -restricts group interaction
A deer. any others? -the group becoses softiies

-Recognize you are one - many people don't
-Tape your presentation. listen to
yourself.

-Ask a persqn-to ?spotlit his respcnso so
everyone can hear.

-Accept response and don't say anything.
give non verbal acceptance.

-TnrowinT it back to the group prevents
discussion from being leader-centered.

Rewards liins one person - Flavin; favorites
rewards and pot -Rs'arde for the tost.answers
another. Ex.. -Soft answers are Dotter than
Excellent answer others
Pill: -Participants seek rewards
Ok Sue. others' k instead of thinking throusn

a problem.
jptore errors in responses

wh.n people seed rewards
instead of completing tasss

-Reward the person and not his response
ex.. "Thank you Dill for participating.'

-Most effective rewards are an implied
acceptance and support for trio person
not Ni, ideas.'

-If a person gives en incorrect response
ypu might say "Thank you John. what
type of information would we need t* ,

chock out your theory?"

:ono of -A know it all ioice
Expression -Anger in voice

-Tisguste or deject-
od on.

-Seer

-Dry up participation
- Inhibit people from

contributing

-A tone that shows support, eneourasesient
-smiling face
-friendly, non-verbal appearance
-wars tons of expression

Leading -"It would be a good
Questions idea to pave that

street, wouldn't
'it?'

-"Of course. :no but
way to do it is to
walk to work right?

-"Wrist iaportant
things does the
film Show uS"

-Suggests how the leader wants
:no group to answer.

-Can reveal the leaders own
value systole

-Restricts Participation
-Loader can t trust answers
becaUSe he has already
suggested the answer.

-Don't impose values on group
-Keep quastioft open to promote ILA

exchange of group value, and belies

Loaast -"Have you stopped
Queetton tnrowing the

gsrbsgo?"

-Th. groups is trapped - they
are,:ftent no matter how
they answer

-Restricts participation

-nese questions open
-Don t act as an inquisitor

.

,

No time -Ask ;dostion.
to think fort pause.

as another.
question.

-Restricts participation
-Short answer time gives

Short answer, no time for
evaluative thinking

-Short answer time produces
misery answers instead of
thought answer.

-Soo tiae to "hiu discussion skill
.

.

eult1p.e .-Ano was the person
Questions with :no tog-

fooll.gs In :no
Story' soil one
nad Ins most
interesting cue-
lances' ftich one
do you 'ring was

- the oldest"

- People become confused - they
Ion': know which question to
ask

-Instructor changes focus of
'discussion

. ,

-Ask one question at a time
-*rite down the question ahead of

'Lee and read - don't try to
paraphaft.

-Analyze questions &nee of tine -
4111 they get the responses
you want'

...Oiler McDonald, et. al., undated

6

rl
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student -------7..student

gist ructor
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Here the instructor may be a resource but, whenever, possible, avoids

being a judge. The overall goal of these discussion skills is to

maximize individual_participation. This is particularly important

since the process approach often relies on group discussion to de-

rive generalizations and relationships.

Because the process approach does rely on group discussion,. some

form of discussion management is needed. However, it must be done in

such a manner as not to discourage participation. As McCollum and

-Davis (1972) pointed out, this can be done by directing the inquiry
ti

. at the statement made, by the learner, rather than the learner himself.

Table 2-4 identifies those skills concerned with managing the sub-

.
saN)stance of the discussion.

McDonald et. al. (1975) go one step farther than theirpredeces-

sors. In addition to identifying desirable dis ssion skills, they

identify poor discussion habits as well. These re listed in table

2-5. Use of such habits, according to McDonald et. al. (1975), can

reduce the group to the "guesS what's ow the instructor's mind" game

and, dry up vital group participation and discussion.

In summary, the discussion skills identified in the process'

approach workihop materials are used to both manage the discussion

and create an atmosphere that encourages learner participation. While
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the investigative process and questioning/task card strategy are the

keys to structuring the learning experience, the discussion skills

are the keys to the facilitator role. Careful use can make the dif-

ference between a poor and excellent learning experience.

2.5 Group Dynamics

Because both individual and group activities are integral to the

proces6 approach, an awareness of relevant group dynamics is helpful:

This is one of the reasons activities concerning aspects of_it are

included in the workshop program and why it is briefly touched on

here.

The material in the workshop program has been taken from project
_ - A

work for the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare by

Giammatteo and others (Giammatteo, personal communicatiofl). The pro-

ject concerned working with minority /disadvantaged groups (e.g.,

Native Americans, inner city people, etc.) to accomplish several

things: (1) Hear other's points of view without reacting hostilely,

(2) Identify, classify and determine the importance of concerns within

training groups, (3) Provide skills so minority/disadvantaged par-

ticipants-contd perform-the same procedure with people in their area

to insure that concerns identified by the initial groupareglared--

by the area people in general, and (0-Provide action skills to re -

solve thq_co-ncern-g-identified. The process used to reach these goals

involved ideas and activities relevant to the process approach and so
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applicable to the workshop program. Those that are particularly use-
r

ful for people employing group-oriented learning experiences include

f ,z
roles played in a group, group arrangement, and stages of groUp growth.

Giammatteo (undated) identified productive and non-productive

roles played by people in grOuPs. Such identification increases aware--

nese of group interactions in the instructor and serve as a starting

point from which. one can develop a strategy for dealing with non-pro-

ductive roles. Group arrangement involves the relationship between

the physical form a group takes when meeting and participation and

communication. Giammatteo felt that the common group arrangement, of

a speaker facing an audience lined row upon row (as in an average

classroom) inhibited a free flow of discussion. Such an arrangement

implied that all communication had to go thxough the person at the

front of the room. He offered several alternative arrangements de-

signed to encourage discussion among group members. Such arrange-

ments are Particularly, useful in an instructional methodology (such

as the process approach) in which group discussion is an impostialt----

factor. Finally, understanding group_deverOpiia stages gives an

Af-

individual_a-feellng for what processes a group goes thibugh in attack-

ing a problem as a group.'

Group 'dynamics, like discussion skills, play a supporting role

in the process approach. Awareness and knowledge of such things as

group arrangemeht, productive and non-productive roles, and stages of



group growth can aid an instructor in planning and carrying out en-

vironmental investigations.

2.6 Coals and Objectives

The above has been an analysis of the structure and Components-

of the process approach. A question that remains is -- What can be

accomplished by using such a method? Because the process approach

, has not been rigorously evaluated (McDonald, personal communication)

no direct proof exists as to exactly what it can or cannot do. How-

ever, indications of potential can be found in the goals/objectives

of antecedent methods, the workshop program, process approach dharac-
.

teristics, and the knowledge/process structure on which it is based.

Since the process approach does stress the use of thinking pro-
,

50

cesses, it would be reasonable to assume tha -t enough exposure,"

a student would ac ui-re-iffia-be able to use those Processes. This is

supported by the work of Tate (1966) and the use by McCollum and Davis

(1972) of essentially the same technique to meet process objectives.

In addition, the objectives defined for the lesson plans used as ex-

amples of the application of the process approach reflect what the

developers think can be accomplished using it. These objectives de-

scribe the use of thinking processes.

Processes cannot be cirri out In a vaccuum. They need knowledge

on which to operate, either 1, rrit or goals (Bloom et. al., 1956).

In addition, the procc-,s inproxh, li'(2 its forerunners, is a strategy

based on a relatiorc,hip it ,1 anl process structures.
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group growth can aid an instructor in planning and carrying. out

vironmental investigations.

k

2.6 'Goals and Objectives .

The above has boon an analysis of the structure find components.

of the process. approach. A question that remains is -- What can-be

accomplished by using such a method? Because the process approach

has not been rigorously evaluated (McDonald, personal communication)
.

no direct proof exists as to exactly what 'it can or cannot do. How-

ever, indiCations of potential can be Zdund-111-Tliegoals/objectives

of antededent_metho-dWorkshop program, process approach charac-

teristics, and the knowledge/pror.ess'structure on which it is based.

Since the process approach does stress the use of thinking pro-

,

cesses, it would be reffsonable_to assume that, with enough exposure,

a student-would acquire and be able to use those proceSses. This is

supported by the work of Taba (1966) and the use by McCollum and Davis

'(1972) of essentially the same technique to meet process objectives.

In addition, the objectives defined for'the lesson plans used as ex-

amples of the application of the process approach reflect what he

developers think can be accomplished using it. These objectives de-

scribe the use of thinking processes.

Processes cannot be carried out in a vaccuum. They need knowledge

on which to operate, either gri,".t or goals (Bloom et. al., 1956).

In, addition, the process ipprotch, the its forerunners, is a strategy

based on a relattonAlip betA,fel, process structures.

GO



Knowledge is inextricably tied with process, making it possible to

accomplish knowledge as well as process-oriented objectives (Tabs,

1966).

Cognitive orientation does net rule out meeting affective goals

such as. those concerning awareness or attitudes. In fact, both may

be accomplished simultaneously (Krathwhol et. al., 1964). Since the

process approach emphasizes learner involvement in investigating some

aspect of the environment that is in some way unfamiliar to them, the

opportUnity arises for increased awareness not only on the part of

the learner, but the instructor as well (depending on his level of

understanding of the topic). In fact, awareness objectives are _in-

cluded in the environmental field investigation lesson plans used in

theworkshop. Furthermore, depending on the learners existing atti-

tudes, the same factors that brought increased awareness (discovery

of new information, relationships, insights) could create or change

attitudes.

Research concerning another instructional method which stresses

direct learner involvement -- simulation gaming -- indicates that it

is superior to more traditional, less involving classroom methods in

affecting attitudes. Based on this direct learner involvement rather

than presenting information through some passive intermediate source

(textbook, lecture, etc.) may be a good strategy to use in meeting

attitude- oriented objectives.

The workshop program is using the process approach so
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one .would expect the goals of the workshops to give an indication of

its potential. To this end, the eight regional heads of the Forest

Service EE programs were contacted, along with three other people in-

volved in the program,
11

by telephone and asked to identify.the pri-

mary goals of the workshop program as they saw them. The results are

giVen in table 2-6.

lable 2-6
Workshop Goals as Perceived by Forest

Service EE Personnel

Number of
Respondents

That Identified
The Goal

1.

2.

Increase Awareness of;
EE

Other

Develop Process Skills in:

3

7

themselves (1.6. participants) . 10

Others 10

3. Establish/Improve-Communication 2

(between participants)

4. Improve Public. Involvement Skills 2

5. Impart knowledge 2

6. Enhance Forest Service Image 1

11 Mr. Tom Ellis, InfornI,1 it,.,,14.11, State and Private Forestry
Region 9; Mr. Ron Greenwti(l tio.mor National FE Program Cbordinator;
Ms. Jane Westenberger,Diroc:ur, f41)co of Information, Region 5.
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Every respondent identified the development of process skills as a

workshop goal. A majority (6) also listed awareness goals. However,

relatively few identified knowledge oriented goals. This is probably

a reflection of the emphasis placed in the workshops on the acquisi-

tion of process skills and not an inability of the process approach

to meet knowledge-oriented goals.

Just what the process approach can and cannot do has not been

clearly established. Yet its characteristics and structure, and the

goals/objectives of both other instructional atrategiestfrom which

it was derived and the workshop program indicate the potential for

meeting objectives in the areas of process, knowledge, awareness,

and attitudes.

2.7 Weaknesses

One of the biggest weaknesses of the process approach is time

consumption. This, however, is the nature of the beast. Telling

people that there is enough water in a pond to support 20,000 people

for a year is much easier and quickerlIchanletting them figure it out.

Whenever active learner involvement is concerned, time-becomes a con-

- sideration and lack of time may cause some instructors to select more

convenient strategies.

Another weakness concern, !to m nagement role required of the

instructor. A management rol rInfamiliar to many fnstructors

and could inhibit them tr., ) tp,),-y. A similar problem
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has been noted with simulation gaming (Zuckerman and Horn, 1.972).

Furthermore, the students as well as tho instructor may be unfamiliar

with an instructor management role. A change'to a strategy with which

they are not accustomed, particularly one that places more responsib-

ility on them, could result in some confusion and disenchantment' oh

the part7of the student.

Related to the problem--f management is the need to keep process

and content balanced while using any process approach. Leaning too

heavily on process could allow errars to be overlooked or go uncor-

rected. To much emphasis on content, on the other hand, could mask.

or even eliminate the processes involved for the learner. Either way,

the learning experience would sullen

2.8 Summary

The process approach is an instructional methodology designed to

actively involve learners in exploring the environment through the

use of problem-solying situations. The traditional authoritarian,

judgmental role of. the instructor 15 exchanged fora management one

in which the instructor facilstates the learning experience rather

than dictating it.

While the investigative proces-. per se is one of interpretation

of data/application, the procos:, approach includes a questioning

strategy to structure the Inve-tAg rive process, and the use of dis-

cussion skills and group ilynn.1 Yllp the instructor emphasize
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the role of the learner. The first three of these components are

'derived from work by Taba (1966) and McCollum and Davis (1972) while

the group dynamics material comes primarily from Giammatteo (McDonald,

personal communication; Gtammatteo,,undated).

Because the-process approach blends both cognitive process and

knowledge, it has he potential for accomplishing objectives in both

areas. Awareness and attitude-oriented objectives are also possible

since learners are actively involved with and are directly exposed to

aspects of the environment. Finally, learners can obtain experience

in communicating and wcrking together through the use of groups acti-

vities, However, because the process approach is oriented toward

o

allowing learners to work out problems themselves, it is more time

consuming than more lecture inclined methods. Another disadvantage

lies in the stress placed on the management role.' Some instructors

may be unwilling -- or unable -- to make such a shift.

There is no "magic" educational method that works for every

learning situation. Clayton and Rosenbloom (1968) point out "it has

become evident....that tle diversity of students and teachers demands

a diversity of materials and method. Not all children will learn

equally well, or not at all froM the same experience, and not all tea-

chers can teach effectively in a single mold." The process approach

is no exception, but where ar rIc:tive, learner-centered experience is

desired, one that involves co-p'rt T between the instructor and the

learner, the process approach 4-0_.,-e't,n:y 9honld be considered.

0:-



Chapter 3

Fire, Environment, and Man

"...fire may be the
in

impor-

tant single factor n determing
what animal and vegetable life
will thrive in many areas."

Herbert L. Stoddard, 1931

3.1 Introduction

Fires hat.a been occurring naturally for millions of years. Evi-

dence,of their occurrence (fusain or fossil charcoal) is found in coal

beds formed during the carboniferous period--- 400 million years ago

(Komarek, 1972). Little is known or probably will be known about how

these fires fit into the ecological framework of the carboniferous and

other past geologic periods. Fortunately however, much more is known

about fire and its relationship with ecosystems in which it occurs to-

day. Relatively recent research has shown fire to be a natural compo-

nent in the functioning of many ecosystems (Kilgore 1972; Biswell 1972;

Wright and Heinselman 1973; Habeck and hutch 1973; Vogel 1977). Within

such systems, fire serves as a teedback mechanism whose frequency and

behavior occurs in response to environmental cues (climate, weather,

vegetation, soil, =topography, etc.). In turn, fire influences environ-

ment, producing or setting in miopm changes that strongly affect or

even determine biotic community (1evelopment and temporarily alter soil

and water component,;. Ihe r(111' interactions is a dynamic

system -- a system f11 ;)-!I

segt,..5

I- ilfected by man wherever
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he has come in contact with it. The following discussion will look

at fire- environment relationships in more detail, then examine Ejan-

fire interactions.

3.2 Environmental Influences on Fire
12,

3.2.1 Introduction

.

The three major environmental influences
12

-- fuel, weather,

and topography -- exert both,direct and indirect influences on fire.

Totjellkier they determine tho likelihood of a fire occurring and its

behavior.

3.2.2 Fuel Factors

Fuel factors are the dominant direct influence. These include

fuel moisture, temperature, compaction, amount, continuity, and arrange-

,.

ment. A decrease in fuel moisture, or the water content of the fuel,

increasep the ease of ignition, intensity of the fire, and 'the rate

at which the fire spreads. Ai Increase In.fuel temperature also in-

12 Fire as used here reamers to forest, brush, or grassland fires.

13 Since all fires produce some kind of updraft, they also influence
their own behavior (albeit most of the time in a small Way) . How-
ever, if the fire is ntense enough, an extremely strongppdraft
(convection column) can dONlop. _Davis (1959) estimates,velod-
',ties can exceed 70-80 mph. The resulting firestorm transcends
normally dominating envl.ronmentA influences, determing its own

.

behavior as long as enough ford 1, present to support the fire.
Fires such as these th()ugh, /re tile exception to the mile.
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4

creases ease of ignition and ruto of spread both directly, because

less' energy is needed to start fuels burning, and indirectly, as in-

creasing fuel temperatures mean dryer fuel. The more compact a fuel

.
is, the less air is available for combusti ,, reducing the rate of

spread and making the fuel harder to ignite. The latter is one ma-
,"

son why fires usually start in the tinder -like small fuels (needles,_

leaves, small twigs, etc.). Ilowever, even these can be difficult to

start. For example, in preparation for a test run of soil nutrients'

task (lesson plan.B),red spruce needle litter.Was oven dried for 24
4*.

hours. Even.when extremely dry, it woup--nad carry n flame despite.
.a

1

repeated attempts 'to start tit Aith matches and buta eltorch. The

small size and short needle len;elt allowed the'litter to compact easily,

inhibiting combustion lother factors may also have been at work; a

fungal mat pervaded part of the litter which allthoughdry, may6have

inhibited combustion). The intensity can also be affected by the

amount of fuel -- the more fuel, the greater the intensity, partic-

ularly if larger fuels (logs, bi:Inches, etc.) are supported. by large,

amounts of smaller ones. This leus into fuel arrangement -- how fuels

are mixed in the vortical dien-;ion. Fuel arrangement can greatly

affect fire intensity. Note th change in behavior of a fire observed

by John Muir (1901) in the ,ierra Nevada. mountains:

"The fire came racing 4p t::(

of- the East Fork cany(w....
now bending down low to P.c

acres of them at a bre.i'l

the smoke and terrinie ru

is gentle ant ,i.d(J-iv 1

'toep chaparral-covered slopes
IL .t bread cataract of flames,

! on green bushes, devouring
lurid flapping surges and

tr,d roaring hiding a41 that

. ftit 40011 as the deep

J
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forest was reached the ungovernable flood became calm like
a torrent entering a lake, creeping and spreading beneath
the trees where the ground was level or sloped gently,
slowly nibbling the cake of compressed needles and scales
with flames an inch-high, rising here and there to a foot
or two on dry twigs and clumps of small bushes and broome
grass."

The deep forest Muir refers to was a very open one consisting of pine

and Sequoia with a grass understory. Without taller understory vegeta-

tion to carry the fire into the tree crowns,
14

the fire's behavior

was radically changed. »Another limiting factor involved was fuel.con-

tinuity -- how fuels are put together in the horizontal dimensic_A. The

grass fuels were contiguous, allowing the fire to spread through the

understory without much difficulty. The trees however, grew individ-

ually in clumps preventing the fire from spreading through the trees

even if a group of trees or a single tree caught fire. In general,

patchy fuels result in a fire that spreads in fits and bursts, if at

all.

3.2.3 Weather Factors

Weather influences fire both directly and indirectly. Direct

influences are wind and lightning storms. A headwind car. "push" a

fire and proliide it with more oxygen, increasing rate of spread and

intensity. A wind blowing into a fire, however, will slow the rate

of spread. Lightning is a major ignition source
15

(and before man

14 Also, if the understory or fore-,t floor fire is hot enough, heat
alone can ignite tree crowns.

:15 Other less common natural ignition -sources include spontaneous
combustion and sparks from rock, (Vogel, 1974).

pr"
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the primary cause. of fires). For example in 1968 Komareck estimated

2.739 lightning thunderstorms passing over about 275,000 square miles,

of central United States in a one hour period. This only represented

the activity along one front.and such fronts repeatedly sweep the ./

North American continent during the summer. Precipitation from stcrms

also puts fires out.

Wind and storms are also indirect influences, along with re i ative

humidity, temperature, and dew point. 'Wind can accelerate fue:drying

while precipitation from storms or the presence of dew increases fuel.

moisture. Air temperature affects fuel temperature which has/been dis

cussed aboire. Relative humidity plays a large role in deterfilining fuel

moisture (also discussed above). Smaller fuels adjust the quickest to

Changes in relative humidity (perhaps a matter of hours) while logs,

large branches, and other larger fuels take longer (as muzh as several

days).

3.2.4 Topographic Influences

Topography also exerts both direct and indirect influences through

slope, aspect, elevation, and the shape of the land. lope has direct

and indirect effects. Up slope fuels are actually closer to the flames

And so receive more radiant energy. In addition, hotiair from a fire.

tends to move up slope, preheating and predrying fuels located there.

The net result is a faster rate of .-7,pread up slope t an down. The

steeper the slope, the faster the ,,pread, Both aspOct (the direction
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a slope faces) and elevation indirectly affect fuel moisture and

temperature. A south- or southwest-facing slope receives more sun-

shine than north facing ones (in-the northern hemisphere). Conse-

quently, fuels -on the former are warmer and dryer. Also, fuels at

higher elevations are cooler and so retain more moisture. Finally,

the shape of the land indirectly affects fire -- narrow canyons and

valleys can channel winds which in turn can "push" fires.

There is another dimension to these factors that has not been

mentioned-- time. Fuel moisture, relative humidity, wind, temper-

ature, fuel arrangement, type, and continuity change on a daily,

monthly, yearly, and longer basis as changes in weather and vegetation

occur. Consequently both ignition potential and fire behavior depend

on the point in time at which they are considered, giving the system

a temporal motion. Furthermore, the factors will also vary, over area,

Particularly if topography varies considerably. Because of this in-

herent variability, fire behavior not only differs between fires, but

within a single fire as well.

3.2.5 Summary

This has been a very brief overview of natural environmental in-

fluences on fire. Table 3-1 is a ,ummary of these factors and their

relationship to fire. The discus -,Ion has been limited to the more

immediate factors, These, in turn, are influenced by other environ-

mental factors. For exiimple vegetd f lon, which determines the kind of

fuels available is itself determ]rd by cliniate and soil. Even past



Factor

Fuel:

Moislure

Temperature

0

Tobin 3-1

Summitry of Environmontol Foctors Affecting Fire

Direct/

Indirect

direct

direct

Arrangement direct

Continuity

Compaction.

direct

direct

Related
Factors

relative humidity,
temperature, wind,
precipitation, as-
pect, elevation,
dew point.

aspect, elevation

elevation, aspect

kind of vegetation

Comments

+fuel moisture
results in+in
ignition poten-
tial intensity,

rate of spread.

+ fuel temper*
ature results in
41,in ignition

potential, rate
of spread.

proper combina-
tion of fuels
can result in in-
tense crown fire.

continuous fuels
will + ease of
fire spread.'

+compaction re-
sults in+ rate
of spread, inten-
sity, ignition
potential.

Amount direct decomposition6rate amount results
in+fire inten-
sity.

Weather:

Wind direct shape of land +wind results in
+rate of spread,
intensity.

indirect fuel moisture +wind results in
+fuel moisture.



Factor

Table 3-1, Continued.

Direct/ Related
Indirect Factors'

Comments

Precipitation/ diroct lightning in an
storms ignition source

direct puts out fire
indirect luel moisture +rain results in

+fuel moisture.

Dew point indirect fuel moisture dew present,+
fuel moisture.

Relative indirect fuel moisture, +relative humidity
Humidity ° dew point results in+ fuel

moisture.

Temperature indirect fuel moisture, +temperature rte.:-

fuel temperature sults N., fuel mois-

ture, +fuel tem-
perature.

Topography:

Slope direct +slope results
in+in rate of
spread, intensity.

Aspect indirect fuel moisture, amount of sun re-
fuel temperature, ceived varies with
fuel continuity aspect. +sun re-

sults in + fuel
temperature,lfr

fuel moisture.

Elevation indirect fuel moisture, + elevation re-
fuel temperature, sults in+ in
cont inui ty. fuel temperature,

4 fuel moisture.

Shape of land indirect landforms channel
winds, affect air
movement.
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fires play a role. In the Sequoia/pine forests of the Sierra Nevada

mountains, frequent fines (one roughly every four to twenty years

Kilgore, 1973) molded the natural community '(see section 3.3.3) and

prevented fuel build up, curtailing the intensity of future fires. Thus

ignition potential and fire behavImr are an integral Part of and shaped

by thl functioning of the ecosystem as a whole.

3.3 Fire Influeti,:o:, on the Environment ,

3.3.1 Introduction

Fire can profoundly iwflt.t. he biotic community-both directly

and indirectly. Figtire 3-1 is a diagram illustrating a generalized

flow of impacts.
16

/*

Animal

1°
Community

uniLy-

// /f / /
/<Z),/ Soil /

/

/// 4='/

ticuro 3-1
Ilre lapacts

16 The degree of imp,:,

Water

'f.tt,tty and extent of the fire.
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Most impacts flow into or out of-the plant community, making it the

focal point of fire's effects. However, since effects on soil affect

plant communities,.soil will be considered first.

3.3.2 Fire Effects on Soil

The most obvious effect fire has on soil is the removal of the. .

surface .fitter layer and, if intense enough, partial or total removal

of the duff and even humus layers. In doing so,° fire can_play.ail im-

portant role as a decomposition agent
17

(MutCh, 1970) in some temper-

ate coniferous forests where the rata of-litter production outstrips

decomposition by organisms (Olsen; 1963).

Fire also increases surface soil temperature, both during the fire

and afterWalds, since the black layer of ash left absorbs solar.radia-

tion (Ahlgren and Ahlgren, 1960). In addition, removing or reducing

the standing vegetation increases the amount of solar radiation reaching

the soil, also raising the surfce soil temperature.

In burning litter, fire'cotiverts previously tied-up nutrients to

available forms and leaves them behind in the ashes (some, particularly

nitrogen, are volatilized if the fire is intense). The significance of

this effect varies. Both Viro (1D74) and, Christensen and Muller (1975)

regarded it as a positive factor, while Old (1969) found nutrient re-

lease from ashes had no effect on plant growth in the tall grass prairie

17 Decomposition and (-fwtoustt,;, ay,, the same progess"--
an oxidation reactin-. tl ,L,xide, water, and energy as
the end products.

is
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community.
l8

Initial fertility of the soil may offer some explahation

for the conflicting results. Plants rowing on soils of borderline

fertility (or worse) would benefit the most from fire'related nutrient

increases. If nutrients were not limiting _(or only very slightly so)

an increase producod by fire may not be significant.

The increase in nutrients can also increase the pH of the surface

soil, layer (Ahlgren and Ahlgren, 1960). If the surface layer is acidic

(as is coniferous litter and duff), this neutralizing effect could be

beneficial to plant establishMent and growth. Because these nutrients

are water soluable, increases are temporary, ranging from a few months

(Haines, 1926) to ten years (Eneroth, 1928).

Vogel (1977) regarded the relationship between fire and soil ero-

sion as misrepresented. He noted that where erosion is associated with

natural fires,"fire is not the cause per se, but some characteristic

inherent in the soil. While it is true that soil erodability depends

a great deal on soil characteristics, fire can set the stage for ero-

sion by removing the protective layer of vegetation. Biswell (1174)

observed that after one severe chaparral fire in southern California

in 1959, debris movement down steep south-facing slopes reached ten

times the already high pre-burn rate. Biswell further commented that

soil erosion following fire in the chaparral.depends on time, amount

and intensity of rainfall, percentage of cover removed, steepness of

18 She did f id burning .,timulated growth. She attributed this to
decrdases,in competition 'from ca:Iy season grasses and increases
in microbial action due to increases in soil temperature.
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slope, severity of the fire, length,of time since the last burn as well

as the erodability of the Soil. In short, erosion potential after a

fire is site and situation specific, something that undoubtedly applies

on a general level.

3.3.3 Fire Effects on Plants

Effects on plants are both direct (injury and kill), and indirect

(alteration of environmental conditions). Direct impacts vary widely

and can be viewed as falling somewhere on a continuum, depending on

the nature of the fire:

I

high]y selective
mortality, partial
removal of vegetation,
community maintenance

virtually total
mortality, total
removal of vegetation,_
community replacement.

An example of the left hand side o4 the continuum is the Giant

!

Sequoia/pine forest of tho Sierra Nevada mountains. Typically fires

were ground fires of lbw to medium intensity, occurring in frequencies

ranging from four to twenty years (Kilgore, 1973). The low intensity

of these fires resulted in
o

selective mortality favoring Giant Sequoia,

sugar pine, Jeffrey and ponderosa pine, whose thicker insulating bark

gave them better protection from heat. In this way, the frequent fires

were in large measure responsible foi the species make-up of the plant

community.

Such fires also letermine the phr;ical appearance of the community.

O



The above forests were remarkably park-like. King (1871) described

an 1864 ascent into the Sierra Nevada as follows:
. '

1

11
...Passing from the glare of the open country into the dusky'
forest, one seems to enter a door,.and ride into a vast
covered hall....You are never tired of gazing down long vis-
tas, where, in stately groups stand tali shafts of pine. Col-
umns they are each with its own charOteristic tinting and
finish, yet all standing together with the air of relation-

.

shig and harmony..."

68

The frequent fires proven ed the underi3rush from establisAng itself,

keeping the understory primarily grass. Fuel build-up waealbo pre-

vented, insuring future fires of law intensity. Forests of a similar

nature, but of different'species (longleaf and slash pine) once extended.

from southern Virginia to east Texas (Komarek, 1974).

In plant communities such_as the jack pine forests of the central

Northwest, major fires occurred much less frequently and were of grea-
,

ter intensity. Typically, such fires occurred.only one in the life

of a jack pine forest, killing all above ground vegetation (Ahlgren,

4

-1974). However-an unusual adaptation -- serotinous cones (cones(cozies

,

sealed with resin and open when heated) -- help Insure natural re- stock-

ing with jack pine. Jack 'pine cones are produced at an unusually early

age (about ten years) and held on the tree for as many as twenty years

although viability decreases with age (Ahlgren, 1974). Since the in-

terval between fires is longer, -0 a large store of seed accumulates and

19 Cone serotiny is also found in lodge pole pine of the Rocky Moun-
tains and West (Lotan, 1974), knobcone pine of Southern California
(Vogel, 1973), and sand pine of Florida,(Komarek, 1971).

20 Heinselman, 1973, estimated a natural fire rotation of 50 to 100
years for Minnesota jack pine forests.

1.,/c

`).
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is released when heat from the fire breaks the resin bond and the cone

gradually opens. Thus a 'cycle of replacement (figure 2-2) rather than

maintenance occurs. The result is a plant community whose dominant

species are approximatbly

the same age (even-aged),

and a landscape that is a

mosaic of even-aged communi-

ties. Furthel-lre, depending

on how recent the fire was

and the species available for

restocking, the community

could be dominated by herb-

aceous shrubby, hardwood,

or coniferous vegetation or

a comination of these if in

a transition from one to

another, or if pre-burn veg-

etation was not totally re-

moved.

Reproduction

Maturity
Over-maturity

Fire

Restocking

Figure 3-2
Community Replacement Cycle

Fire replacement communities are not confined to tree species

with serotinous cones. Weaver (1974) cited observations by Muir (1918)

and Isaac (1943) of large areas of even -age west coast Douglas Fir.

Each observer concluded, as did Weaver, 'that the communities were the

result of fire re, ing previous ones,

.1J -t>
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Fltween the two extremes there is considerable middle ground. For

example, chaparral communities contain elements of both. They are par-

ticularly flammable (Biswell, 197') with a fire frequency ranging from

fifteen to forty years (Philpot, unpublished). Fires typically remove

all above ground-vegetation, but mortality is not widespread due to if

vigorous sprouting, Seeds are produced at an early age, are heat resis-

tant, and, in most species, can remain dormant for long periods. Be-

cause seeds accumulate, seedling densities can be heavy after a fire

(Biswell, 1974), so even if some plants fail to sprout, plenty of seed-

lings are available for replacement.

While the direct effects of fire on'plant communities are often

immediately apparent, the indirect effects are less so. Yet fire,

through its "decr"iposer rolen'is a key to successful reproduction.

In many conifer communities, the partial or total removal of litter

and duff allows seedlings to reach mineral soil -- and vital water --

quickly (Ahlgren and Ahlgren, 1960). Other benefits include decreased

competition (Old, 1969;_ Kilgore, 1973), destruction of fungi (Davidson,

1971) and alleopathic compounds (Christensen and Muller, f976), changes

in surface soil texture (Hartesveldt and Harvey, 1967), the opening up

or removal of the overstory allowing more light to reach seedlings

( Hartesveldt and Harvey, 1967, Cayford, 1970), and a temporary in-

crease in available nutrients either from ash (Cayford, 1970) or pos-

sible increases in microbial action due to increased soil temperature (Old,

1969). Of course, the above list is taken from plant communities in

which fire plays a major role. Vogel (19/fi) has pointed out that some
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of these effects can produce long term, possibly permanent changes in

plant communities in which fire is not a normal component (e.g. tropi-

cal forests).

Fire.may also control some plant pathogens and encourage others.,

While fire is used to control brown needle spot disease in longleaf

pine, fire sca can also provide entry points for heartrot.(Ahlgren,
-

1974). With s me diseases andparasites, periodic fire results in

short term control, but long term perpetuation. For example, shor,' .

term, local control of dwarf mistletoe, a pest of lodgepole Wile is

obtained when fire destroys infected stands. However, in ;the long run _

such fires perpetuate lodgepole pine and also the pe'st (Wicker and

Leaphart, r974). Finally, results reported by Parmeter and Uhrenholdt

(1974) indicate smoke may also play a role in controlling a variety of

fungi by inhibiting -spore germination, mycelial growth, and boloniza-

tion.

Finally, heat from fire may serve as a mutagen (Komarek, 1965);

Howe, 1974). Howe adds that fire could'also serve as an agent.of gene-

tic drift by leaving small clumps of trees isolated from other pollen

sources. The small size of these groups would.accentuate the effects"
4

of genetic drift within them.

3.3.4 Fire Effects on Wildlife
*

As with plants, fire (affects wildlife both direct'.y and indirectly.

The'Smokey Bear "crispy critter" propaganda and other media events'(e.g.

Bambi) reflected the past assumption that fire is very destructive of

0
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wildlife. No such generalization can be made. In fact, wildlife mor-

tality from most fires is minimal (Komarek, 1969; Vogel, 1973). Animals

move out or take refuge in burrows orleven under rocks. However, an

unusually hot and/or fast moving fire might overtake runners and/or

suffocate or overheat burrowers (Handley, 1969). In any Tire, °those

most affected are ones whose mobility is restricted in some way, either

physically (e.g. injurA, young, slow-moving) or behaviorally (e.g.

presence of young or nest, strong affinity for home range). For example,

fire is particularly destructive of spiders and mesofauna (mites and

springtails) because of their limited mobility and surface dwelling

-I; -

'habits (Ahlgren, 1974. See table 3-3 for a summary of fire's effects

on some,soil wildlife).

A fire-induced animal stampede is another popular idea (e.g. Bambi)

that has been exploded by the observation of calm animal behavior during

fires (Hakala, et. al., 1971; Komarek, 1969, and Vogel, 1973). In fact,

reports of panicky animal behavior during fires could be due to the

presence and activity of men fighting the fire rather,than the fire

itself (Komarek 1969; Leopold 1923).

The majority of impacts on wildlife occur indirectly. The diver-

, sity and complexity of ecosystems are such that impacts can take many

different routes and be transmitted through a variety of components.

The discussion here will center around cover-, food-, and water-related

effects on wildlife.

Wildlife use plant cover to meet reproduction needs, escape, aid

in predation, and as shelter from the elements (Smith, 1974). The
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Table 3-2
Fire Effects on Some Soil Wildlife

(Atter Ahlgren, 1974)

Indirect
Direct (change
(fire 'environs

Influence kill) ment) Comments

variable 2* 1 studies reviewed show
variety of results.
However, + pH after
burning would favor
bacteria. Also 8 out
of 9 studies indicated

activity of N fix-
ing bacteria after a
fire.

Aotinomycetes variable 2

Earthworms decrease : 2

Snails

Insects

Spiders

I,Mesofauna
(Mites and
Collembolans)

Centipedes
&

1

1

decrease not
discussed

variable 2 1

decrease 1 2

decrease 1 12

decrease 2 1

*2 secondary importance
1 = primary importance
+= ilcrease
f= decrease

8 "I'

more resistant to heat
and drying than bac-
teria.

affected more by soil
moisture + following
fire than by actual
heat.

effect depends on species.
Battles, some grasshoppers

ants Also ini--tfl can be followed by
+ as plants regrow.

surface dwelling habits
make them vulnerable.

dry conditions following
fir are uo.t,favorable.
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most immediate effect of fire is to force wildlife from cover and ex-

pose it to predation. Komarek (1969) has observed a variety cif birds

and even insects feeding on insects and small mammals flushed by grass

fires. I

Removal of cover by fire can cause several 1 nger-term effects.

'Increased competition for the remainder can (Keith and Surrendi,

1971) with the losers moving on, or taken by pred'tors. Also, if the

r
fire reloves both under- and overstory vegetatiol, microclimate will

be affected. Increased temperature has been co sidered a factor in

the decrease of red back vole populations follo ing a clearcut and .

/barn (Gashwiler, 1970). Microclimate changes (dryness, greate tem-

perature fluctuations) have also been cited asiimportant causes pf

decreases in soil fauna (Ahlgren, 1974). Of course,fany microc4mats

changes would have the greatest impact on wildlife that were in some

way restricted to the area concerned. More mobile forms could seek

better conditions elsewhere (unless the burned over area was extremely

extensive).

Changes in vegetation on burned areas as they move toward pre-burn

conditions can produce cover favorable or unfavorable to wildlife de-

.

pending on the species. The Kirtlan Warbler, one of the rarest of

the wood warblers, requires dense cl ps of young jack pine interspersed

with many small grassy openings for /esting habitat (Line, 1964). Na-

tura ly, such conditions are produced only by fire. The gradual re-
,

invasion of post-fire shrubfields by conifers, creates a young conifer

and /shrubfield mosaic very favorAble for overwintering elk (Martinka,

I

I j,
,-441 4-,11%11;41-1,
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1974). Conversely, continuous ground over (such as might bo found in

younger post-burn sites) is not 17,44041-.....1-41.r-r.U.210,11 __grQ111;0 _because it pre-_

vides better hunting cover for predators (Gullion, 1976).

The extent and duration of any cover-related effect on wildlife

depends on fire behavior and general environmental conditions. In gen-

eral the more severe the fire, the greater time needed for the site to

return to pre-fire cover conditions, and the larger the fire (acreage),

the more extensive (area) the cover changes. General environmental con-

ditions also influence cover-related effects by affecting plant growth.

Good plant growth condition,' would 'peed return to pre-fire conditions,

decreasing the duration of the effects, while poor conditions would do

the reverse. Because of the inherent variability of these two factors--

fire behavior and environmental conditions -- the impacts discussed above

will vary.

Fire effects on wildlife food sources have been noted in three

areas: (1) kind of food, (2) quaiqity, and (3) quality (Bendell, 1974).

Concerning changes in food sources by fire, Aldo Leopold (1921)

wrote: "It is a pretty reliable rule of thumb that fire tends to elim-

inate the plants useful to game or forest and tends to encourage plants

useless to both. Leopold's "rule ,f ihnmb" proved incorrect.
21

Changes

in kinds of food can be berclictal tr, some wildlife. For example, shrub- =

fields and young conifers following fire in Glacier National Park are

21 Leopold later hankelf ht viej,,, t on fire, although Vogel (1967)
notes that Lea old }ad difficulty 'Atet\eoming his previous forestry

kindoctrinatiori."

1
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important winter food sources for elk (Martinka, 1974). Rarely, fire,

results in the appearance of a plant species A which a wildlife spe-

cies is totally dependent, as in the fire-wild blue lupine-Karner Blue

butterfly relationship in the pine bush of upstate New York. In general

though, the degree and direction of impact (positive or ndgative) will

depend on the wildlife species alid the nature of revegetation.

Fire-induced increases and decreases in food quantity can occur on

both short and long term basis. On a short term basis, there is a

sudden and brier increase in prey for some predators as small mammals

and insects retreat before the flame front (Komarek, 1969).
22

Immed

lately following a fire, however there is a lack of plant food sources,,

which could mean severe competition if the surviving population exceeds

'the carrying capacity.

The stimulation of plant growth after a fire is well documented

(Ahlgren and Ahlgren, 1960; Old, 1969; Wright and Heinselman,

Christensen and Muller, 1976) and means a longer term increase in plant

food abundance. This increase can be a factor in population increases.

Ahlgren (1966) attributed increa,e- in deer mice populations on revegeta-

ting burned areas to an abundance of seec:s and insects. New sprouts can

also provide new food sources to browsers like deer, moose, and.rabbit.

Increases in prey species can provide more food for predators.

Barmore et. al. (unpublished) noted that bark beetles, flourishing in

fire-killed standing timber, benefited woodpeckers.

22 /This would happen ohly if the behavior of the -fire' allowed (1) suc-
cessful retreat, and (2) predators to approach the flame front.

r
L,
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Decreases in longer torm food availability also occur. Scotter

--------- (-1971) thotigh-tfrie-relateth reductions in the standing crop of ground

and tree lichens, a winter forage of caribou, reduced the caribou's

winter range. Vogel (1974) noted a possible reduction in marginal grasp-

land,productivity from burning too frequently or during periods of cri-

tical moisture. ,ReduCed productivity could impact wildlife, particularly

if tepded for several years (Vogel did not discuss possible wildlife

impacts7.

Increases,in plant food quality (greater levels of protein and

mineral nutrient content) do occur, possibly in response to greater

availability of nutrients, following a fire (Bendell, 1974). However,

Bendell goes on to question the significance of such increases. Based

on a summary of published data concerning nutrient content of deer foods

'before and after fire, concludedthe changes were "not impressive." He

also pointed out that the level of nutrients in plants depended on "sea-

son, soil, weather, nature of fuel and fire, and other factors." Given

these factors, generalizations concerning wildlife benefits from fire-

induced increases in nutrient levels in plants are difficult to make.

There have been scatteroli reports of fire induced, water-related

impacts on wildlife. Leopold (1923) reported a,fish kill in a brook__

following a rain in a severely burne(Lover-watershed. He speculated

ashes washed into the brook were responsible. Hakala (1971) also noted

a fish kill following a large fire an Alaska. A large amount of fire

retardcnt dropped both near the rict.r concerned and its tributaries on

a

6
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the day prior to_and ot_thQ_Alemuff_may_llave boon- partially - responsible,

although Hakala makes no overt connection. AThe possibility remains,

however, that large scale fires may adversely water wildlife via changes

in water quality.,

Other effects include:

1. Increase in stream temperature caused,by removal of stream-

side vegetation (Helvey, et. al.,
A

1974), which could affect

stream wildlife. Impat., would depend on pre-fire stream

characteristics, aspect, amount of post-fire sunny weather, etc.

2. Increase in sedimentation (Anderson, 1974) caused by erosion.

Amount would depend on factors influencing erosion (see page

59). Large amounts could smother fish eggs and some bottom -

dwelling stream life.

3. Increase in area's of open water and edge in dense marsh vegeta-

tion, benefiting some marsh wildlife (Ward, 1968).

Water related impacts are also possible on terrestrial wildlife.

Bendell (1974) observed blue grouse leaving an area two months ahead

of normal migration time, despite an apparent abundance of food supply.

Bendell thought a shortage of water brought about by fire-induced chan-

ges in microcliM'ate was the cau-c.. The significance of this effect may

depend on the animal's mobility, precipitation, and the presence or

absence of surface water.

In Alaska, if the insulattN: flyer of vegetation is thinned or re-

moved by fire, the permaf bonettn begin: to melt, Ponds can be

c0
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forded,- which May EnCrOa-ge their -size by melting-permafrost at-their

edges (Viereck, 1973). The increase in standing water could improve

or generate habitat for aquatic animals and increase water availability .

-for others.

Water-related impacts on wildlife vary with fire behavior, but it-

appears the fire has to be fairly severe (removing most of the standing

vegetation and litter and/or duff), before the effects are felt.

In addition to specific on and off-site impacts, the overall effect

of fire on wildlife needs to be examined, encompassing both burned and

unburned areas, The characteristic mosaic of various agbd plant com-

munities (see page 68) can only result in a greater variety of ecologi-

cal niches, making possible greater wildlife diversity (in comparison

with a forest of continuous coniferous cover over an area of equal size).

Thus fire becomes an agent in maintaining a higher overall diversity

than might otherwise occur.
23

Furthermore, changes in richness and

aquitability24 would constantly be occurring as plant communities changed

23 Fire is not unique in this respect. Windthrow, disease, insect
outbreaks, avalanches, and rockslides are all environmental forces
that can produce the same%result.

24 Richness refers to the number of different species in a community,,
Equitability refers to the evenness of apportionment of individuals
among those species. For example, given a community with 10 species:
a distribution of 91 individuals in one species and one individual
in the other nine would be a very low equitability. A distrfbution
of ten individuals per species would be a very high equitability.



over time.
25

Although thek.sys tem may seem static to the casual observer,

viewed on a longer tonn basis, it is constant motion.

3.3.5 Fire Effects on Water

Some fire-related impacts on water have already been mentioned --

increases in stream temperatures and sedimentation. Another, evapera-
t

tion of water from soil surface layers deserves further comment. In-

.

creased evaporation does not mean an overall increase in soil water de-

26
ficit. Klock and Helvey (1976) found soil water deficits decreased

the year following a severe wildfire (all above ground vegetation de-

'stroyed). The decrease was attribute° to removal of the vegetation,

drastically cutting losses from :ranspiration. Two pcOntial impacts
ar"'

25 Bendell (1974) wondered about the magnitude of such changes. In

summarizing breeding bird species and population density data from
ten before-and-after-fire studies, he did not find mtheWholestile
adjustment one might expect." He felt this reflected that (1) }fire
burns unevenly, leaving some prefire habitat, and (2) a tolerance
of a wide range of environmental conditions by the species concerned.,.
He also noted the-problems inherent,in the summary (small sample
size and short periods of count). In addition, the categories Bendell
used and the studies may have introduced bias. Bird species were
categorized as grassland and shrub, tree trunk, or tree canopy orien-
ted, indicating a basic distintion between tree-oriented and grass-
land or shrub oriented species. But three of the studies were in
shrub (2 in chaparral) or grassland (1) dominated areas. givArt. the

categories, a major shift nn species would not be- expected. Also,
in three other studies the tree overStory remained intact, which
would tend to reduce the loss of tree oriented species. Thus, six
of the ten studies could have biased the results.

26 Soil water deficit is the difference between maximum soil water re-
tention of the soil ( "field capacity") following a period of maxi-
mum input (e.g. snowmelt) and tilt. -mil water present at the time of
measurement.

1
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-resulting- from this `decrease were- ittentifieth (.1)--acceleration of -mass

soil movement on steep slopes, and (2) increaseu streamflow due to in-

crease in available underground runoff. The latter was documented by

Heivey et. al. (1976) in another study in the same area, and by Ander-

son (1976) elsewhere. The increased streamflow caused channel cutting.

in affected streams (Helvey et. al., 076), raising the possibility

that forest fires that remove all or Most standing vegetation in water-

sheds, may exert considerable influence channel development. Again,

it should be stressed that:,the effects discussed above-are the result

of severe ft:es. Anderson (1976) pointed out fire's impact\n water

covers a broad spactrum,:ranging from the negligible effects of light

or spot fires to those. mentioned above for largo, more severe ones.

3.3.6 Fire Effects on Air

The most obvious, immediate, and probably most important air-related

impact of fire is the generation of smoke. Possible smoke inhibition of

fungi has been mentioned earlier. In extreme cast,, smoke has decreased

sunlight and delayed ripening of crops (Udvardy, 1969). For the; most

part, though, impacts from smoke are transitory and probably not signi-

ficant.

rntense firestorms can generate high velocity winds in their in-

teri?r and uproot trees (Gorsuch, 1969). However, since the trees are

already fire-killed, the Impact of Lprooting would be limited to possible

increases in soil erosion.

0
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*Man has only recently gained the skills and knoyl,,,ledge necessary .

to effectively suppress fire, but he has been starting them.for hundreds,

even thousands of years.. In some areas, including the Northeast, In-

dians use of fire was responsible for turning what was a minor matural

environmental factor into a major one. Thompson and Smith (1970) cite

records of early explorers like Morton, who in 1632 wrote of the Massach-

,usetts Bay area:

"The.Salvages are accustomed, to set fire of the Country
....to burne it; twize a year, vixe at the Springe, and
the,fall of the leafe.- The rodson that mooves them to
doe so, is because it would be otherwise be so overgrowne
with underweeds, that it would be all a copice wood, and
the people would not be able in any wise to passe through
....this customo of fireing....memnes the trees grows here
and there as in our parks, and makes the Country-very beau-
tiful and commodious."

Such obseixttions by early travelers in Massachusetts, Connecticut,

,and Rhode Island led Bromley (1935) to conclude "fo)n one subject all

are in accord and'that is the observation that the original forest was,
,

in most pla s, extremely open and park-like, due to the universal fac-

tor of fire, fost'ered by the original inhabitants to facilitate travel-
.

N,

ing and hunting." Thompson and Smith concluded the Indian's use of

fire was an important factbr in maintaining a mosaic of different suc-

cessional stages which _n turn was primarily respongible for the abun-

..0

dance of deer, turkey, quail, and heath hen described by early observers.

Tile white man that displaced the Indian also affect fire-environ-

ment relationships, but in a didfcronl way. The forest was of low Value

to the settlers who would often fire it to help clear land for farming

1
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(Davis, 1959). Of greater impact, though, were the logging practice...9--

in the conifer forests of the east and lake states (and later in the

west). Sometimes loggers would burn off waste, which occasionally led

to wildfire. More importantly they.left a great deal of slash (logging

residue) lying on the ground. By the late 1800's, human carelessness

combined with dry-weather brought a series of unnaturally and extremely

severe and extensive fires (Davis, 1953). The best kn:ha
g
of these was

the 1871 Peshtigo fire which claimed 1,280,000 acres and 1,-16 lives,

and would have undoubtedly have been better known but far the fatt it

occurred on the same date as the groat Chicago fite. Such fires were

out of step with the natural conditions and undoubtedly adversely af-

fecteU the e6osystefis in which they occurred.

These fires had anotier effect. During Idle late 1800's and early

1900's'the conservation movement inNthe United States was taking hold

in response to the-wasteful and destructive practices of preceding years

(Udall, 1963). The disasterous fires of the era made the destructive

side of fire readily apparent. In the eyes of resource managers fire

became an enemy of the forest, and immediate and total suppression of

all fires regardless of origin bectIme the rule. As technology and train-

ing improved suppression became more effective, and the lack of distinc-

tion between man - caused and naturally occurring fires resulted in pre-

venting fire from filling its natural role.
4 ti

This disruption had and 15 having a number of_impacts. As the

selective influences' of fire were'removcd, changes in plant community

e4
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composition and appearance began to occur (Heinselman, 1971, 1973;

Kilgore 1972). Figure 3-3 is an example of the change occurring in

Yosemite National Park. The patchwork of different age and development

stages of plant communities was also affected. In the Selway-tatterroot

o

Wilderness of Idaho, Habeck (1974) observed:

"Fire exclusion policies during the past one-half century
have evidently limited the number and assortment of pioneer
and early seral stages of forest development....the pristine
mosaic that characterized much of the Selway-Bitteroot Wilder-
ness is gradually being lost....percentage of, intermediate and .

old age communities....is increasing and/the diversity of life

forms is being reduced."

This meant, as had happened earlier in the northeast, a decline in

habitat quality for many wildlife species (Heinselman,.`1973; Vogel,

1E77). Finally, ironically, putling all fires out has actually in-

creased the fire hazard. The removd1 of fire as a selective .and de-

composition agent meant a build-up of both living and dead fuel. Kilgore

and Sando (1975) rlint out That the increased number of saplings, partic-

ularly white fir (see figure 3-3) has, by providing a."ladder" for fire,

created the major threat of crown fires in the Sequoia/mixed conifer

forest where it did not exist before. Habeck (1974) noted the decrease

in.plant community mosaic (see above) reducing fuel discontinuity which,

he concluded, was likely to change tho behavior of future fires. It

isn't hard to imagine how., Overall,' continued all-out suppression may'

result in a pattern of extremes -- many small (most started by man) and

few very large fires (Fahnstock, 1974). An indication of this pattern

can be found in fire records for,the thaparraUof southern California

Et table 3-4).

I I
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Year

,Table 3-3- '

Relati ship Between Fire Size and Total
Acreage Aurned for thd Chaparral, 1910 to 1959

Relationship Betweenyfre Size
and Totar-ureagq.Burned

1910 49% of firess ,burned 98% of 4;134,000 acreas t

1920 2G.t of firVs burned 9 of 342,000 ucrons
1930 17Pof firps'burned 9% of 138,000 ncrons
1940 13% of fires burned 9 % of 228,020 acreas
1950 11(f of fires burned % of 19,000 acreas
1959 -8% of fires burned 92% of 217,000/acreas

Fortunately, the findings of recent research has forced a change

of emphasis in tne policy from fire control to fire management in land;
mangement agencies (Kilgore, 1976; DeBruin, 1976). The use of fire as

t it tool in land management has become 4-xlcipted practice. Although it is

almost impossible for man to avoid affecting fire- environment relation-
;

ships, given a more Accurate view of fire's role i, nature, he can miti-

gate theM wherever possible.

The impact of .f ire on man in terms of money and lives is well known

(Davis, 959). Since larger fires usually occur away from populatdd

areas, economic losses are usually related to timber and lives to fire

fighters.! A major exception to this occurs in the' aparral covered

hills of southern California, Brushfires are an inevitable part of the

ecosystem and extensive suburban develobment ir4fire hazard areas has

resulted in periodic large scare destrvction and damage of homes and

f
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some loss of life (Biswell, 1974). Consequently, brushfires have be-

come a factor in land use planning ir Los Angeles.countyjSafety

ment, Los Angeles County General Plan, 1973). Additional problems of.

a
this , "tare are possible in other areas given the rapid increase of

second home development in forested areas.

One fire-generated impact that has received increased attention

recently has boon smoke. Vogel (1974) points out that smoke has boon

equated with smog. He had added that, if this weib the case, the in-

dians never would have madb it to North America -- "They had a choice,

breath smoky air or freeze." (Vogel, personal communication). Beaufait

(1972) notes that recent studies of smoke column cpntents reveal only

carbon dioxide, water, and particulates present above background amounts.

Such studies may'hM70-led Hall (1972) to conclude "....enough is known

about smoke from woody fuels to indicate that its importance is limited

. almost entirely to visibility obstruction, an offebt that can bo mini-
.

mized by proper timing and preparation for burning." However, Boaufnit

acknowledges-pbsMible air quality problems due to tho generation of

particulates. Sandberg and Pickford (1976) add that the generation of

such pollutants as hydrocarbons, particulates, carbon monoxide, and

oxides of nitrogen can vary with amount of fuel consumed, type bf fuel,

and the way a fire burns. Finally, Wake (1976), in a panel discussion

of prescribed burning, took a-position in diametric opposition'to that

of gall (see above) describing smoke from slash burnings as a serious

."

problem, not only because of particulates producod a..d decreased visib-

0
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ility, but possible synergistic reactions with, other pollutants, and

carbon monoxide production., He even predicts a demand for a complete

ban of prescribed burning in the not too ditant future (in Modtanta)

duo to increasing air pollution regardless of the loss of certain types

of trees in the process.

Obviously the prOblemis a complex one. The impact of smoke from

prescribed or wildfires will vary with the fire and the environmental

conditions under which it occurs. .Undoubtedly, more research is needed

to determine the scope of impacts and possible mitigating measures. It

seems unlikely, though, that smoke can be equated.with smog in terms

of effects. Furthermore, to advocate restricting the use of fire to

those instances where it is necessary for the protection of life and

property, as advocated by Wake, above, is to ignore the ecoldgical re-

alities of the situation. Regardless of whether man burns slash or

not, fires will occur and there is nothing, short of complete vegeta-

tion removal, that man can do aboUt it.

3.5 Summary

AlThOugh the foregoing has been a limited exploration of fire-
.

environment relationships, a number of conclusions can be drawn:

1. Fire-Environment interactions are complex and systematic.

A simplified versior is illustrated in figure 3-4.

0
2. Where conditions favor periodic occurrence of fire, it is

O

an integral part of the eo,-yqtem, not an putside distur-

bance, and is inevitable.
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3. Lightning is tha primary natural ignition source.

90

'4. A diversity of fuel-, weather, or topographic-related envir-.

onmental factors resulein a broad range of ignition poten-

tials and fire behaviors.
0'

5. Variation of environmental factors over-time and/or` space

means possible variation of behavior with a fire as well as

0 between different'fires. Consequently fire behavioris situa-

tion spec?ic,

6. The impact of fire on the ecosystem depends on fife behavior.

7. Fire affects a variety of soil-, vegetative-, wildltfe-, water-,

and air-related environmental factors. ImpAts are greatest

on the soil, vegetative, and wildlife factors and a majority,

of impacts flow into or out of-the vegetative component.of

the ecosystem.-

8. Impacts occur both as a direct result of the fire and indirectly,

generated by other direct or indirect impacts.

9. Possible impacts on soil include: changes in nutrient levels,

erosion, removal of surface litter and duff layers, changes

in surface texture, changes in'soil moisture (both surface

and subsurface), soil temperature changes (usually increases),

and alteration of pH (increases).

10. Possible impacts on plant communities include: selective/non-

6

selective kill and injtir?, Changes in compo'sition Zchanges

can range from selOctivo, resulting in maintenance, or whole-
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t.

sale; 'resulting in, replacement), improvement in environmental

conditions needed for reproduction (some specie), stimulation

of growth, temporary control of pathogens, icing term influenCe

.11.

on evolution througix selection, mutation, and genetic drift.

11. Possible impacts on wildlife communities include: kill or

injury, changes in food, water, and cover availability, in-

creased competition, increase in food quality, increased ex-
,.

posure to elements and predators due to changes in cover,

--' changes in diversity.

12. Possible impacts on water bodies, include: changes in water

--(-_....-/
.

chemistry, sediment load, temperature (primarily streams),
. , .

increase in runoff, increase in stream flow (both anntind

peak flows), changes in stream channel development.

13. Possible impacts on air include: goneration of smoke and,

in severe cases, high speed winds.

14. Due to the variability of fire behavior, a wide range of im-

pactsare possible, and are therefore situLtion specific.

15. Man's historical influence on fire-environmental relationships

has been to serve, as an additional ignition source.

16. Man has effectively altered the natural fire-environment sys-

tem through effective fire suppression.

17. Fire can be an important consideration in land management and

land use planning.
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In closing, the author would like to again point out that, although,.
0

the specifics of the relationships discussed aro unique to fire, their

generalized nature is not. In any given ecosystem (natural.,or man-domin.

P ated),,there are a great number of environmental forces at work, 4oth

living and non-living (inclUding one of the more recent and powerful --

mar). Like fire, each is affected by, raid inturn affects other compo-

nents of the ecosystem, generating impacts both directly and indirectly

as they do so. A greater awareness and understanding of thiS dynamic

aspect of the environment can help man obtain a greater insight io the

world around him and his relationship to it.

..,

O

;

fqf
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ChaptOr 4

Devslopment and Evaluation

4,1 npvnlopmpni.
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4.1. Introduction and Ratio lle

Why use fire
27

as a subje t for environmental investigation's? Fire

flp an extremely powerful environmental force but, unlike more common

topics of investigation (trees: forests, water, soil, etc.), is transi-

tory. .Furthermore, the Rey to what it does in the environment`lies in

the changes it creates 'and those that follow. On the surface these may

seem to be disadvantages. One cannot stand around waiting for a fire

to occur and starting one's own is definitely frowned upon. In addi-

tion, the changes the fire sets in motion may take years -- a time frame

unavailable for most environmental investigations. Yet -4ese-pioblems

- can be turped.to advantages. The fire, environment system is very
- 1-

dynamic. The inability to concentrate the investigation on4the fire .

itself (i.e. the actual event) transfers the focus to things in the en-

vironment that affect or are affected by fi're. Emphasis is placed on

relationships( on the connectedness u between thingg. Uncoering and

exploring such relationships can help develop the concept Of "an.inter-
0

dependent, Interrelated environment. Also, in thinking about the chan-

geethac occur after a fire, a leapter in forced to extend his/her per-

spectives beyond the iMmediate consequences of the event -- something

. 27 Fire as used' here refers-to forest, brush, or grassland fires.

"`

0
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that, with respect to the environment, is relatively new even among

planners and developers.

Add man to the system and learning potential is expanded. Because
et

-

of fires' destructive /beneficial natnrc%. i ± nrc.snn+c a lard "lan-n-nmnni-

policy problem and is a factor to consideir in .land use. With raApect

to the latter, the land use dedisien-making process can.be'explored

through investigating fires'- influence onzit. What are some alterna-

tive solutions to a fire 7problem? What tradeoffs"are involved? What

. -interest groups would be affected? How? Which alternatives would each

interest group favor? Why? How do the interest groups reAte to one-

another, to the decision-making prodess? These are a few of the ques-
o

tions that can be raised.%

It should be noted here that this education potential is.not unique

to fire. Other environmental forces (some anthropocentrically labeled

4

"natural disasters") such as floods, windstorms, insect outbreaks, etc.,

have -srind-ar'characteriqtics (i.e. transitory, setting changes in mo-

tion) and so may be similar resources for learning experiences. Even,

man, through some of his actions, could be put in that category. Cl.

gut logging, farming, even mowing grass are, in Some ways, ecological

simil r to fire. Fire, however, was chosen for'three reasons: (1) the

subjeCt,,is of interest to the author, (2) fire is a very,dynamic and

mtsnderstood farce, and (3) the topic was identified in the terms of

th? grant under which the author worked.

In addition to being a vehicle to get at 'larger environmental under-

LI

...
,

.

standings, environmental investiglItions lnolving fire can help lay the

1 Cs

'1/4
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groundwork for groat:3i public acceptance elandmanagament agency

policies concerning fire. The shift in 067Nsophy from fire control

'(fires will be suppressed at all times) to fire management (options

rango'flom full tO no suppression and includes the use of fire as a

management tool) by agencie's such as the U.S: Park and Forest Services

carries with*At potential public relatipns problemb -- problems that
P

education can. hell) solve. Stankpy (1976), in studying wilderness user

attitudestow ard fire sup pression; found a! strong reationship between

high test scores on a fire knowledge test "and the acceptanceof state-

ents favoring modified suppression policies. Based on his stu dy,

StankeY recbmmended'educating and.involving.the public and, [Wren the

diverse nature of the "general public," the use of a diverse package

of communication programs. These programs would provide a more accur-

ate basis with which people could evaluate management decisions regard-

ing fire and increase (hopefully!) chances of public acceptance of na-

tural fire zone
28

and controlled burning management policies.
29

9

4,1.2 Previous Fire Related Educational Material
ti

The educational material available regarding fire is mixed. Most

28 A natural fi re zone is a designated area of land where, for manage-
ment purposes, natural fires are allowed to burn themselves out

.

(except when endangering lives or property). They are primarily
used in National Parks and Wilderness areap.

a
29,, Controlled or prescribed burning is the use of fire as a tool to

accomplish a specific purpoe in a specific area. In contrast to
fires of natural origin, controlled burns are set by man,

A'
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09 it concerns fire behsvioi and is used to prepare land management

personnel for fire-fighting duties. There is a small but ;increasing

amount of interpretive material concerning fires' role in thenviron-

ment as land manhgement agencies-seek to correct misconceptionsiof the

Past. An example of peso is a booklet, PThe Natural Roledf Fire,"

published jointly by the U.S. Park and Forest Services which explains

how file fits into the ecology of the Rocky Mountain forests and some

of the problems involved in fire management. More often talks and/or

audio-visual presentations ,are integrated into the overall in'terpre-,

tive programin areas where fire effects are actually or*poteniially

visible.

There Is very little in these' approaches, though, that actively

involves the learner in investigating fire-environment-man relation-

ships. Pager and Heilman (undated) developed a lesson plan using tho

process approach for investigating the effects of fire on the forest

.environment. Two of the six tasks (activities) however, concern the

use of fire suppression tools, while one other 'involves fighting a

simulated tire. Only two of the six tasks actually explore the effects

-of fire on the forest: In 4ddition, the lesson plan,requixes the avail-
.

ability of a recently-burned-over area -- someting the author feels

severely limits its applcability.
30

These and other problems,haye led

10
to the conclusion that it would not p 'rovide participants with the poten-

t

tial learning experience the author considers possible. Sellers (1975)
0

30 It should be noted that thc lesson plan was designed for use with
UCC and teacher/leader workshops. Burned over areas may be mor,
readily available under those conditions. ,

'""

.
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dewelopeA.a program in which high scAoolbioI9gy students undertook a
.- ..t -, .

,z

G
scientific study to-determ ine if fixe was the main influence on black

- -
-'t .

oak reproduction and - survival in Kings Canyon Notional Park, California.
, .

. ", a ._.. . .
4 .....

The Students followed the usual research approach -;-. literatUre =review
..

4 ,

.

ekperimentardesign, pAlectilg data,, iniquretini"it,:acib Summarizing,-
.

. ,

resuL.- and conclusion; whi.ch arethm discussed by the class, Sellers

-
.

. .

xoported success in meeting objectis relating to data analysis and
, ^ -.eI . \. ..

interpretation, and the communication,of that.througic,tlisc.;u,ssion and
. :". II.

1 . .. ..7 .,
.

. written reports. Ile also reports studbht sattsfacition'in gathering .. ...... A 5
..` , . ..... . ,

. . .
.

Useful dAtil,fOr,the Parg Arii-ce.Old 'student development of "spin-off";. . : , ,r. .c. . ,. ..i. . . . . .. ..
independent-kojects, WhAle the Object provided an effective,learning . Ac

.
. f. W.

.. 1

s.-'experience (based.on:Sellers results),; several conditions'under which,.
..

,... * ..., . .,
'

.

....,
61 it occurred-limit applIcability. . (1) Proximity of a:land management

d.

U

agency that has land suitable` iox/Nre research an the. willingness to
' tx

allow high.school students to use_it,-(2) PresenCe of an instructor'_,

knowledgeable in both fire ecology and research methOds, °and (3) the

availability of suitableplan sampling equipment. Also although a

literatm:e review was accomplished bythe stUdents, Sellers dogs not

elaborate as to,whether tlie'discussion involvdt1 in the study went beyond

fires' effect on vegetapon, Therefore just how much oftttle fire --
or. .

eliiironment relationshipt were explored is unclear. Finally, ,.the U.S.

'Fish and Wildlife Service 97.0 has sponsored the ,production of a

series of environmental eakicatien activities under the, title "We Can

Help ". One -of these activities is an.anve:-ftigation into fire ecolo'gy.,

Ph-

:

O
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Basically it is a discussion of

of controlled burning), followe

.7ers*tyana patterns on burned

.mapping technique described in

life use are to the

has, some of the same limitation

of controlled burning requires

aspect of fire management (the

d

. wildlife refuge as 'a source).

-as well as a roughly equivalent

/
. ,

ft/so behavior (through a-disCussion

d by a comparisoif of vegetative di-
.

and i1.1rned plots using a vegetative

the activity. Differences in wild-'

follow-up discussion. This approach

s as that of Sellers. The discussion

a discussion leader versed in that

activity suggests Ole staff of a

A-burned-dyer area is also required

terms'of,vegetaiion) unburned

,area for comparison. In addition the activity appears to be w'itten

for; use at a U.S. Fish and Wildlife refuge (e.g.. in the directions

,
fog planning the activity, the instructor is directed to contact the

,:.---- ,

. refuge manager for information and assistance). However, there is

. -

nothing in the lesson plan itself that limits use to a wildlife refuge.

'Educational effoits using fire, then, have been primarily confined

to preparing resource agency people to fight fires and, to a lesser ex-

'tent, public information/relations material used by land management

agdncies. Those attempts that have been made at active, learner-

involvInk investigations have been localized'and/or limited by setting

or material requirements,

7
As mentioned earlier, one of the reasons for the selection of the

process approach as the instructional strategy used was a request for

its use IT the sponsors of this pPpleci. More importantly though it

Pr:
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a

c fits tho author's toncept of an HE process. The use of a questioning/

Nat

task card strategj allows the learnor to tako an-active role in the

learnii.g experience. This, combined with tho managerial role taken by

the instructor, makes the experience learner-centered,rather than

teacher-centered. Because the process approach is a way of getting people

involved in investigating their environment it is not oriented to a

particular discipline and so can easily assume an interdisciplinary

-ratur.e. Finally, as pointed out by Carroll (1975), learners are in-

volvod in problem-solving situations. By utilizing interpretation -of-

data /application processes in problem-solving situations, the learning

potential of the experience can be raised to higher cognitive levels.

If the only goal the author had was to "get across" infom-iont-

about fire-environment-man relationships, a bopk, pamphlet or 'lecture

might-suffi4.p. The use of an instructional methodology like the

process approach -- which asks th learner to collect and process data

rather .n having the data collected ,tnd digested for them by someone

else (e.g. the instructor) lifts the potential learning experience

beyond the facts and figures level. The learner has the opportunity

to engage in arvt develop cognitive skills necessary for problem-solving

ability -- itself a skill that is invaluable in enabling individuals

to function more effectively in society. The author is aware that by

itself, one set of process-oriented materials, whether .investigating

'fire or anything else, is not likely to result in 'the acquisition of J

generalized problcm-solving by leprners. Such acquisition is

O
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a gradual process and many more experiences are needed (e.g. Taba,

1966 ran her study over an entire school year to provide students with

plenty of opportunity touse such skills). Several individual exper-

iencbs can provide building blocks fora series of experiences from

which these skills eventually emerge.,

Fire is not often thought of as an educational resource. Yet

the way fire influences and is influeneed,by the environment can pro-
.-

vide fertile ground for exploring environmental relationships and in-
.

sights into the "interconnectedness" among elements of the environment.

Include man, and the learning experience can extend into land use/

management planning and decision ma ing. The use of the process ap-

proach allows active learner participation creates the potential for

4
extending the learning experience beyond the ac uipition of knowledge

.,,

level into cognitive thinking processes and awareness.

4.I.3 Development Method

Although one"of the major goals of the .process approach workshop

,program is thede-Velopment Of process approach skills in participants

-so they can apply the skills to learning situations (Heider, unpublished.

data), no overall systeTatized method is offered within.the workshop to

,create such learning experienc .

31
The reason for this lack'is not

31' There is a "Lesson Plan for Developing Environmental Investigations."

However, -it-is-primarily concerned with use of the open, focus, in-
terpretive/application, summary task card sequence, construction of
task cards, use of discussion skills, and. the overall format of the
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clear. Perhaps it is a reflection of the perception of teachers as

the primary target group fey workshops by those in charge of the re-
.

gibnal workshop programs (Heider, unpublished data). Presumably

teachers 'would already pogsess their own methods.. However, other target

groups exist,besideS teachers (Forest Service and other Federal Agency

personnel, state and*local,resource people, others involved in EE,

etc.) that cannot be expected to enter the workshop with such knowledget-
,

/P_In order to apply the process approach to ceating a learning exper-
,

fence, these participants will have-to develop their own method which,

. in this case is exactly what was done,

The framework for the development method used was taken from the

basic graphical definition of a, systematic approach by Twelker, Urbach,

and Buck (1972) -- figure 4-1 -- and work by Gerlach, and Ely (1971).

The latter identified ten areas in their model of an instructional sys-

tem:

1. specifiCation of objectives
2. selection of content

lesson plan. There are also activities on writing objectives,
but they are not' included in the lesson plan nor are, they directly
related to the development process. The closest thing to a sys-
temized method in the workshop materials the author has seen are
the following two questions under the heading-"Some ideas to eX-
plore before planning a learning experience:"

(a) What is the purpose of the investigation or activity
I'm planning?

(b) How can I structure the learning experience-to in-
sure participation and the development of thinking*
processes along. with the use of factual data,--etc.?
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.3. assessment of entering behaviors
4, strategy employed, .
5. organizing the students into groups
6. allocation of time
7. allocation of learning spaces (physical space)
8, selection of appropriate learning resources
9. evaluation

10. analysiS of feedback

EleMents of these *ere adapted; others added, and fit into the overall

define-develop-evaluate-revise framdwork resulting in the approach

depicted graphically in figurep4 -2. Gerlach and Ely note that any

graphic model such as theirs (not shown) is a static representation

of, a dynamic process. Although there is a seqUence defined, the ele-
,

ments within the model used here are interrelated so one step is never

drone in total isolation from previous decisions in earlier stelis and/or

anticipated factors in later steps. Furthermore, tradeoffs may have

-to be-made between factors. This interplay, feedback, and occasional

"balancing.act" gives the process its dynamic charaCter;

Define Develop Evaluate
# I

Q
1

- r- v se 1E-

Figure 4-1
Generalized Systematic Approach

(After Twelkei, UrbT.6h, and Such,

/.)
1972)

o



STAGE: i 1 PROBLEM DEFINITION i 2 DEVELOPMENT # 3 EVALUATE,
,r.

Steps: Identify Audience Define Objectives

/

t
Decide on content
*and Processes

1

Define Overall Goals/
Objectives

Select/design.
Strategy

1,

Establish information
flow

Develop Activities.

Identify needed
materials

Determine time frame
. Determine format

A

ti-- - - - - - - - Revi se 4-----

Evaluate

J

Figure 4-2

Instructional Design Method for Development of Lesson'Flans
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4.1,4 Problem Definition

In a very broad sense, the problem has been identified earlier --

the development of learning experiences investigating the role of fire

in the,environment, using the process approach as the instructional-

method. Before actual design of the learning experience was begun,

however, the problem was further refined in order to build ,a better

framework in which to work.. This was done by (1) identifying the

audience, -(2) defining overall gOals/objectives, (3) selecting/design-
,

ing a strategy, and (4) determining a time frame,

O

The audience identified for the investigations were adults, pri-

marily workshop participants and, to a lesser extent, in-service tech-
'

nicians. A secondary target of High School'students was also identi-

fied, Their knowledge concerning fire-envirOnment relationships was

assumed to be_low and their atiitudetoward_fire negative (at best

neutral). There is little-hard data to support either assumption,

although slightly more...for the latter. Concerning the former, Stankey

(1976) found that fire-ecology knowledge of Selway-Bitterroot Wilder-
.

ness users was generally poor regardless-of age, sex, or general edu-
:

-

cation level. With regard to attitudes, Stankey cites a .study by Hendee

and others (1968) and unpublished data by Lucas. The former.found that

a vast majority of respondents felt that man-caused wilderness fires

should be put out (98%), that lightning fires should not be allowed

to run their course (95%), and that, wilderness bprns should be re-
,.

stored as soon as possible (90P. Lucas's data (from wilderness and

O
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dispersed recreation area users) show 50%'Opposing natural fires in

wilderness, 16% seeing them as desirable, and 23% neutral (10% not

sure enough to answer).- Stankey himSelf found that while a majority

of wilderness users still favored suppression (62%), .a sizable minority

did favdr letting

(30%), while some

these studies are

'It should bo kept

what- was' characterized as small, safe fires burn

favored even more modified suppression (8%). While'.

helpful in getting an idea of attitudes toward fire,

In mind that the respondents-wore-al-1-011th the par-
.

tial expection of Luca's'study) -wilderness users --.nbt tho general

public. Yet they do ndicate a continuing "total suppression" attitude

in at leagt one segment o h24/6neral public..

The basis for assuming a neutral or negative attitude among the

general public also rests on the "bid press" that'fire receives. Ex-

posure through t e me has been virtually limited to very large and

destructive fires, particularly if they have burned or are threatening

to burn residential areas as'in southefh California. Given this, and

Lht "riro-is-bad-bocauso-it-kills-animals-and-tros" mewing() in tho

Smokey'the Bear program, one could reasonably expect attitutk toward

fire to be negative.

Finally, the audienCe knowledge of ecologicali,elationships in

general was assumed to be low. Although this may hot hold true for

all workshop situations, all participants (the workshop audience is

usually fairly mixed), or all in-service technicians,' to assume other-

wise raises the possibility of losing, frustrating, or boring those

4
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unfamiliar with the terms and concepts.

Goals and objectives identify end points -- where the learner is

supposed to.end up. Analysis of goals and objectives was done using

it "pyramiding objectives" method devised by Pipe (1066). for developing

programmed learning material. Pyramiding objectives inirolvos donning

an overall Onoralized goal(s), translating that goal (s) into a be-
,

havior4 objective(s), then successive)y breaking4OWn that objec-

tives(S) into smaller and smallercOnponents until a point is reached at

.

which the designer feels the learning experienCe can begin (Pipede-

fines_this as the point at which one is dealing with skills/knowledge
Jo

the learner can be expected to bring into the learning experience).

At this stage in' the development process though, only overall goals
32.

° wore identified. These were:

0

(1) 1'0-develop in the Icarner-an-understanding-and awareness_1_,
of environment-fire-man relationships which can be used
as a basis for evaluating land management decisions in
which, fire is a factor.

(2) Increase learner awareness of the "interconnedtedness"
of environmental factors.

(3) Provide the learner the opportunity to use and develop
cognitive process skills..

Since the first goal serves as the vehicle to carry out the latter

two, ,all obSoctives were defined in the context of the firmer. The

overall objectives were defined as follows:

32 These goals/objectives reflect the desire expressed by people
in the Foresislervice to go beyond the usual fire prevention
orientation. (
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Givon participation in the lea-rning experience and complotion
of the tasks, an environment in which fire plays a roro, and
the relevant characte2isties of that environment, the learner
will be able to:

(a) Generally predict the likelihood (high- medium - low).
and' kind of fire that might occur, based onl-the'
natural environmental conditions.

(b) Infer the effects of such a fire, on the living' and
nonliving parts orthe environment,

(c) Describe what effects periodic fireb could have on
land use/management.

The instructional strategy to be used has already been outlined

in chapter two and the rationale behind its use discussed earlier.

The use of the learning experiences in a workshop situation de-

fined a time frame of 3-1/2 to 4 hours. Lesson.plans with such a

time=frame are: also usable in Youth Conservation Camp (YCC) programs.

However, a time frame of that length does presente problem in a high

1

school situation (unless used on a field trip or aume-other longer

term activity). To help mitigate this problem, activities, where pos-.

sible, were restricted to under 40 minutes. Hopefully the instructor

could: (1) stretch the investigation over a series of separate time

periods, (2) use an individual or a series of tasks separately as

N desired, -(3) modify the tasks to meet his needs (time and Otherwise),

and (4) failing the above,.. use the Material as an idea source to produce
ti

a learning experience better suited to tic> instructor's needs.

a

1?
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4.1.5 Development

-By using an adaptation'of Pipo's.,(1966) "pyramiding objectives"

methods
3

-

3
three development operations were combined into ones By

,

defining objectives, both content and proeesses.were at least partially'

determined: Putting them in sequence 4,stdblished the flow of informa-

tion.
34

The analysis was conducted by beginning at Cie overall objec--

tive and working backwards by.askirig a series of "if/then" questions.

For example: "If the learner 4s to generally predict fire behavior,

then he or she must know how the basic environmental factors affect.
4 G.

fire." In this way successively narrower components of the learning

experience were identified. Figure 4-3 illustrates this process. Spe-

cific objectives
35

were then wriz.ten based on the components c ,fined ''

during the analysis.

Of course, as mentioned beforo, this procedure resulted in a

winnowing of subject content. Blow-up behavior of fired was not elT-

plored due to its compleRity7- topographicalinfluences-other ihA.

-33 Pipe began with a major overall behavioral objective and, through
a branching process, broke it down into groups of successively
narrower ones. The author found it easier to break down the over-
all objective into narrower components and then write objectives,
rather than work-with objectives directly.

34 The flow of information within a learning experience (as in any
communication ). refers to tin, relationship between activities/ideas
and the transitions - between t};= m,. one idea lead smoothly to
another or is the learner jerked out of one' and thrown'into another?

35 See the back of the'losson pla c,,_orii(J41 or tables 4-1, -2, -3.
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Overall 063ectfve

Given participation in the learning experience and
completion of the tasks, an environment in which
fire plays a role, and the relevant characteristics
of that' environment, the learner will be able to:

(u) Generally predict and describe the ltkolihood.of
a fire (high-medium-low) and the kind that might
occur based on the natural Onvironm6ntal conditions.

(b) Infer the effects of such a fire on the living and
non-living parts of.the environment.

(c) Describe what effects periodic fires could have on
;land use/management.

Predict Fire Danger
and Behavior

estimate influence
of fuel factors

1

recognize
fuel factors

relate weather
conditions to
effects on fire

. /

recognize slope
influences on
fire behavior

identify
direct effects

identify factors
that influence fuel

Describe Effects of
interest group/land
use relationships can
haVie on land use de-

cision making

Decribe effects on

land.nse/management .

.....Relate interest groups

and land 'Ise

identify
-indirect effects

identtfy,interest
'groups

identify

land uses

1 £,l: re 1-3

Lesson Plan Co, n, .neat lInakdown

1
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Infer Effects of Fire
on Existink Ecosystem

determine effOCt on
biotic community

estimate effects on
plant community

ea

recognize fire rests-
tent chai'acteristics

estimate effects
on wildlife

determine effects on
non-biotic elements

determine effec 'ts

on soil

1

determine. effects on

`soil nutrients ."(Ca, Mg)

L,
estimate indirect

effects on wildlife

relate effects on plant
. community to wildlife

it

estimate direct effects
on wildlife present

.

-

identify wildlife characteristics
that might help or hurt survival

Figure 4-3 Continued.

1 1 r;
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slope (elevation, aspect,, relief) were also qopped. Limitations in

.time, materials, and difficulty in investigation precluded their use.

3

The investigation of firo's effects on soil was limited to nutrients

(calcium, magnesium) for similar reasons. Undoubtedly such restric-

tions reflect on the completeness of the learning experience with re-

4
gard to content (i.e. factual information. Content can also ,refer to

everything within a learning experience -- process, awareness as Well

as facts.). However, acquiring content is not the only goal addressed.

Awareness and use of thinking processes are also concerns. Furthermore,

a complete grasp of fire ecolbgy is not necessary to explore the re-
,

lationships between ftre and the enVironment. .-For.thoSe reasons the-

author fools the content limitations are not serious drawbacks.

. A Slightly different approach was taken in the analysis of the

fire land use/management related objectives. The brushfire probleT

in the residentially developed hills in Los Angeles county provided

an excellent example of the way fire can affect people and land use.

A review of simulation gaming literature (see appendix four) indicated

that thia particular instructional strategy was ideally suited for ex-

ploring such dynamic situations. Rather than looking at it from the

outside, the learner becomes part of it (albeit in a simplified ver-

sion) by playing some sort. of role. Involvement can give the learner

a "feel" for the situation -- an understanding that extends beyond the

cognitive into the motivation and attitudes of people in the real-life

situation being simulaLed. This kind of empathetic understanding may

account for the ability of. simulati'm games to develop or change atti-
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tudos (Boocock, 1968; Baker, 1968; Livingston and Kiddor, 1973). Given

the qbovo, the docrsion wa4 mado to-uso'a specific activity before all

objectives for the lesson plan had Been defined. Following, the develop-
, *

^

ment of the major activity introductory' and follow-up Ojgctives and

. ..

taSkW*were developed. A ,

V .

e

Once objective's had been specified a sequence of tasks and dis-L

,cussion questions .were` developed to accomplish them. In the process.

of doing this, it became apparent that a single lesson plan'3-1/2 to 7

4 hours long was.not gOing to 'be sufficient. Since the overall topic '

broke down naturally into three areas:' (A) environmental influences

on fire, (B) fire's influence on the environment, and (C) fire's in-

fluence on man, 36 the decision.uas made to generate a 3-1/2 to 4 hour

lesson plan for each subtopic. In the case of (A) and (B), develop-
1

mentof,"tasks/disciission questions began at the'uarrowest components

----and-worked toward the larger ones. For example, .in (A) taiks/discus-.

sion questions exploring weather, fuel," 4 slope influences on fire

were developed first, then tasks applyii4 that information to predict

fire behavior and likelihood. Part (C) was. an exception.to this pro-

cedure the simulation game was developed firs t, after which tasks/dis

cussion, questions preceding and following it.were generated. Tables

4-1, 4-2, and 4-3 indicate for each lesson plan the relationship be

tween objectives and tasks/discussion questions, plus the flow of the

36 Man influences fire by aiteeLing fire behavior and increasing
the 'number of ignition cource-,, T1 's' can be considered under
environmental Inilocnces on tire.
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Table 4-I
Relationship Between Tasks/Discussion Questions and Objectives,

Lesson Plan A

Lesson Plan A is an investigation of fire behavior. It begins
with introductory tasks, moves to explorations of each of the basic
envtronmontal influences on.fire,'then asks the learner to apply the
information uncovered and other background information provided; to
make predictions of fire danger and behavior for a particular area.

44/ Defined Objectives Key

I
1.

recently.

2.

3.

4.

'5.

8.

7.

8.

0

,

Sm.

Determine, through investigation of particular environment, if a
fire has occurred there

Identify at least thtee different kindsof fuels.

EvalLate the relatively burnability of an environmental fuel (high/
low) based on observations of that fuel; and explain the rationale
behind his evaluutton.tn his own words:

.
st\-,

Identify three things in the environment that can influence fire
and describe in their own words, how each can affect it.

Construct a scale drawing after determining its size in relation
to the original.

Calculate rate, given time and dIsta e.

Generally predict the Mel ...)d of fire in a given area.

Predict and describe. in his own words the kind of fire that might
develop in a particular area.

113
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Table 4-1 Continued.

Open/Focus/

IntexpretstionTasks/
Application/Discussion

E11.29V. Objectives Processes Snnauary Class

Task A Introductory, give learners None' observing Open
a chance to relate to where
they are., Assumes they ,are

not familiar with to area.

Discussion Focus investigation on tire. t observing open/focusbetween A
and B

Task B Introducs learner to traces 1 observing, focus _

fire leaves in environment. translating
i

Discussion Interpret data collected in 1,2,3 relating, open (1)*
' between B Task B. Transition between infer/11g summary (2)

ifid C introductory tusks and-fuel open/focus
investigation. . ,

Task C .Close observation of fuels.
Gather data for Task D.

Discussion Share observations.as group
between C to ilcrease group resources
and C' in preparation fur Task D.

Task 0 1. Application of data to
- estimrtm purnability of

fuel r

Disecs..ion Share observations as group
between 3 to increase knowledge ease
and E . ,(1,2). Transition to Task

. E (3,4).

(3-5)

2' observing,
translating

focus

:
. .

3 translating open

. .

3 relating,

infering,
predicting

interpretive-
application

3 relating,

infering
interpretive-
application-

Numbers in parepthesid are the numbers of the discussion luestions concerned.



Table 4-1 Continued.

Teske/
Dismission

Task

Discuss4on
between E
-and F

Task F

Purpose

Generate a Ilat of
weather factors.

Pool individual results
of Task E and focus on
3-4 of them for Task F.

Establish a relation-
ship between weather
and fire.

Discussion Summarize weather and
between F fire relationship and
and G transition to Task G.

Tasks G-J

Diocussion

between J
and K

Provide the learner
with the opportunity
to- actual T baerve--'
and investigate slope-
fire relationships. .

Share and compare group
data to draw conclu-
along. Summarize slope-
fire relationships. In-

troduce Task K.

Task K Gather 4ata fvr in

Task L.

Task L

End

Discussion

Interpret data and make
predictions.

012,113tf.vsit
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4
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0

Open/Focus/
Interpretation

Application/
Processes t....essli12Suf

observing,

recalling

recalling
.

relating, interpretation-
infering, application
verifying

relating,
infering,

general-
izing

open

focus

summary

4;5,6 observing, focus
infering, interpretation-

. p edit/insapplication

4 observing,

tittering,

'recalling,

general-
izing

4,7,8

4,7,8

Share.preaicttons. Sum- 4,7,8
narize what was found
out during the investi-
gation and e4p16re appli-
cations of it in other
circumstances

observing
translating

1/4

interpretation-
application

(2,3), summary

(4), focus (1,
2 - intro-to
task K)

focus

relating, interpretation-
inferine, application
predicting

relating,

infering,
general-

izing

J -

1.

interpretatton-
application
(2,3), summary
(4).
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Table 4-2
Relationship between Tasks/Discussion Question( and Objectives,

Leeson Plan B "

Lesson Plan B, Fire and the Natural Environment, is an investi-
gation of the effects fire has on the natural environment. It begins
with_ introductory tasks, that, if, the lesson plan. is -done after-lesson',
plan A, can be eliminated. From these, it moves to an investigation
of plant adaptations that ,canisake it plant /peas* resistant to fire;
how fire can mold the development of a plant community thro1gh these
adaptations;' explores fires effect on animals, both directly end in-
directly; and closes with tasks examining fire-soil relationships, .

with emphasis on soil !ertility.

Defined Objectives Key

1. Determine, for a given area, if a fire has occurred recently.

2. Identify,at least two plant adaptations to fire and determine
whether they would help the plant itself to survive or insure
the next vneration.

3. Iffier the presence or absence of -fire a -nnEonvironmental-lm..

fluence from the ,characteristics of the common plants of a
particular environment.

4. Identify at 1pist three ways fire can affect wildlife.

5. Predict the susceptability of an withal to firs, given its
characteristics.

6. Identify at least two non-living parts of the environment and
describe in his/her own worde how firo could affect it.

7. Use the water test kit to determine the calcium and magnesium
content of litter and ashes,

1 4)

a

a
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&Tasks/
Discussion

Questions

Task_ A _

Discussion
A-B

Task B

ft

Table 4-2. Continue&

Purpose

Introductory. Give
learners a change to re-
late to where they are.
Assumes thy are not
familiar with area.

Foctis investigation on
fire.

Introduce learners to
possible traces fire
loaves in environment.

Discussion Summarize findings.
B-C Transition to task C.

Task C Introduce learner to
adaptation and relating .

it to sire. .

'Discussion Traniition to Task D.
C-D

Task D

Discussion
D-E

Apply ideas to Task C
to actual plant species.
Relate plant species

characteristics-to fire
survival ability.
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ta

Open/Focus/
c Interpretation-

Application/
Related Summary

Objectives Processes Structure
-

none observing open
;

translating

.2

2

N/A

2,3

Share information. Cate- 2,3
gorize aiiaptations as

contributing toward main-
tenance (individual sur-
vival) or replacement
(insuring a new genera-
tion)

observing

observing

relating

open-focus

' focus

open, (1)* ,.

summary (2),
focus (4)

interpretation- '
application (5)

translating, focus/
relating,. interpretation-
infering application

N/A N/A

observing,

relating,
inforing

relating,

info ring,

general-
izing

interpretation -
application

Open (1),

focus/

interpretation-
application
(2,3), summary
(4).

'Numbers in parentheses correepbnd to the number of the discussion question
concerned.
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Tasks/
iscussion
Questions Purpose

Table 4-2. ,Continued.

Task E Apply kn6wledge from
task C and D to pre-
dic effect of periodic
fire on -a plant_cota!?

munity.

Discpssion Share predictions. Sum-
E-F marize plant-fire rela-

tionships, and transi-
tion to animal-fire re-
lationships.

Related
Objectives Processes

2,3 observing,

/elating,
infering,

.2redicting

118

Open/Focus/
Interpretation-
Application/
Summary

Structure

interpretation-
application

2,334 relating,

generalizing,
predicting

Task F Have learner relate 4

animal -ctharacteristics

to ability to, survive

fire.

Discussion Pool results within 4

F-G group. Transition

to_Sask_O _ _a

'

Task 0 ROlate changes produced 4

by fire to needs of
animals.

Discussion Share changes and re- 4

G-H late them to animals.

Task H

Discussion
H-1

Add time perspective to
changes brought about by
fire and relate animal
needs to continued chan-
ges.

Share predictions. Ex-
plore possibl7 uses of
fire as a management
tool. Summarize fire-
animal xelationships.
Transition to Task I.

0

4

4

observing,

relating

relating

open (2)

focus/ister-
pretation-
application
(3)

summary (4)
focus/
interpretation-
application

open (1)

relating,

infering,

predicting

relating,'

relating,

infering,

predicting

relating,

'infering,

general-

izing

interpretation-.
application

open (1)
interpretation-
application
(3,4)

interpretation-
application

open (1)
focus/
interpretation-
(2,3)

summary (4)



Table 4-2. Continued.

4

Tasks/,

Discussion

questions. Purpose

Task I Introduce learner to
observable soil charac-
teristics.

Discussion Relate lire to soil
I-J characteristics. In-

troduce other less
easily observable soil
characteristics.

Task J Provide data on soil
fertility (Ca and Mg)
for later comparison.

Disctission Transition to task K.
J-K

Task K- Provide data for com-
parison and discussion.

Discussion Interpret data collOcted
K-end

119

Open/rocus/.

interpretation*
Applicatibn/

Related StmaAry
Objectives Processes Structure

6 observing,
translating

6 relating,

infering

6,7 observing

6 infering

,6 observing

all observing,

relating,

infering,

general-
izing

open

8pen (1)

focus (2)
interpretation-
application (3)
open (4)

focus

focus

4

focus

focus (1)

interpretation*.
application
(2,3)

summary (4,6),

open (5)
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Table 4-3
Relationship Between Tasks/Discussion questions and Objectives,

Lesson'Plan C

Lesson plan C, Land Use, Interest Groups, and Fire, is an investi-
gation exploring interest group relationships, both among interest
groups and with land use, using a situation where fire influences land
use. It begins with tasks relating land use and interest groups, moves
to a simulation/game that puts the participant in the role of an interest'
group involved in a situation resulting from.the effects of fire on land
-Ilse, and closes after considering what makes community interest groups
powerful and summarizing the participants findings.

Defined Objectives Key

1. Given an aerial photograph (roughly 1:24,000 scale), identify at
least throe types of land use.

2. Define, in their own words, the term interest group.

3. Given a situation_where An actual or_potential change in land use
exists; (a) idertify at least three interest groups that would
be affected by the change; (b) analyze the relationships between
the interest groups iffd-thli'rind use in terms-of-advantages-and

disadvantaos thu land usq change offers the interest groups; and
(c) Oscribe in their own words the impact interest groups as a
whole have on land use decision- making.

4. Identify three interest groups in their own community.

5. Describe two or more factors that make one interest group more
Influential than another.

3. Describe the affect periodic natural fires can have on land use
in an urban or suburban situation.



Tasks/
Discussion
Questions

Task A

Table 4-3.

Purpose

Generate a list of land
Uses. '

121

Continued.

lolatcd
Objectives Processes

Open/FocuS/

Interpxitation-
Application/
SumsarY

Structure

observing open

Dicussion Introduce idea and gen- 2,3,4 relating
A-B erste a list of interest

groups.

.Task B Explore relationship
between land use and
interest groups.

3,4 relating
infering

Dicussion Share relationship with 2,3,4
B-C whole group, relate re-

lationships to land use
decision-making and in-
troduce simulation/game.

Task C Involvmpirticipant in
And Sim/ interest group inter-
gams sc it,,,s7-sx,11,dry effects

of fire on land use.

Discussion
C-D

Task D

Discussion
to end '

Explore whm happened in
simulation/game and re-
late to realrIife.

ReAate.to participant's
community, InVeSt1gate
interest group power,
provide data for dis-
cussion.

Share results of Task D,
consider what makes in-
terest groups powerful,
summarize investigation.

2,3,5,6

4,5

2,6

observing,

relating,

infering

LIT

focus

interpretation...

application

interpretation-
application,
(3,4)

open-focus (1)

interpretation..

application

all

recalling
relating

recalling,
infering,.

general-
izing

al l

focus-
interpretation

open (I),

focus (2),

interpretation-
application
(3,4)

summary (5)

4
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open-focus-intorpretive/application-summary structure.

Two overall guidelines were followod icn determining the typo and

-amount of materials to be used:

(1) A burned-over area should not be a requiremen+: this.

presents a severe restriction in previous material.

(2) No-special equipment should be needed that cannot be con-

structed from easily obtainablorlinexiiensive materials

or is readily 'available through other sources. This, for

example, ruled out the use of fuel moisture sticks in the

tasks for predicting fire danger and,behaviOr.

Finally, a slide/tape program on fire was produced as a parallel

project. Although independent of the lesson plans, one of the.goals

in the Jevelopment of "The Other Side of The Flame" was to'provide

background information for instructors who might want to use the lesson

plans. The slide/tape program will bo available through both the Forest

Service and .ne SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry. A

copy of script is in appendix three.

4.2 Evaluation,

4.2.1 Introduction

While full scale evaluatton involving pre- and post-testing for

cognitive and affective changes wa., beyond 'the scope of the study as

defined, a preliminary evaluatm, 01 some kind was considered to be



useful in identifying problem areas and suggesting improvement , How

over, limited opportunities for field testing led totifeSTilect n----

of an alternate method of evaluation.

-4.2;2 Method

4.2.2.1 Evaluatto Methods Chosen

The method selected was an evaluation of the lesson plans by

facilitators
37

experienced in using the process approach. A mail

questionnaire was used ,because it ofrered'an inexpensive way to

reach the target audience (Berdie and Anderson, 1974) and allowed the

. respondent to work On the questionnaire intermittently. Of course,

the usaof a questionnaire involves'th(1 assumption that respondents

will give truthful answers (Berdie and Anderson, L974) -- in this

case an accurate reflection of their opinions.

..In addition, the simulation game in lesson plan C (LP C) was

run in an advanced ninth grade biology class at Baldwii3sville High

School, Baleinsville, N.Y. Also, parts of LP A, B, and C were

quail." field tested with two very small groups of volunteer students

from the same high school.

",*

37 "Facilitator" is the term used to describe instructors in the
process approach workhops.



4.2.2.2 Questionnaire Development
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Evaluation focused on three areas: (1) PoSsible problem arous

and use potential, (2) Adaptability for shortenfng_of the` esson

plan by, deleting tasks and possible individual-task use out of con

text, and (3) Suggestions for improvement. Each area was represented

by a separate section on the questionnaire which in turn was developed

using guidelines established by Berdie and Anderson (1974). After

initial development, the draft version was "test used". by Mr. Jim

Unterwegner, education specialist, U.S. Forest Service, and was re

viewed by individuals experienced in questionnaire construction. The

questionnaire-was then revised, based on the suggestions of the re

viewers and the responses and comments of Mr. Unterwegner. The final ,

version, was intended to be as concise and easy to complete as possible.

Four types of questions were used: "yes or no," multiple choice items,

ranking and openended questions,

Nine background questiOns were used to obtain information con
.

cerning facilitator and other.educational experience, and gather data

concerting respondent perceptions of fire.

In Part I of the evaluation questionnthre, questions 1 through

6ask the respondent to rate the lesson plan on a scale from one to

give with 'respect to potential problem areas defined by the author.

These were ;clarity of directions, estimated time frame of tasks,

objectives/lesson plan relationship, flow of information, ease of use,,

and materials.

b
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Question 7 cheekA the use; potential of the lesson plan to the

rosOondent. Question 8 asks. the rospondont to compare t.hu fire lesson

plan with thejStablfShed field investigations in use at procoss ap-

proach workshops which arc supposed to be paradigms of the procoss

approach. Teachers were asked to rate the lesson plans as educational

experiences for their students.

Part II of the questionnaire explored respondent opinions concern-

ing adaptability for both shortening and independel'it) individual use

of the tasks. Respondents*were asked to indicate (1) whether they

thought the lessOn plan could be shortened by deleting tasks, if so,
0

(2) which tasks they would delete, aLd (3) rank those tasks as to

which they would delete first, socond, third, etc, Respondents wore

also asked to identify thoso.tasks, if any, they felt could be used

out of context as learning experiences. This was a Check on the,,re-

lativo independence of the tasks.

Finally, Part III was primarily intended to solicit specific

suggestions for improvement, preferably on the lesson plan itself.

It also offered the respondent the opportunity to make any other com-'

ments he felt were relevant.

-4.2.2.3 Survey Design and Implementation

The target audience for the survey, as mentioned before, was ox-

perienced facilitators. Mr. Jefferson Carroll, National Coordinator

for the Forest Serv,ice, EF program4,yrovided a list of 32 facilitators.

0

e
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These people, along, witha few others with which the author had pro-

vious contact (and later nine teachers) made up the-sample population.

The questionnaire for lessai plans A, B, and Cwere identical in

content with the exception of the number of tasks listed in Part II.

Evaluation questionnaires and corresponding lesson plans were color

coded to decrease the chances of questionnaire mix-up by respondents

or author. The final survey pacKage contained: (1) a cover letter

briefly describing the project and requesting the respondent's cooper-

ation, (2) directions for the evaluation survey, (3) a sheet for

background questions with attached map of Forest Service regions, and

(4) one copy each of lesson plans A, a, and C, with corresponding

evaluation questionnaires attached. A copy of the survey package can

be found in appendix one.,

Pm)Initial contact was acc ished in two ways. Since the, nine

regional heads of Forest Service EE programs and two former heads

were going to be personally contacted to obtain inforration on work-

shop program goals and target at!di,nce, that opportunity was ta'en

to request their help with the evaluation. Two other persons, whom

. the author had previously met were-also contacted personally. Survey

package for the remainder were sent to Mr. Carroll, who added a

0

cover letter of his own requesting the respondent's help. It was

hoped this would increase the chances of response by "connecting"

the request with the Forest Service FE program, and because Mr. Carroll

knew most of the indivIdtals rwrFonallv. The nine teachers are all

O

9

%OW



contacted by Fbrest Service persOnnel (Mr: Jim Untorwegner

and Mr. Earnie`MCDonald). Seven were sent survey packages directly,

while the other two received them from Forest Service personnel who

had contacted t hem. r
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All facilitatorsUrvey piMes were mailed by 1 March 77. Re-

quested return dates, varied, on when the individual was con-
.

Jo
tacted, but the latest was 2 April 77. ,Resvense by that date, however,

was extremely low -- five, and a telephone follow-up Was Colducted

from 25 April to 23 May. The probiems.included respondent workloads

and.non-arrival, of survey packages. By mid June the response had in-
/

creased to 19. A second follow-up was mjed.out June, 15th.,,_ 1

August the response had improved to 23, and the decision was.pade to
k

.
begin data analysis. One final response arrived in late August, boost-

ing.the total to 24.

The same procedure was followed with the teachers; seven respon-
0

ses were received.

111.2.3 Results and Discussion

'4.2.3.1 Introduction
ele.

This section will be concerned with the results of the evaluation

by both Forest Service personnel and teachers. The three major oval-.

uation areas will be discussed separately for ,each lessoh plan, fol-

lowed by a consideration of possibl( relationships between background

data and survey responses.

I.
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4.2.3.2 Survey Results

4.2.3.2(a) Background Information

The response rate of the Forest Service (FS) group of respondents

was 68.5%. Nearly 61% of these (60.8) evaluated all three lesson plans.

- Of the nine teachers contacted, seven returned surveys (72.6%) and .five

of the seven completed all three surveys.

Although 75% C18) of the FS respondents spend 50% or less of their

time in CE/EE activities, 62.5% (15) rated themselves at the 'high'end

of -the facilitator experience scale in background question #7.

Only one out of 21 rated himself below a 3. Apparently the respon-

dents regarded themselves as fairly well qualified facilitators, even

though CE/EE was not a full-time job with most of them. As expected,

almost all of the respondents had facilitated in a process approach

workshop (91.7 %) and used the technique in other situations (83.4%).

A sizable minority -- 33% -- had been teachers at one time. This is

considered a bonus because these people would undoubtedly draw on

their teaching as well as facilitating experience wher evaluating the

lesson paans. Most repondents considered fires as being both frequent

. and a problem in thn county, state, and FS region in which they lived

(although this trend was much stronger Oh the state and regional level

-- see table 4-4).

a.

Of the seven teacher respondents, six worked with high school

students and one with adults. On1 foux out of the seven had attended

a process approach workshol. Tni, ,A,a'z; a surprise since it was thought

A..



TabIp 4-4
Respondent's Perception of Fire

Yes

4

4,

(60)*

No

25 (40)

Don't Know

Fires frequent in:

'County? 75% 0 (0)

'State? 91.7 (100) . (0) 4.2 (0)

FS Region? 95.9 (83) 0 (17) 4.2 (0)

Fires a Problem in:

County? -62.5 4440) 37.5 (60) 0 (0)
State? 87.5 (100) 8.3 (0) 4.2 (0)

FS Region? 87.5 (85.5) 8.3 (14.5) 4.2 (0)
. ).

.41-Percentages of teachers are given in parentheSis

that teachers with which FS EE people were in contact would most

likely have been through such a workshop. Finally, the seven teach-

ers' perceptions of fire followed the same- pattern as the_FS_respon-

dents (table 4-41. In addition, five of the seven teachers were

- forestry instructors, possibly biasing the results. For example,

',-

previous knowledge may mask information deficiencies in the lesson

plans or result in a higher potential use rating than might otherwise

occur with reachers involved in other areas.

4

1

'4
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4.2.3.2(b) Lesson Plan A

Section 1A, Problem Areas

Data generated by the problem area section of the evaluation sur-

vey (questions 1-6) is recorded in appendix one and presented graphi-

cally in figures 4-4 to 4-7. Mean respondent ratings for each ques-

fion'were used as an indicator of the magnitude of possible problems.

Aiman of 5 would indicate respondents saw no difficulties in the

problemareaconcerned, _Ameanof lwould indicate severe Pproblems

and a need for revision. Agreement among respondents was a second

dimension of evaluation. This was indicated by the standard devia-

tion (sd) and "clustering" of responses in. figures 4-4 through 4-7.

A-low standard deviation and tight clustering of responses would in-

.

about_the_magnitude_of

the problem, whereas a relatively high sd and scattered responses

would reveal a lack of agreement. Of most concern are response pat-

terns where the mean is low (1,2) and the agreement is high. Of least

concern are questions whose mean is high (4f5)....and_on_which_most. ran_

spondents agree. kmean of 3 with high agrecmentis assumed to indi-

cate adequacy (i.e. no major revisions) but room for improvement. The

exception to this pattern is question two in which 3 is the desired

response rather than 5.

Within the FS respondents, question 3 had both the highest mean

and lowest sd (sec figur6 4-4a), indicating the respondents felt the

tasks and discuss0.11 would meet the tat,.1 ob _q;tives.
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Figure 4-4a
Summary of Forest Service
'qrouv Responses, LP A,
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c

Agreement was also high ior question 2, indicating most FS re

spondents thought the stated times were fairly accurate, although

all'reSponses other Oarl,3 -- "just 0about right" -- were in/the too

/short" end of the spectrum. In addition, all of the five teachers

responding rated the times as "too short" and two FS and ono teacher

respondent Lade comments expressing concern over the time frame. If

anything then, the time for the tasks is underestimated.

Materials acquisition posed a problem for some respondents. Ques

tion 6.1 had both the lowest mean and highest sd of both the FS and

teacher respondents. As one FS respondent and two teachers made com

ments indicating the fireboard was a problem in terms of acquisition,

the main difficulty may lie with it. Possible alternative tasks not

roquiring the fireboard shoulebe explored.

In ques-t-isin--67two --ctues-t-kons re-lat,44igtomaterials

T

included -- 6.2 regarding the adequacy of the materials required, and

_6.3 asking respondents to list additional material they, would like to

see. The results for 6.2 arc summarized in table 4-5 and indicate a

greet majority- of respondents thought the materials required were ade

quate. Of the comments in response to 6.3, only two were mentioned

more than once -- safety cautions (5) and a simpler fireboard (2).

Although safety Measures are mentioned in the lesson plan, further °

emphasis would not hurt. The p cibility of simplifying the fireboard

tasks or using alternatives not requiring the use of a fireboard has

been mentioned, tho former bt loA and iho latter above.
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Responses to Question 6.2

FS Respondents Toachors

134

Materials adequate
instructor ?'

yes no no opinion yes no no opinion

LP A 18 1 2 7 0 0

LP B 19 0 0 4 1 0

LP C 18 0 1 6 0 0

*Materials adequate
. participant?

LP A 19 0 2 5 0 1.

LP B 18 1 0 4 1 0

LP C 13 4 1 5 0 1

Within both respondent groups, the means for the remaining ques-

tions'-- 1.1,_1.2, 4.1, 4.2, and 5 -- indicate the lesson plan iS"at

least adequate in these areas. The range of responses though, means

some. improvements could be made, particularly in directions for par-

ticipants (Q 1.1) where 201c of the FS responses were in the 2 category.

-The most complex directions in the lesson plan concern the use of the

fireboard, so simplifying and/or clarifying directions there would help.

Finally, in both FS and teacher responses there is a decrease in
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the moan and increase in the sd from questions 1.1 to 1.2, and from

4.1 to 4.2. This pattern suggests a greater neod for improVement in

student rather than instructor related materials in the areas of

tions and flow of information.

Sectioh 2A, Use Potential

Table 4-6 presents a summary of the responses to the "use poten-

tial" questions (7.1, 7.2).

Table 4-6

Responses to Questions 7.1 and 72.

FS Respondents Teachers

Q. 7. la

b

c

d

7.2

yes no

4

2

2

2

1

don't know yes' no don't know

18

19

18

18

12 7

5

7

7

6

6

1

0

0

1

0 0

Ambiguous wording to part c of question 7.1 -- the "no use at all"

alternative -- caused interpretation problems. Reactions from some

respondents indicated that a "yes" or "no" response could be either

positive or negative dependtur on ho r the person interpreted the ques-

4
.'j
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tion. Therefore data for part e is of little value and not presented.

A heavy majority of respondents saw the lesson plan of possible

use. Fewer, although still a majority (60%) of the respondents, in-

dicated they would actually use it in the foreseeable future (Q 7.2).

Of those that responded "no" or "don't know", the single most common

reason cited (4 times) for respondent doubt was unfavorable job cir-

cumstances -- workload, less contact with CE/tE. Of the six ether

reasons given, two involved value judgments (alternatives 7.2c and e,

checked once each), three reflected difficulties within the Alen

plan (alternative 7.2a and "not convenient" and "too much equipment"

listed under 7.2g "other"), and one, checked twice,'which could be

a combination of both (alternative 7.2f). These results suggest

much of the negative response would have occurred regardless of the

quality of the lesson plan per se.

Figure 4-5 illustrates the "overall rating" data fromiqUestion

which indicates FS'respondents rated LP A as on pay with presently

used field investigations in the workshop program. Since these

field investigations are presented as examples of the process approach

in action, this is regarded as a favorable rating.

Section 3A, Adaptability

Responses to question 1.1 of Part II (see table 4-8) indicate

the respondents felt the lesson plans could be adapted for shorter

time periods. Fewer though -- 9 -- took the to indicate the

1 4
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Table 4-7
Responses to Adaptability for Shortening Question

FS Respondents Teachers

Adaptability for
Shortening?

yes no yes no

LP A 16 (9) 5 6 (4) 1

LP B 17 (14) 1 4 (2) 0

LP C 12 (7) 6 5 (2) 0

Table 4-8
Task Omission Scores, FS Respondents

Lesson Plan A Lesson Plan B Lesson Plan C

Task- Score Task Score Task Score

H 37 J 67 D 68
J 31 K 64 B 45
A , D 45 A 42

27
A 42 C 25

E 23 1 25

B 92 B 22

L 17 C : 1.8

CD1.
10

Gil

14

I 12 E 9

K 8 F 6

F 0
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tasks they would omit and the order in which these tasks would be

omitted. The data generated in the second half of this questiun was

used to obtain a.score for each task in each lesson plan by multiply-

ing the number of times a task was selected as first, second, etc.

choice by a value indicating its rank (9 = first choice, 8 = second

Choice, etc.). For example, if one task was chosen twice as first

to be omitted, its score would be 2 (number of times chosen) X 9 (rank

value) or 18. The results are discussed for FS respondents only, as

teacher response was insufficient to establish a trend. Tasks and

scores are listed from the highest to lowest in table 4-8..

Of course, because instructor time constraints and needs vary

along with opinions as to relative importance of the tasks, there

cannot bo a universal "short" version. However, going by respondent

ratings (FS), LP A could be reduced to approxiMately two hours by

eliminating the top six tasks (H, J, A, G, 13, and E). In doing so,

objectives 1, 5, and 6 would also be dropped, and the fireboard task

would also have to be reworked somewhat.
I

Table 4-9 summarizes the response of FS respondents and teachers

to question 2.1. It is apparent that a large majority of respondents

saw tasks within LP A that could he used independently. 'Nor was pos-

sible independent use confined to one or two tasks as nine of eleven

FS respondents (81.80 checked four or more tasks. Of course such

results do not guarantee independent use ability -- that depends on

the instructor, his objectives_ and s,tuation.

1. 4
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Table 4=9

Responses to "Use Out of Context" Question

.'140

4
.)

, FS Respondents - -.Teachers

r'
k*

. '

Slollt
*."..'< don't

i

y'es: no know yes 't141, know

Use Out of
Context?

.z .

LP A 12 (11)* 1 1 5 (5) 1 0

LP B 15 (14) 1 0 3 (1) 1

LPC 10 (9) 4 4 3 (2) 2 0

*flumbers in parentheses are numbers of respondents that also answered
Part II of this question.

Mae 4-10
Responses to "Use Outwf Context" Task Rating

stion 2 of .Part II)

Task A B C

A 6(55)* 8(57) 9(100)

B . 8(72) 8(57) 4(44)
C 7(64) 8(57) 1(11)

D 4(37) 3(21) 5(56)

. E 5(46) 7.(50)

F (46) 9(64)

G 3(27) 7(50)

H 3(27) 3(21)

I 2(18) 7(50)

J 2(18) 5(36)

K 4(37) 5(36)

L 2(18) 5(36)

Avg. 4.3(3g.8) 6.4(45.3) 5(52.8)

# times checked/percentagc. Total number of respondents completing
part two were 11, 14, and 9 f'r LP A, 13,and C respectively.

so
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Question 2.2 of Part 11 was designed to identify which tasks

had the greatest pptential fOr.individual use. The rosults (see

table 4-10) show no one'task receiving an overwhelming mandate. 38

There did seem to be an agreement as to which tasks had less potential.

The fireboard related tasks 0, H, and J were all checked by relatively

few respondents. ,Since these tasks are preparation and follow-up acti-

vities, the weak response is understandable. Task L, al checked by,

relatively few respondents, depends on information gathered in pre-
.

vielis tasks, making it less useful.

Some responses to question 2.2 point to a weaknoss in question

construction. Instead of checking individual tasks as the question

requested, two respondents grouped two or more tasks int.; smaller-

,units and noted these units could be used out of context. It is pos-

sible then, that some respondents did not check some tasks because

they felt each task could not be used individually, although they may

have included the tasks with other t-sks as groups.

Since tasks in LP A fall naturally into groups -- investigating

fuel, weather, and slope influences on fire respectively -- these

groups could be'used independently. However, because they are narrower

in scope -- investigating only one aspect of fire behavior -- their

independent use potential is probably limited.

38 Task B was checked 72' of the time but the same task was Checked
only 57' of the time in the LP B evaluation.

va
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Section 4A, Lesson Plan A Summary

4",

Overall, respondent reaction to LP A was favorable. All mean

ratings for problem area questions were at least in the 3 to 4 range,

"leaning" toward the high, no problems end of the rating scale. A

majority of respondents saw the lesson plan as useable and, to a limited

-

extent, adaptable to shorter time periods. The lesson plan also com-

pared favbrably to ones now in use in workshops.

Possible problems were identified in time frame, acquisition of

fireboard materials and, to a lesser extent, clarity of directions

and information flow for students.

4 .3.2Sc),Lesson Plan B

Section 1B, Problem Areas

Some of the response patterns found in LP A are also found in

LP B responses (figure 4-6, a and b). The mean and relatively low

sd in both FS and teacher responses for question 2 time frame esti-

mation, suggests an underestimation of completion times as a problem.

Also the drop in mean ratings from questions 1.1 to 1.2 and 4.1 to

4.2 suggest improvements be more concerned with student rather than

instructor materials. In addition, the FS respondents mean for ques-

tion 4.2, \indicates the information flow for participants is at least

adequately clear. However, the bulk of the responses (42.1%) are in

the 3 category, so some improvement could be made. One respondent

suggested doing the soil investigaliun first, then-the plant and animal

J
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ones. Since fire effects on soil do impact plants (see chapter 3),

this seems like a more logical progression and so may improve the in-

formation flow.

Within FS respondents the moans for questions 1.1, 1,2, 4.1, 5,

and 6.1 are relatively high and reflect the "leaning" of the data

toward the 4 and 5 categories. Most respondents view LP B as at feast

adequate in these areas. If problems do exist, they would probably

be in ease of use (Q 5) where 15.8% of the responses were in the 1 or

2 category.

No major problems were indicated in the areas concerned by tea-

chers.

As with LP A, a great majority of the respondents felt the ma-
..

torialm required by the lesson plan were adequate (see tablo 4-5).

Eight material additions were suggested in response to questiOn

6.3, three of which sounded useful, One FS respondent and one teacher

thought plant and animal cards could serve as examples, with the in-

structor and/or students making their own using local species. A

note to the instructor would outline relevant plant or animal char.-

acteristics. Another suggestion was to include reproducable,popies

of task cards. Finally, a third suggested a brief printed explanation

of the role of calcium and magnesium in plant mitrition, perhaps in-

cluded on the back of the task cards.,
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Section 2B, Use Potential and Overall Rating

Table 4-11 summarizes the responses to the use potential questions

(7.1, 7.2) for LP B.

Table 4-11

Responses to Question 7.1 and 7.2
Lesson Plan B

FS Respondents. Teachers

don't
des. no know yes no

Q 7.1a 13 5 - 5 0
b 18 1 - 4 0
c 18 0

. - 4 0
d 16 0 4 0 -

7.2 11 1 7 '3 0 0'

As with LP A, a heavy majority of respondents saw LP B of possible

use (7.1) while fewer (57%) indicated they would actually use it in

the foreseeable future (Q 7.2). The single most comm. reason cited

(5 times by FS respondents) for "no" or "don't know" responses was un-

favorable job circumstances. Other reasons given include: no value

to participants (once), prefer present investigations (once), amount
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of cortent inhibiting (once), hesitate to use "alone" - use with

other investigations (once), and don't know enough about fire (twice) 39

Again, the most prominent reason for negative responses had nothing

,to do with the quality of the lesson plan.

The "overall" rating data from question 8 is regarded as favorable

for the same reason as given for LP A (see page 136).

Section 3B, Adaptability

The results given in.table 4-7 indicate respondents felt LP B

could be adapted for shorter time periops.

Based on respondent ratings, a two hour version of LP B could be

produced by eliminating the top six tasks.
40

Of course, the scope

of the investigation would be limited by dropping the soil investiga-

tion tasks.

Reducing LP A and B to about two hours each raises the possibility

of combining the two into a single 4 hour investigation. Should this

be tried, ways to save time would have to be examined,closely. One

possibility is to use tasks investigating environmental influences

o

39 This was unexpectedly low as greater respondent difficu r9.temming
from lack of knowledge was expected. However, since most respon-
dents worked for a land,management agency (Forest Service), they
may have acquired knowledge which offset informational deficiencies.
However, ignorance of fire-environment relationships may still prove
a barrier to more general use outside Forest Service programs.

40 With the exception of task D. Experience with high school students
suggests C would be a better task to eliminate, task D provides a
better basis to do task E.
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on fire (LP A, tasks C, D, F, I, K, 'and L), plant-fire relationships

(LP B, tasks D and E), the first of the animal -fire ones (LP B, task

F), and use disbussion questions to explore impacts on animals further.

Whatever adaptations are made; until field trials better establish

the time frames for each task, the extent of time saved by eliminating

tasks can only be approximated.

Data from question 2.1 (table 4-9) indicate a potential for in-

dependent use of tasks out of context. This is not confined to one

or two tasks as 78.6% of the respondents checked four or more tasks.

However, the results from question 2.2 (table 4-10) do not single out

any task or tasks as having the most potential. It does, however,

identify tasks respondents thought had less potential -- D (fire adap-

tations in plants) and H (delayed fire impacts on animals). The author

can offer no explanat'ons for the lower ratings.

Of the three lesson plans, B is probably the most adaptable to

grOuping (see page 141). The tasks investigating fire affects on

plants, animals, and soil are actually "mini" investigations connnected

by transitional discussion questions and so couid be used independently.

This is roughly the pattern followed by those four respondents that

suggested grouping tasks.

Section 4B, Lesson Plan B Summary

As with LP A, overall respondent reaction to LP B was favorable.

All mean ratings for problem areas were in the 3 to 4 range, "'leaping"
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the responses to the high, no problem end of the scale. The lesson

plan was viewed as usable by a majority of respondents, and, in a

limited extent adaptable -6 shorter time periods. A possible shortened

version was suggested. The lesson plan also compared favorably with

presently established ones in use in process approach workshops.

Possible problem areas were identified in time frame, information

'low, and to a lesser extent, directions.

4.2.3.2(a) Lesson Plan C

Section IC, Problem Areas

With regard to FS respondents (see figure 4-7a),.. the means of

questions concerning clarity of directions (1.1, 1.2) and now of

information (4.1, 4.2) indicate problems lie in those areas,;partic-

ularly concerning participant§ where the means are lower and agree-

ment higher. The difficulty in directions probably accounts for tho

lower moan rating for the "ease of use" question (5). The same pat-

tern was evident in teacher responses (figure 4-7b), although judging

from the means of questions 1.1 and 4.1 and the distribution of re-

sponses, they had less trouble with instructor directions and flow of

information.

The problem with directions and information flow is also reflec-

ted in comment on the surveys. One teacher and nine FS respondents

noted confusion and/or difficulty in following the lesson plan, or

described it as complex. Based or the results, ways to improve
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clarity of directions and information flow should be examined.

Despite difficulties With directions, the means and high agree-

ment for question 3, accomplishing objectives, indicate both FS respon-

dents and teachers felt Inc activties should accomplish the identified

objectives. Responses to question 6.1, material acquisition, indicates

. most respondents also saw the material easy to acquire. However, five

FS respondents commented to the effect that the aerial photos required

in Task A might pose Somewhat of a problem to ,obtain. Alternative

tasks or questions eliminating their use would alleviate this problem.

Finally, regarding FS resoondents, the mean for question 2 indicates

a leaning toward the "underestimation of time" side of the rating scale,

although the response il,'spread over the 1 to 5 range.

Most 'respondents felt the material required by the lesson plan

was adequate (see tahl( 1-70. Six comments were made with regard to

additional materials for LP C. One concerned identifying other "issue"

themes. The format used in the simulation game, as developed by Mehne

(1973), can be applied 1,) a-1\. 1:,sue'where a range of alternatives and

interest groups are nvolved -,omething that should be pointed out

to the instructor. Two other res[,)ndents thought printed copies of

the rules and procedures to th( 5 imu.Dation game would be a heApful

reference for plavcrs, On,' t(mtwr suggested the use of an overhead

projector. This wa!, used test run of the simulation game and

work-s well if r is,a another tnought a highway or forest

map of the area 0,01(1 Hi :additional material for Task A.
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. Such maps could complement the aerial photographs (or replace them
,

if necessary) and help-participants better identify land uses.

Section 2C, Use Potential, and Overall Rating

Table 4-12 summarizes 1.Le responses to use potential questions

7.1 and 7.2 for LP C.

Although most respondents thought the lesson plan of possible

use (Q 7.1), only a minority -- 42.11 -- of FS respondents answering

question 7.2 actually thought they would use it in the foreseeable

future. Reasons for doubt were scattered (see table 4-13).

Table 4-12
Respons..s to Questions 7.1 and 7.2,

Lesson Plan C

FS Respondents Teachers

Q 7.1a
b

c

7.2

yes n., oon': know yes no

2

0

0

0

1

don't know

14

12

17

17

8

3

3

7

2

3

3

3

3 1

Although man) of 0, 0. .1v 've -llue judgments (e. g. 2, 4, 6,

and 7) and so canl,d r" revision, this lesson plan-may

be more t,), at least within
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Table 4-13
Reasons Given by Respondents tor "No" or "Don't Know"

Responses, to Question 7.2, Lesson Plan

Reashn

Number .Times

Given For
Ilno

154,

Nuilber Times

Given For
' "don' t. know"

1. Unfavorable Circumstances 1 2

2. No value to participants/students 3

3. Doesn't fit into workshop or
other program/curriculum 3

4. No room for it in workshop 1 4%.

5. Complicated 1 1

6. Tasks not interesting to
. students 1

7. Other topics more important 1

'8. Too many handouts

9. Doesn't fit teaching style 1

10. Have to rewrite before using 1 1

0

the audience cncompas,,e6 by 1!( survey. However, there may, be other

factors at work.

Several resp,ndents comm,nted on the similarity between a simu-

lation game being used in the workshop program (see appendix two) .

and "A Burning Issue". Actutliv th(re are some important differences:

(1) Copmunicaflo:I. Comonication in the workshop simulation

game InI. ., only time one group has

contact Witt. ,,r(gc.ntAion of group plans
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to the town 'council and a brief discussion geriod.foltlowing

i t. "A Burning lssui" requiroo both intrar 'and Inter -group

communication. To accomplish their goals, players must com-

municate effectively within groups as well arbetween them.

(2) Role StrUcture. . Roles in Burning Issue" are more de-

fined and restrictive. Players work within a value and atti-

tude framework indicated by interest group goals that may or

may not coincide with their n. Within the workshop simula-

tion game roles'are more keneralized. Although player groups

are asked to restrict their development plans io one land

use category, within it 1/hey are free to plan according-to

their own value and att-it framework.

' (3) Reality Cogtraint. In developing their plans, players

in the workshop simulation game are not-res0.icted by real

world constraints. .Plans have included totally underground,

foolproof nuclear reactors financed by non-existent federal

funds, casino's, .out -11fa of 1:11n". In short, in order to

"sell" their plam, players can make up whatever they think.

the "t own council" regardies of its connection

with realit (f course, dependini'; on one's viewpoint, :this

could be regardfd POyers in "A-Burning Issue"

are restricted 1 it already defined for tlem, which

have beill pattertet tic real-life situation.

Any degree of sim,..1,,t simulation games is super-

ficial. But if ,(m, 1. ,21,ttler degree of similarity,
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then they may have preferred the simulation game with which they

were already familiar and see "A Burning Issue" as of little or no

use.

Another factor that could have influenced respondent rating

of usefulness is their perception of relevancy. Four FS respondents

and one teacher who responded "no" made comments to the effect that

"A Burning Issue" was of only limited relevance to their local'cir-
tSI

cumstances. This may be true for the specifics of the situation --

the impact of fire on residential land use. However, the general

glsituation -- a conflict between interest Cups over an issue chat

affects land use -- probably is applicable. In such a case, "A

Burning Issue'could be used as an introduction to an investigation

of interest group/land use interactions on a local scale. For ex-

ample, a follow-up could include identification of local interest

groups (which is clone in other LP C activities) and local land use

or other issues, a prediction of how they would view the issue and

why, and a field investigation of interest group views (e.g. via

interview) to check out their predictions. The results of the field

work might be of interest to local politicians. Failing that, the

format can be used to investigate other issues. Lack of 100% spe-

cific situational relevancy does not totally restrict use potential.

Another relevancy related problem, indicated by one teacher's

comment, is a perceived 1..ck of relevancy to courses. Because "A

Burning Issue" is not foresIrv, iool,)ry, or ecology, such material
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is of no use in a forestry, zoology, or ecology course. There are'

several possible replies to this statement: (0 True, (2) Not

really -- it might be desirable to extend the student's learning

experience beyond forestry, zoology, or ecology once in a while,

aid (3) Not really -- but if segreation is deemed necessary because

of time or expertise reasons, an interesting approach might be to

coordinate the experiences so while students are investigating the /

forest-related, zoological, or ecological aspects of fire (or any /

other topic) in one course, they are looking into the impacts of';

fire on land use planning in another. The latter two would provide

a broader based learning experience. However, neither of these,

. possibilities were mentioned Of suggested to the instructor in -LP C.

In response to question 8 (see figure 4-7), both FS respondents

and teachers rated LP C lower than the previous two lesson plans.

The mean for FS responses indicated the lesson plan was thought to

- be slightly less effective than preent field investigations, un-

doubtedly for the reasons discussed earlier. Agreement; however,

was lower. Ratings may also have been influenced by the investi-

gation with which it was compared. None included a simulation game.

How this affected the ratings is not known. As with FS respondents,

the mean of the teacher ratings was lower and responses spread out.

Section 3C, Adpatabilitv

Two-thirds of th( 4 r,,p,

completed questioi.

aim all of the teachers that

plan could be
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shortened via task omission (see table 4-7). However, it is less

flexible in this respect because the main activity is approximately

2 to 2 -1/2 hours long.

Fewer respondents also saw tasks in LP C that could be used

independently (table 4-9), although of those that did, and identi-

fied those tasks via question i.2, 1001 selected task A. This was

the only task in any of the lesson plans to be selected by over

65% of the respondents.

Grouping,of tasks into subunits is limited in LP C due to the

small numbers of tasks involved and the domination of one activity.

One possibility is to use tasks A-, B, and D as a unit. Although

the experiential nature of the simulation game is omitted, learners

would still explore relationships bLtween land use and interest

groups, and those things that help make an interest group powerful.

Section 4C,'Lesson Plan C Summary

Overall, the ratings for IP C were lower than for either LP B

or A. The main problem appeared to be difficulty with clarity of

directions and flow of informa'iop. Other possible problems in-

clude obtaining aerial photos for task A and underestimation of

completion times. Use potcp*Ial anc overall ratings were undoubtedly

affected by respondent difficul with directions and flow of in-

formation. Other factor-, potential may have been

respondents considering "A Bur: T- ;lc" very similar to the present

workshop simulation. gam', tch of relevance.
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Respondents also saw possibilities for shortening the lesson

plan and use of tasks out of context.

4.2.3.2(e) Suggestions For Improvement

The responses to part 111 were primarily specific ideas or

comments usually noted on lesson plan copies. No attempt was made

to analyze this data beyond evaluation and application of specific

suggestions as they related to specific parts of the lesson plans.

Some respondents also took the opportunity to make overall comments,

. some of which are presented 2n table 4-14.

One of the most negative replies has not been included in data

analysis up to this point because of sketchy response to only one

of the three evaluation surveys. However, an accompanying letter

expressed some serious reservations. During a follow-up telephone

conversation the problem areas identified in the letter were dis-

cussed further. These included the following:

(1) Variation in age/grade level of tasks. This could be a

function of an assumed knowledge level of fire-environment

relationships in the audi(.nee. Given this, the learning ex-

perience starts out at a lower level and proceeds to higher

ones resulting in a variation in levels of the tasks. Whether

or not this is a problem remains to be seen.

(2) Some tasks may oivi.rt from intended learning.

Specifically, the r"VI,'). ,;ht the lack of consideration
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of past trends-in estimating fire danger and behavior in LP A

could lead to erroneous conclusions, and possible reinforce-

ment of the bas aspects of fire if, while looking for evidence

oftire (task B, LP A and B), all he finds is damage. Since

predictions based on present conditions indirectly consider

past trends, the latter of these possibilities is probably

more serious than the former. Carrying through of bad first

impressions could occur and is something with which further

field testing should be concerned.

(3) Assumption of forest, brushland, and ,rangeland conditions

atypical of Ohio (reviewer's state of residence). Although

the full extent of the review's objections were not clear,

concern seemed to be centered around the plant cards in LP B

and the simulation game in LP C. Since creating a set of

plant cards suitable for all local conditions is impossible,

some restriction in existing plant cards is unavoidable. A

better alternative has been considered earlier, as has the

relevancy of the simulation game (see pages 145 and 150, re-

spectively).

The reviewer also was "skeptical of the efficacy" of the lesson

plans to develop a recopition of 4114 role of fire in the natural

environment. Of course, this car; only be determined with more in-

tensive field testing. Howefi 1, po:;siblo that through these

learning experience, one a $..reater insight into fire-



Table 4-I4
Selected Overall Comments

Lesson Plan A

"I would like to try out parts of this Lesson Plan. I don't know
much about fire, but I know I could facilitate the tasks." (FS)

"Six hours would be needed to do this lesson plan correctly, time
not available with most groups." (FS)

Your ihquiry method is really not my style of teaching but much of
the material is usable and can be easily changed to fit my curriculrm
format. It will be very useful." (T)

"This might be a good exercise for people going into fire control,
but the average teacher will find it a little too technical and too
specifically related to fire behavior." (FS)

Lesson Plan B

"This is a dandy unit." (T)

"I'm concerned the' you have gone above the average participants
knowledge base and will cause them to lose interest." (FS)

"Really a neat investivition." (FS)

"I have mixed feelings about the lesson plan the idea is good
but I feel further work (through trial and error) is needed." (FS)

"A real 'plus' for this lesson is the high interest level provided
by includink the Plant and animal cards, and the imaginative tasks
to do with them " (FS

Lesson Plan C

"The game :s fantastic." (FS)

"Appear to be far to complicated to use for average students." (FS)

"The simulation appears to get a little complicated, but is very in-
teresting and -- I think -- would be effective" (FS)

"In my opinion, the relevance of this lesson plan has limited appli-
cation -- it is hard to role play a situation in Wisconsin that is
limited to Los Angeles area in West and Southwest." (FS)

"This invesriga*len especially interesting.' (FS)

This whoie pia!, ti very confusing -- I do not recommend the
xnvestigaioe 'Yee. ,approach f,r this type problem." (FS)

'Thii v .urn I would :s., but would like to have a copy

In case I lood A ,Ifo., JI1Vte one 4 these days." (T)

161
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environment-man relationships and so provide the basiA for acceptance

of fire as a management tool.

4.2.3.2(f) Correlation Results

A number of correlations were run between selected background

information items and questions from the evaluation surveys.' The

purpose was two fold -- check for possible additional evidence use-

ful in evaluating the lesson plans, and see if the respondent's

view of fire was reflected in responses regarding potenttal or

actual use of the material.

A two-tailed test was run, using Kendall's Tau, a rank order"

correlation method, allowing identification of both direction and

magnitude of the correlation. An alpha (a) value of .025 initially

used to obtain an overall significance level of .05. Those back-

ground items selected and the survey questions with which they were

correlated are indicated in table 4-15. The first three background

items are indicators of experience. The percentage of on-the-job

time devoted to CE/EE (item a, table 4-15) sheds some light on'over-

all experience. This is the weakest of the three since prior ex-

perience may not be reflected in present job position. Also the

workshop program makes up roughly 501 of the Forest Service overall

CE/EE program (Carroll, personal communication), so involvement on

a lesser scale is.probahl% limtiLd to the workshop program. Items

(6) and (c) concern pa:,t teaohIng (I.!. in school) and facilitator



Background

Background Question

a. % of job time
spent in CE/EE

(Q 3)

b. full or part time
teaching (Q 4)

c. Self-rating of
facilitator ex-
periencg (Q 7)

d. Frequency of
fire/county

e. Frequency of
fire/state

f. Frequency of
fire/Forest
Service Region

g. Fires a problem/
county

h. Fires a problem/
state

i. Fires a problem/
Forest Service.
Region

Items

Table 4-15
and Survey Questions Correlated

Part

Problem Al.eas

(Q's 1-6. 1)

"Q's 1.2 and 4.2 omitted
"Q 8 omitted

x

x

Part I

Use Potential

(Ws 7.1 a-c,
7.2, 8)

x

x

x
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Part II
'Adaptability .

(Q's 1.1, 1.2)

x

x
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experience respectively, although the extent of the former is not

considered.

Those individual correlations initially significant at the

.025 level are identified in table 4-16. However, because the

possibility of obtaining a significant correlation by chance alone`

increases the number of correlations run within a set increases,

the individual Q level does not remain at .025 for the set as a

whole, but also increases. The magnitude of this effect was cal-

culated using the formula 1-(1.-(1)
c

, c = number of tests. This re-
,

.sulted in an overall rt of .73 for the 'experience related correlation

sets (51 tests) and .36 for fird frequency/problem sets (18 tests),

far above the overall desired f of .025. Through trial and error

it was found that by adjusting the individual q levels to .0005

for 51 tests and .001 for 18 tests respectively, an overall a = :025

could be attained. At these conservative a levels only five signi-

ficant -- and most reliable -- correlcitions remain (even doubling

the overall '7 levels to .05 added only one more -- see table 4-16),

Based on the assumption that the judgment of more experienced

people are more accurate, the results of the most reliable exper-

ience-related correlations sfiggest several things.

First, more experienced evaluators viewed LP B as a whole as

having less potential for use as designed, possibly stemming from

time frame problems. This is suggesied by the negative correlation

between overall experience and "1';(' as designed" option (Q7. [a) for
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Table 4-16
Correlations Significant at an Individual CX Level of .025

Q #, Question

'3, % of job time
spent in CE/EE

7, Self-rating of
facilitator
experience

8.1, Freqpency of
fireVcounty

8.2, Frequency of
fire/state

8.3, Frequency of
fire/Forest
Service Region

(A), 1,2, Directions participant
(B), 2, Time Frame

(B), 7.1a, Use as designed
(B) , 8, Overall rating
(C), 2, Time frame"

(C), 7.1b,' Use parts as designated
(C), 7.2, Would Use
(C), 8 Overall rating

(A), 3 Objectives

(A), 5, Ease of use
(C), 5, Ease of use
(C), 6.1, Material acquisition
(C), 7.2, Would use

7.1a, Use as designed
(A), 7.1b, Use parts.

(A), 7.1d, Use as idea source
(B), 7.1a, Use as designed
(B), 7.1b, Use parts

(B), 7.2, Would use

(0), 7.1c, modify, and use

(A), 7.1a, Use as designed
(C), 7.1b, Use parts

(A), 7.1a, Use as designed
(B) , 7 ia, Use as designed

165

Direction and
Magnitude of
Correlation

+.36505
+.45896

-.59259(1,2)
-.35739
+.30286-

-.55111

.t.324l0
+.37673

+.54630(1,2)

+.58179(1,2)
+.45675
+.48789
+.63771(1,2)

+.41079
+.39736

+.39441

+.44615 's

+.39441

+.44321
+.45374

+.32653
+.53452C4),

+.51772(3,4)
+.39108

1 - Significant at '1' = .0005 (corrected for 51 tests to get an overall
= .025)

2 - Significant at c = .00 (corrected for 51 tests to get an overall
= .05)

3 - Significant at ') = .001 (corrected for 18 tests to get an overall
= .025)

4 - Significant at 't = .003 (corrected for 18 tests to get an overall
-= .05)
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LP B, and a less reliable
41

positive correlation between time frame

(Q 2) for LP B and overall experience.

Second, a needtfor clarifying and/or simplifying LP C procedures.

The positive correlation between the "would use" item 7.2) for

LP C and facilitator experience indicated an increasing willingness

of more experienced facilitators to use P C. Several things may

account for this. More experienced people may: (1) see more appli-

cation^ the material, 0) a greater distinction between "A Burning

lislie" and the simulation game presently in use, or (3) be better

able to handle more complex material. Given respondent comments on

the complexity of LP C, the latter is more likely. This being the

case, simplifying and clarifying LP C would help less experienced

people use it.

Third, the positive correlation between facilitator experience

and the "achievement of objectives" question for LP A (Q 3) supports

the favorable ratings this question received (sec page 130).

Finally,'only one reliable significant correlation emerged from

. -

the six, 18 item sets of fire frequency or problem/use potential
4

correlations. llqwever, oven this one is of questionable value since

the variation in .the frequency-mglyn question consisted of one "don't

know response vs. fl yes
fr one. Nor does lack of correlation, indi-

41 Because is orl an uncorrected, indiviuual
q level .025.

a
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cat() a lack of relevancy as othtr external (e.g. unfavorable job

circumstances) and internal factors (e.g. Problems with directions,

etc.) can influence use potential responses., Given these problems,

conclusAons regarding the relationship between use potential and

the presence of fire as an ecological factor are lituited to a pos-

sible increase in relevanCy of LP A and B in local areas where re-

spondents saw fires as being frequent. Even this relationship is

not firm since it is based on fire-frequency-on-a-county-level/use

potential correlations that wore not significant at the corrected

individual levels.

4.2.3.3 Simulation Gamy Fiold lost Run 7

The opportunity arose in late March, 1977, to field tost the

simulation game in LP C at Baldwinsville High School, Baldwinsville,

N.Y. A teacher, Mrs. Pat Price, had expressed an interest and was

willing to volunteer nor unwitting 9th grade advanced biology class

as guinea pigs for a lost run 1), the author. Several meetings with

Mrs. Price resulted in the following schedule.

1. 3/28 -- Homework assignment: Read Introduction,
Sequence of Events, and Current State of Affairs.

2, 3/29 -- In class: Answor questions on procedures
and directions.

p. 3/31 -- In chili-. (dol!bio time period): Form groups,
hand out packag -. .1111 m, ,sage forms and other game
materials, and c-Idl:ct Iplulation game.

4/1 --

167
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The purpose of the field test vas four fold: (1) Check clarity of

directions, (2) Check simulation.game procedures, (3) See if the

simulation game produces the intended interactions among students,

and (4) Chock student reaction to the simulation game.

Throe souxcos wore used in ovaluating the simulation gain:

author observations, student evaluations (via one sWquestionnaire),

and student lab write ups.

Problems with directions were not unexpected. Converting a

dynamic system of a simulation game into a static, written desdrip-

tion is 'bound to cause interpetation problems. So, despite a pre-

/

/

game question-and-answer period on directions and procedures, several

groups still had procedural questions once round one started. In

fact, the entire message sending procedure and a few other basic

rules had to be explained to one group. brace thoso questions wore
,

taken care of though,the rest of round one and the following rounds

went smoothly. ResIses to the evaluation survey also indicated

some problems with the written directions. Two of the thirteen stu-

dents that filled out qucstionnaires ientioned clearer explanations

as one change they would recommend to imptove the simulation

In addition the average overall rating for the directions w(s 3.69

(1 - very hard to understand, 5 - very easy to understand), a cleat

indication that not ev..r

und ers 4 amiable .

0.:nd the written directions totally

Students twr.. f. )11. 0 --.1mulation game material



for reading ease and understandability. The results -- difficulty

mean = 3.46, understandability mean = 3.68 -L suggest the reading

material was slightly more difficult to read than to understand.

The time needed to add up the scores between rounds and iliform

the groups was underestimated. Consequently, the third round was

Just barely completed by the end of the second class period. Showing

the students the final' r,.sults had to he postponed to the beginning

of the discussion period, although doing so carried a high student

interest into the beginning of the discussion period.

Students saw the length of the rounds as a problem. On the

evaluation survey, six (46.2') stated the timerestridt.on was what

they liked the least. Seven (5.5.9',') identified more time as one

change they would recommend to improve the simulation game. In the

lab write-ups five (27.8 ) saw the time restriction as a non-realis-

, tic aspect of th,simulation game. Since simulation games attempt

to simulate processes and or situations in short periods of time,

time comprssion is unavoidable and in one sense not realistictbe-

cause participants do not havv the same time resources available to

them as people in real life situations. However, the requirement

to make decisions under t,me pressure (and resulting incomplete data)

can be very realistic, and is an integral part of "A Burning Issue.

For these reasons, time necessary in the structure of

the simulation game, although an -s.1,2nsion of those limits could

help. - The developer of tht, 'r. Paul Mehne, found 45 minute
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periods worked well (Mehno, personal communication). The author

feels such an extension would be most useful in the first round,

giving partipipants a longer time to get used to procedures and get

a "feel" for the simulation game. Subsequent rounds could be shor-

toned (e.g.. 35 minutos for round 2 and 25 minutes for round 3). Round

length is flexible-(within about'a 20 - 50 minute range) and could be

.
adjusted to user needs.

Students;also Commented on the method used to disclose policy

point totals at the end of each round. There are two options in_

point total reporting. An overhead projection of the influence allo-

cation score sheet can be used to report scores to the group as a

whole. Every group knows what every other group did on each policy.

The other alternative is to give groups only the total score for

each policy. Players do not know who was doing what until the final

report at the end of round three. The latter option was used with

the knowledge that some "cheating" would occur (i.e. one group

reneging on a promise to support another groups' policy in exchange

for support of their own). However, the author apparently under-

estimated the backstabbing potential of advanced ninth grade biology

students. Students commented on the amount of "cheating" during the

follow-up discussion, on the evaluation surveys and, most strongly,

in the lab write-ups. In tce latter six students (33.3%) identified

"cheating" as one of the main reasons their strategies did not work

and the amount of "cheatingfloas not being realistic (six students

,

ti

,
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A

also identified "cheating" as a strategy to obtain their ends!). It

is interesting to note that the fact hat "cheating" .Occurred was

not regarded as unrealistic by the /Students, only th? amount and

that they were unable to determine which group(s) wasl(were), wielding

the knife. ilevealing what groups allocated how many

policies via the influence allocation scoresheet woul

oints to which

discourage

"cheating" in rounds one and two (the game ends after! round three

so no reprisals are possible). Some "cheating" is dtlsirable because

it adds another dimension to the simulation game. BUt too much,

judging from student remarks, occurred in this case
r
nd could lead

to frustration and divert from the learning experience.
\

The even distribution of allocation Toints among the interest
'

I
groups drew some criticism from students. Three students (16.7%)

described it as unrealistic in their lab write-ups. Such is true -

interest groups rarely have equal influence. In "A Burning Issue"

equal influence is used for the sake of simplificity.

iInteractions occurring in the simulation game were close to

expectations. During the test run, student activity was high and

fast paced. Intergroup interactions developed quickly and stayed

at a high level as indicated by the constant flow of messages. In

fact, the two messengers whose Job was delivering messages between

groups had difficulty meeting the demand for their services. Activity

was also reflected in student lab write-ups. Every student described

ah active process of negotiation, compromise, etc. (terms varied with
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student). It was also evident in student responses to the "What

did you like best about the simulation?" question on the evaluation

survey (see gelow).

Student responses to "What happened in your group?" question

in, the lab write-ups indicated changing intragroup interactions.

Nine students (50%) described some sort of organizational process,

either a division of labor or emergence of a group leader.
42

Al-

though no attempt to do so was made, it would be interesting to com-

pare group success in organizing with group, success in passing po-

licies they deemed desirable. Such Would also be an interesting

topic for the follow-up discussion.

Student reactions to the simulation game were mostly positive.

When asked what they like best about it, students responded by de-

scribing essential and action-oriented aspects of the simulation -

game: planning strategy, working together, sending messages, com-

petition, bargaining, etc. One student commentedIthat "there is

quite a bit to what seems like a reasonably simple problem." Another

wrote he had learned "something about running a county." He d...1 not

specify what. A thirds' discoveries were more li ited: He learned

"how greedy some people are" -- presumably refer ing to some class-

mates.

42 On the other hand, on,2 student described her group as in a state,
of mass coniusivn.

1

ti
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There were other more negative reactions. Two students (15,3%)

ss.

described the simulation game experience as puzzling. Another

found it interesting but wondered "Why do it? What is the purpose?"

In addition, student interest during the Post-game discussion lagged

behind their interest in the game itself. Three factors could have

contributed to this. First, the simulation game was "dropped in

out of the blue" and was not related to their topic of study at

the time -- genetics. Second, the subsequent decision by the,tea-

cher to have them wr to up a lab report for a grade after she had

previously told them she would not'do either. Three students ex-

pressed their resentment of this change in tactics. Third, an only

fair job of discussion dir r.11 by the author. Booed on the dis-

cussion, it is suggested that during debriefing, student responses Y

should be recorded in some way (e.g. blackboard, overhead, etc.)

to emphasize student contributions and serve as a departure point

for further discussion.

In summary, the test run went very well. The simulation game

generated interest and activity, and was liked by the students.

Several possibiliOes for improvement were identified. Increasing

round length, particularly in the first round would give partici-

pants more time to become acclimated to the simulation game system.

1

Reporting what each group did on each policy would help reduce

"cheating" by identifying offending groups and opening them up for

reprisals. Written directions and background material need to be
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examined for opportunities to improve understandability and reading

ease, although:with Instructor backup thoy were adequate in this

case. Finally, postgame discussion could lite,e been improved through

the use of different discussion strategies. Of riourse, further field

' testing under a variety of conditions is needed to more fully eval

uate "A Burning Issue".

4.2.3.4 Baldwinsville High'School "Quasl"Field Test Program

Like the simulation game run, the "quasi" field test program

at Baldwinsville High School was 'conceived after survey development

and mailing. Its purpose was three fold: (1) test clarity of di.

rections (2) check ability of students to handle the material, and

(3) solicit student suggestions for improvement, A request was

made to Mr. Coleman, principle; to be-allowed to solicit volunteers

from study hall:;. He referred the request to Mrs. Cooper in the

Guipance department who obtained six volunteers. -Since only three

students were available during any one period (45 minutes) two

groupg of three students each were formed -- referred to as group

A and B.

After an initial organizational meeting, 'the two groups of stu,

dents met with the author for one period a wek beginning on April

27 and running through the first week in June. With the exception

of two later outside meetings, meetings were held in a small con

ference room in the high school.

ti
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aomo ways this land is being used?). Students also hid little diffi-

culty in listing interest groups in response to discussion questions

between task A and B or in defining the relationships between a new

land use and the interest groups (task B). They did find the direc-

,. tions for task B confusing. The time estimation for task B might

also need to be shortened ag writing in both groups had stopped

after about ten minutes.

The sequence stablished by tasks C, D, and E of LP B was tried

over athree week period. Although less certain of their responses

than with task A and B above, the students were, with one exception,

able to cope with the-material. The exception was one non-regents

47
program studeLt who stated she was unable to do, task C because she

didn't know where to start. If a substantial number of students

have this problem, an akiernative would be to change the order of

tasks from C, D, E, to D, E, C. Tasks D and E would help provide

background for C. Another alternative would be to eliminate C.

There were also some minor definition/direction problems noted

in task C. One student thought "How it produces seed (under saed

habits) was asking for the reproductive cycle of the plant. Nor

was it initially clear to the students that they were Ito make up

the plant. They suggested this be stressed in the directions. Fi-

nally, the task directions should specifically ask tho learner to

relate the adaptive features of their plant'species to fire survi-

val ability. One student plant design identified several features

.
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.but did not relate them to fire (although the student did so in the

subsequent discussion). Interestingly, in group B, two plants were

designed to allow individual plant survival, while one relied on

next generation survival. This diStinction was made by one student

during discussion.

All students were able to complete the table in task D. The

number of characteristics identified ranged from two to twelve.

Some were erroneous, but these were eliminated in the didcussion

following task D. Question four, however -- inferring fire type

and occurrence from plant characteristics -- brought blank stares.

Apparently this question will have to be changed or deleted. Another

improvement, the students agreed, would be to identify how often the

natural fires occurred.

Neither group appeared to have too much difficulty in classify-

ing the plants as winners or losers foe' task E. Group B mode two

errors, classifying big bluestem as a loser and jack pine as a win-

ner. Under the circumstances defined (a fire every two-"years) the

situation would have been reversed. Further field testing would be

needed to determine if this error occurs consistently and is a prob-

lem. In addition the students thought a picture or drawing of a

fire would help.
---

A Change was made in the questions_folnWing the categorization

__
activity. Instead-of-describing in writing how the community would

----------
look after 150 years, the students were asked to draw a rough sketch

f."".

-
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to help them visualize it. In group A one student stated he could

not make a sketch because ho couldn't picture what it would look

like. This problem was solved by having him work with another stu-

dent. However, the'student's difficulty suggests that this activity

should not be done alone, but in groups in order to alleviate pos-

sible learner frustration. In group B one student suggested a "be-

fore and after" sketch, which was cone. Both groups were able to

predict a community structure that reflected the openness typical

of areas where fire occurs frequently (see chapter 3), although

their predictions differed. Group A's rough sketch showed larger

trees with a "weedy" understory, a kind of park-like situation..

In group B's prediction, large trees were absent. The community

was made up of grass, weeds, and low shrubs. Either prediction

is plausible, depending on the severity of the initial fire, which

was not defined.

Tasks J and K of LP B were tried primarily to test directions..

Several problems were noted. Students in both groups were unsure

of the amount of ashes or litter to use and did not know how to

refilter the initial filtrate.- Also students in group A had diffi-

culty in following the directions that came with the water hardness

test kit. It may be useful to rewrite directions. A late start

With group A prevented discussion of their results, but group B

was able to relate the increase in calcium and magnesium they found

to, possible increases in plant growth.

1
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Tasks G J of LP A, the fireboard investigation:were also

tried to check directions. Since most of the students were unable

to get another time period off (in fact, group A was unable to meet

at all), some changes were made in the task to fit it into a single

time period. Tasks G and H were eliminated. ,Following a brief ex-

planation by the author of how to set up the fireboard, students

started with Task I. After some initial uncertainty during which

the author had to refer the students the directions' several times,

they performed the tasks. Except for a problem in calculating rate,

the StuOnts appeared to have little problem with the directions.

Although incomplete and limited by time and group size, the

program:at Baldwinsville High School did generate some useful in-

formation about, the tasks tested. On the whole, the material seemed
1%-lk

to be within the grasp of the students. Potential exceptions were

noted in task C and E pf LP B and one discussion question (4) fol-
,

lowing task D. Specific problems were identified in directions,

t
definitions of terms, and background material. Suggestions for im-

provement were also made by several students.

It is interesting to note that many. times students' verbal

responses seemed hesitant or tendous in tone. Undoubtedly some of

this VAS due to student unfamiliarity with the topic and/or prob-

lems in the material. However, the use of a method that provides

less direct instructor guidance and places less emphasis on finding

the correct answer may be another factor. Students used to having



answers determined for them by some outside authority'would naturally

be hesitant to rely on their own, particulary if the "right answer"

was not obvious. Several times during the field tests students

inquired about the "right answer" or "what was supposed to happen."

For example, at the start of task A in LP C (listing land rises from

an aerial photo) one student*asked "What- kinds of uses do you want?"

Students also seemed temporarily confused by the author's refusal

to tell them in what position to set up the fireboard.

If the educational methods presently used in high schools

create student and instructor perceptions of .,duration that make

the use of the process apprOhch (or any similar method) difficult,

then a barrier might exist discouraging use. Further research

might be useful to find out the extent of such a problem, if it

does exist, by determining what percentage of the workshop audience

is made up of high school teachers, then following up high school,

workshop participants' o get an indication of whether they are

applying process apnroach methods with their students.

4.3 Summary

3ecause fire is a dynamic and transitory force, investigating

the fire-environment-man system involves looking at relationships

and extending perspectives. Learners can gain insight into one

aspect of the "interconnectedness" within environmental systems.

Greater understanding of fire can also contribute' toward acceptance
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of the use of fire as a management tool. The use of a learner-

centered, activity-oriented method like the process approach creates

the opportunity for learning on a process as well as knowledge level,

plus increases in awareness and changes in attitude. The marriage

of topic and method opens the way for an effective educational ex-,

perience.

Development of the learning experience was done using a sys-

tematic approadh. The problem was initially defined s: The de-
.

velopment of learning experiencesinvestigating fire-environment-man

relationships using the process approach as the instructional method.

Further refinement led to the identification of an audience, defini-

tion of overall goals/Objectives, selection/design of an instruc-

tional strategy (in this case already selecte, and the determina-1

tion of a time frame. The primary, audience identified was workshop

participants (adults) with a secondary focus on high school students.

Knowledge of fire-environment and general ecological relationships

- was assumed to be low. The overall goals were:

(1) 'To develop in the learner an understanding and
awareness of environment- fire -man relationships
which can be used as a basis for evaluating land
management decisions in which fire is a factor.

..$

(2) Increase learner awareness of the "interconnected-
nese of environmental factors.

(3) Provide the learner the oppoi.tunity to use and
develop cognitive process skills.

This was translated into the following overall objectives: Given

O

X

1
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participation in the learning experience -arid completion of the tasks,

an environment in which fire plays a role, and the relevant charac-

teristics of that environment, the learner will be able-to: (a)

generally predict and describe, the likelihood of a fire (high,medium,

low) and the kind that might occur, based on natural environment con-

, aitions, (b) infer the effects of such a fire on the living and non-
-,

. living parts of the environment, and (c) describe what-effects periodic

fires could have on land use/management. Finally, since the expet-

iences were to be designed with possible use in ,Forest Service work-

shops in mind, a 3-1/? - 4 hour time frame was identified.°

Development began with an analysis of objectives using.an

adaptation of Pipe's (1966) "pyramiding objectives":procddure.

This also helped identify content and processes, gnd establish a

flow of information.' Time and complexity constraints necessitated,

limitation of content. A variation--of objectives-analysis-and-acti-

vity development was used with regard to man-fire relatioiships.

The decision to use a particular activity (simnlation/game) was

made very early in objedtives analysis. Subsequent objectives and

activities reflected this decision. During the-period of objectives

analysis and activity development, a single 4-hour time block turned

out to be inadequate, so the decision was made to produce a three

3-1/2 - 4 hour lesson plans, each examining an aspect of the general

topic. Development of taskS/discussion questions began at the nar-

rowest components in the objectives analysis and built toward the

.\
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I

larger ones. Constraints resulting from required materials were

considered throughout the development process. The main guidelines

weieto produce investigations that did not require: (1) a burned

area, and (2) special equipment not readily available rough easily

accessiblp sources, or be constructed from material that iti)ot

readily obtainable.

I
While in depth evaluation was beyond the scope of the study

as defined, preliminary evaluation was done'viw survey of 24 ex--

perienced facilitators. In addition, a sillier number of teachers.

(7) were surveyed as the opportunity arose, the simulation game

was test run in a 9th grade advanced biology class, and a selected

number of tasks were "quasi" field tested with small groups-of high

school students. The results of the evaluation effort led to the

following conclusions:

A. Problem Areas.

I. Improvements in,LP C should concentrateon simplifying/
...

clarifying procedures (also increasing reading ease)
for both i \structor and student.

S

2. Any fu ther field testing should be done with an eye
i on time requirements. If survey respondent suspicions
i of task time. underestimation are confirmed, time-saving
t alternatives will have to be considered. :.

I
.

1. -A simplified version of the fireboard and/or alteknative

i .

tasks are not requiring its us, should be explored. .

i 4
4. Directions for participants/students nd instructor

should be simplified,

The bodsibility of'additional background materials'

Z.

.

. .

should be explored. N

1

11'



B. Use Potential

6. The potential for use exists in the Forest Service
EE program and, to a lesser extent, high school
situations.

7. The instructional method used and/or present time
frame (3-1/2 - 4 hours) can be a barrier to use in
school situations.

C. Adaptability

8. The lesson plans have a limited adaptability for
'shortening via task omission.

9. The potential' exists for use of taski out of context
both individually and in groups. The choice of tasks
depends on the situation and desired objectives.

In addition to seeking ways to improve the lessor Pans, a

major ait of the preliminary evaluation was to get an indication

of the lesson plants educational potential. -Were they of possible

value? The results have indicated that, at least in situations

184

like process approach workshops where a learner-centered, experience-
.

oriented instructional method is used, those lesson plans could be.

of Value.

However, the extent of actual use is less certain. Parts or

even all of each lesson plan may find-occasional use in workshops,

but they will not displace already established material. The lesson

1

plans may also find some use in other Forest Service related activi-

ties, particularly frr in-service fire-related training. Again the

extent is unknown. There also seems to be poteritial for use in

schools. However, time frame remains a problem, along with factors

a
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like teachtng style, student/teacher perception of education, or

perceived relevance. But whatever the case, even If these lesion_

plans serve only as an idea source, opening up the possibility of

using fire as an educational resource in the suggested or other

ways, or applying the, structure and/or strategy used -- both in

e individualsactivities or lesson plans as a whole -- tb'sinne

her aspect of the environment, then the author will regard this-

effort as a success.

C
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APPENDIX ONE

Evaluation Survey Package
an&Summary.of Survey Responses

Response totals for each option of each are located in the

space provided for responses'to that option, as in the example
4

below:

Do you feel there are any tasks in this lesson plan
, that could stand alone as a learning experience?

9 yes

Total number of
"yes" responses

don't
4 no i 4 know

Where response options are circled, response totals are

presented above the options, as in the example below:

Is it hotter in Detroit than it is in'the summer?

2 6 4 8
1 2, 3 4 5

..number of never sometimes
,,

always
respondents' -,

selecting the, -m.--
'option 4 ..

Mean '(x) and standard deviation (sd) are also presented for

Nm,-questions where applicable,.

Where original survey questions consist ofmore than one

part, each part has been re-numbered using a decimal system (e.g.

4, 4:'1, 4.11, etc.)

2
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Cover Letter foi Survey Package.

O

We'd like your help. Enclosed are lesson plans fOr investigating:
(A) The environment's affect on fire, (the impact of weather, feels,

.topography on fire); (B) Fire's affect on ths environment.(impaqof
fire on natural conimmity development - plants, animals, soil);-and
(C) Land Use, fire, and interest groups (impact of-fire and interest
groups on land use decision making). Each-lesson plan was.designed-to. "-:,
give participants some insight into a different aspect oT fire and
environment. They were developed for the Forest:)Service by the.SUNTf-:-.-
College of Environmental Science and Forestry-iha are in the same.
format as the lesson plans in the "Investigating Your Environment"

The next step ie evaluation. Because you are an experienced,
environmental educator, we are asking you, along withtwenty-nine
of your colleagues, to"assess these plans (an evaluation survey is
attached to the back of each lesson plan and directions'attachel to
this.letter). Because of the limited number of people reviewing
these plans, we would -very-much-like-your-reaction, tcLa.U__three.

However, we are aware that your time is limited. Therefore, we
ask you to evaluate them in the following pribritk:

. Finally, to meet our deadline, we ask you
return the completed survey(s) by A stamped and
addressed envelope is enclosed for your reply. ,

If.you would like more information on the lessOnpaans or the
project in general,. please feel. free to contact Deve\Heidar at the
return address or phone area code 315 473-8761.

Thank you very much for your time and effort.

Sincerel

David I. Handelman, Associate Professor
Environmental Education/Communications

:1;lat.e" /a446,..

David leider, Research Assistant
Environmental Education/Communications

a

btABIASII(.0 IN MI TO ADVANC( ENVIRONUNIAl SCIINCE ANO fORLSTRY IIIROUCH
INSTRUCTION KESTARt II MAIM SLRVICE
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t:: ::SURVEY DIRECTIONS:M=4=3RM DIRECTIONS tz.

Each evaluation survey is designed toget your reaction in
three areas:

1. Identification of possible problem areas with the
lesson plans and estimation of use potential (Part I).

2. Adaptability of'(a) the lesson plans to shorter timd
lengths, and (b) tasks for individual use out of.context
(Part II).

3. Suggestions for improvement (Part III).

We suggest you skim the evaluation survey before going through the
lesson plan to:get an idea of the information we are looking for.
In addition, we have included a list of the main points of evaluation
for yommease of reference.

The survey itself has four types of questions. In three of
these, response choices are provided (yes/no, multiple choice,
and ranking options, 1-5). You need only check or circle the choice
that suits you. The Tanking questions are designed to permit a
range of opinion. For example:

.

Forest fires should be: .1 2 3
5

#
always . to

suppressed burn themselves
as quickly out with no

', as possible supprepsion action

In this case, the person's ans4er, although not agreeing with either
end scale.option, was much closer to the "no suppression" optiOn than
"total suppression".

The fourth type of question is open ended, allowing whatever
response you think is appropriate. 2

2 L

THANKS!
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MAIN POINTS OF EVAIDATION

*Problem Areas and Use Potential

-clarity of directions

-estimated completion time for tasks

-lesson plan/objectives'relationship

- floW of information for instructor, participant

- ease of use
\N"

- materials: easy to get? adequate?
-.4

-use potential for you: why/wny not

*Adaptability

- shorter time lengths by omitting various tasks?

which ones? ,

- individual task use? which ones?

O

*Suggestions for improvement

21
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-IHAC408DILINFOENME 7

1. Name*

2. What grade or age bracket of students de you work with?

3. What kind of_tekching strategies or methods do you employ with your students? ,

(for example: lecture /discussion, individualised learning, ihqui.141 or discovery ,

experiences, etc "issue ndte or list in order from most common to least ccumon)

4. Have you.ever attended a Forest Service "Process Approach to Environmental
Education workshop"?

yes no

5. Are for'estobruah, and/or grass fires frequent:"

in the county where you live? yes no don't know

in the state where you live? yes 41. no don't know

in the Forest Service region in which
you live (see attached map)? yet, 017~0 no don't know

6. In your opinion, are forest, brush, and/or grass fires a problem: ,

in the county where you live? _yes no don't know
........ .

in the state where you live? yes no
.......

don't know

in the Forest Service region in
you live (see attached map)? yes no don't know

`1

* Your name will only be used for administrative purposes in connection with the survey.

2'
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(A)
A LESSON PLAN FOR INVESTIGATING

THE ENVIRONMENT'S AFFECT 'ON FIRE (FIRE BEHAVIOR)

INSTRUCTOR:, Int/toduee the 41444:0 Fok exampte--"Today, 4n the next

iowt houm we,aAe going to make Aome obeekvatione and coUect aome data
about dings that indtuenee.gilte in the natultat enviltonment. Then we'U
use the obaekvati.on4 we made and make.4ome inifeAvicea about how these tiang4
'inguenee Igke and do a tittle gite pa.edicting." Paaa out Task A. Working
alone, take about five winutes and do'Task A.

V

TASK A

Describe_the_environment you are in and how you feel about it.

DISCUSSION

1. What are some environmental forces that might have produced changes in
this environment? 4

2. What are some things we could look for that might tell us there has
been a fire sometime in the past here?

3. Inet/tuetolt: Btdak the g/toup into patio and do Taak B. About.10 - 15
olLnutea.

TASK B

Work in pairs.

Look :for signs that might indicate there has been a fire in this environ-

,.

Fire Find

sent. Use the table below as a guide:

Browning Blackening Irijury - Bare Soil

(Scotch) (Char) Ash or Kill Regrowth Erosion (Ater

..,Grass

Bushes
Trees:,

trunks
leaves/
needles

Soil
Rocks
Streams
Wildlife

(inc.
insects)

Other
(list)

What other possible signs did you see?

*Dead and dying stuff on the ground - (leaves, twigs, branches, etc.)

tn.
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DISCUSSION

1.. ''What did you find?

FB 2

2. Based on the information you have collected so far,,what conclusions can
you make about fire in this environment?

3. In what ways did (could) the environment affedt the (a) fire?

4. What are some things that would cause one fire to be different from
anothei?

InetAuctok: There wilt pkobabty be ataAae vaAiety o6 things mentioned,
.but they alt should salt undek the major categories o6 vitatheA, tole
gAaphy, on 6c4t. 16 one o6 these 6actou L named as a ae.sponse,
encomage the person to define his aesponee 6uAtheA. for example, it
someone saga "weathee ask him/heA to elaborate a tittte and took Got
things like rain, humidity,..tempeAatuAe, etc. Continue soliciting
responses until suet related 6actou have been inetuded £n the tut,
then 6ocu6 in on that.

5. Some of the things we mentioned had to do with what was available to he
bgrned. What are some things-in the (natural) environment that will
burn/ Mat/tattoo Ube. the woad "natuaat" i6 the module .i.6 not being
done in a natural enuaanment.

6. inatmictok: Diuide the group into !matt poup4 oi 4)0'04 three and do
Task C. 10 - 15 minutes. 4,

Wawa amm...,411ft

TASK C

Work in small groups (2-3)

Observing Fuels

Fuel is anything that could burn.

206

I

11111,

Pick an environment and investigate thiee different kinds of fuel. Think
about how it smells, feels, looks, etc. Recul_rur obscvations below:

Fuel 1. Fuel 2 Fuel 3

Smell

Feel

Appearante

Other
Observations

Put-a small sample of each fuel in a plastic-bag (1/2 to 1/3 bagful per
fuel). NOTE: If you looked at a fuel that is too big to fit in a bag, use
the index card in the bag and draw a quick sketch of the fuel you are in-
vestigating, along with your observations of it.

What other fuels did you see?

21/'
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.......

DISCUSSION , N$ ...

/ ..- Ji , 1 , -1
.. )-*1 "A.

. . 1. What were some of the things you noticed about your fuels? -, ..,

INSTRUCTOR: Litt on a tame aheet og papa 04 blackboard. kaweit6 can ,.,.

alto be accepted veAbaay. r 1.- .. ..1

. (f I' (1 ...0 ,)
2. UsiniTIVI-oliservartiens-you_ead irLc'Task C, do Task p. ..INSTRUCTOR: A6

the- panta,Epants begin the teak, awe enthrthzpioltivi.ng-i.nioturcetion-::
"If this Information helps you to do Task D. se it.' 1

t

4

Fire

fuel

As the part.t.ici.pant.s.ang doing Task 0, pkepaite a ehaxt wi,tit a magic maAkeic
Wee below lot you CM pn.ep'oAc it ahead of thrtel:

Ems I ritutne.4. Medium Burnet Hard Burner

TASK D

Work ii -mall groups (244).
t,

Using the observatiop made in Task C and any other you can make about your
fuels, classify them an easy burners (fuels you could start witha couple, of
matches and would"burn etsily)e medium burners (fuels that would be harder to
start and don't burn so readily), and hard burners (fuels difficult to start

__ _
and keep liurning).

. _ --- _

Fuel 1 is a burner because

Fuel 2 is a burner because

Fuel 3 is a burner because

4 -

What were some of the things you noticed about the fuels thWhelped yo4
make your decision?

C

9
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DISCUSSION
.53

FB 4

I. INSTRUCTOR: When the gtoufA are about 6iniAhed, po.44 out inuakiAg tape and
tett the participants to poet each o6 theit bagged duels under the
appoptiate cotwma onthe chant.

'2. What were some of the things you noticed about your fuels that helped
you classify them as easy burners? Hard burners? 1

NOTE: INSTRUCTOR -- At thia, point, id the time and ciAcumstanceA ate
appropriate, you may want the paAticipanta to actoatty tit!, to bum
theiA guetaamptea and check out that prediction. Wen they have
tilled, aak how thar pAedietions'compau with theirs actamt teautta,
and iteaaona Got aimitatitida and di66etencea. 16 the panticipants do
tty to bum that duete, make 4uht pupa aalfety phee4UtiOna are taken.

3. How could you change one of the fuels'you observed from an easy buiner
to a hard one?, A hard doe to an easy one?

4. What might happen in the natural environment to change a fuel from
one category to another?

5. Working alone, take a few minutes and do Task E. INSTRUCTOR: 16 you
wish to save o tittle time, Task E can sbe dropped, otinctuded as a
verbal question.

TASK g Weither Changes

Work alone.

List some things you notice about weather that change.

DISCUSSION

1. What were'some of the thinWyou listed? INSTRUCTOR: Li4t the 6aCtoAa
on a blackboand on tame sheet o6 paper and numbet them ad they'-ate
mentioned in preparation bon the net task. Thy to keep aoliciting AtAponseA

-untityoe_get_a tat that .included tempeAatme, humidity, pAecipitation
Ptain6att, snow,

2. ye have generated quite a list here. Let's take a closer look at a few of
these, say , and-

INSTRUCTOR: CiAete on .&t come way math o66 flout weather 6actotA Dieted --
The hour that an moat egaity °tumid and to woak'ktith are tempeutute,
humidity, wind, and pAecipitation; but °theta can be used. Numbo the
64et0/14 as you name and eiActe them. Then break the Lange group into gout
amatia ones and give each a 6actot. 16 you have an unusuatty tame oh'
amatt stoup, you may want to.vany the number o6 groups you use (on that
ape by vaAging the, number oi &masa you use.

3. Working in small groups (2-4), take about 10 minutes and do Task F.

9 1 -0
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TASK F Infering Weather Affects

Work in small groups. , Our weather factor is.

4

.

FB

, '

Weather can influence fire in two ways: DiTectly. by affectilig the fire
itself, or indirectly, by affecting a fuel. Try-to think of as many ways
as you can that your weather factor can influence, fire (either directly or
Indirectly) in the environment.

-

How would it
affect the
fuel/fire?

0 Direct(affecting fire) or
Indirect (affecting fuels)

Direct Indirttt
Possible Reasons
For Its Affect

Describe an investiaation you could set up at home or in youi school to explore
your weather factor's"influence.

DISCUSSION

a .1. INSTRUCTOR: Pnepane a Lange chant dupliciaing the one on Trak F. Tell
the gnoupa, as they 6iniah, to post the in6onmation they have generated g

. , the Lange chant. Give the people a moment to. Look at the chant. A
tine- saving option hene is to ahane the inionmation verbally:

2. how does everyone feel about the inform ation we itave.on'the

3. Using this information, what can we say about the way weather, tfluences fire
in the natural environment?

4. So far we have looked at two envlronmental factors influencig fire--
fuels and weather. There is a third, and that is the shape ofthe land, or
topography. What are some things you notice about the shape of the land?
INSTRUCTOR: fiat on parer (on boand) on acscept venbatty. 16 slope
mentioned, 6ocua in on it and do Task G. i6 not, intnoduct it. Fon.
examptil "All o6 the things we have tiatedhenetin6luence a Wm in one way
on another. One other thing we might have mentioned .Lb the steepness orthe
land on tits slope."

Cr

5. Working in small groups (3-5) do Task G. NOTE: INSTRUCTOR- -The next Sour
tasks (G-7) make up an inveatigalion into'the aiect oil atom on Pie. 76
you want to save time, you can aet up the boon& ahead o6 time (etiminatihg
Task G)-and love the pick aet up (gnat hat6 o6 Took H). '16 you ataqukot -

-__.to insane avaniation in both rates o6 banning and the patterns the 6nea produce;
&day:mine the points o6 ignition Lon each board (notes and pattenna will
vany'depending whene on the slope any -- the Sine .4 ignited) itnd
the position oif, each board gat, steeply sloped, shaped like P
on N../ . Rata makpattenna will yaw ae mope incneaaea on decneaaea.).
Ala° be sane to neview the 4a6ety pnecautiona be6one yoig-atant-Taak.1 and

2 '

t'
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watch to make ante they ate canned out. A note about the 6ikeboakd:
thia iA a piece o6 equipment can be coat/meted as ie Actativety inexpensively

($10 - $15). But sugge4ted modigeationo that wooed impuweit, reduce
complexity, and/o4 its expense ace ccataiatywetcomel The bamic idea Zs to have'
some sort o6 rigid beat suMace that a &la can be glued ot.taped to, and tuhose
slope .i.e variable.

210

'TASK C Fireboard Set -up for Fire and Slope Investigation

14410 in sMall groups (3-5)

Read the instructions first(

Set up the fire board in the position you are going to 'investigate:

1. Open 440 the fireboard stand and set it up. Be sure it is standing
firmly and not unbalanced.

't

2. Lay the fireboard (fuel side up) between the legs of the stand,
so each end is Testing over one of the lower threaded rods connecting
the legs. If there isn't enough room between the legs for the fireboard
to say flat, the space can be widened by a loosening the wing nuts and
moving them out th, distance needed; b sliding the less along the rod
until they are up against the wing nuts (in their new position); c
threading the inside of the legs; d and tightening down the wing nuts.

3. Using the small chain, connect the hook in the center of the fireboard
with the hook hanging from the top rod. To vary the..position of the
board, raise or lower its hinged center by changing the lehgth of
the chain suspending the board from the top rod.

Once you have the board set up,.go on to Task H.

TASK H

work in small groups (3-5)

Read the instructions first!'

Scaling it Down

1. Set up a grid on the fireboard using a magic marker and a ruler.
Any 4istance between grid lines can be used, but all lines (horizontal and
vertical) should be the same distance apart. When finished, the board and
fuel should look something like this:

Distance between lines

M11111111
2. Using the back of the task card and the ruler, make a scaled dowsketch of
the fireboard. Hake the sketch as though the fireboard was saying flat and you
were standing over it looking down on it (like the drawing in step 1). NOTE:

a

41

21

a
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1 7 ,

To-make a scaled down sketch, decide how large the scaled down drawing will be--
1/2, 1/3, 1/4' the size of the originalthen divide each measlrement of-the original
(length, width, etc.)'by the bottom number oethe fraction. For example, it
you want to make a drawing that was 1/4 the size of the-original, you would divide
the length, width, etc:, of the original by 4; 1/3 size, divide by 3; et-c.-be
resulting number, are the length the measurements should be in the scaled
dom drawing..

A. Length

b. Width

C. Distance
Between
Grid Lines

Fireboard Bottom Number, Scale
Measurement t of Fraction Maiiituremant

One inch on the fireboard': inches on the scale drawing.

Use the measurements you have just calculated to draw the fireboard to
e scale on the -back of thii'task catd.

So on to Task I-

4

r-
TASK I Igniting and Observiim the Fireboard

.

Work in small groups (3-5). Read the instructions fitsti There a fE several

_jobs to do; so be sure everyone has a job. Also be sure to note the
safety precautions!

1. Pick n point on the fireboard wheie you want-to light the fuel and note
its location on your scale-drawing with a Large dot. INSTRUCTOR: Ill you she

assigning points, you toitt-fiave rtephitasithe task cand at .this point.

_Whererdozycni predict the fire will move the fastest?

The slowest?

2. Establish a time interva you are going to use in observing the prcgress
and relative intensity of your fire (every 5 seconds, every '0 seconds, etc.).

..Whatever interval you use, don't make it too long--thirty seconds for example.'
Why? Also, be sure to keep it constantdon't use five seconds for one interval,
and ten seconds for the next. Use the scale sketchyou drew on the back of the
task card to make A 'iap showing the progress of the fire by drawing an outline
of the edge of the fire every ten seconds (or whatever the time interval is you are
_using). You can use the location of the edge of the fire on the grid lines to

, help You sketch in each outline on your scale drawing. After the fire'has gone
out- and you have finished drawing the lines, label each line with the amount of
time it represents. For example, if you used a ten iecond interval, your map

2«
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might look like this:

Ignition i+
point

F8 8

O

Time interval used .

Note: Your group will probably find it easier to have one person for each of the
various jobs that need to be done -- timekeeping, putting out_burning fuel,
drawing the outlines of the fire at each time interval, etc.

CAUTION! Before you go any further, be sure tolave someone in the group
standing by. with water or some. sort of fire extinguisher. ,Put Out immediately
all burning pieces that fall-off the board. Also make sure that all materials used
to light the board are thoroughly extingusheg before discarding! Once

.the board is out, be sure it is completely out, and dispose of the rest'
properly.

3. Light the fuel. Observe the relative intensity and progress of your fire

and record your observations below and on the back of thetask card (time
interval line map).

Intensity
Observations

Co on to Task J

Rate Other

TASK .1

Work in small groups (3-5).

Rate Calculations Uking,a Scale Map

Use the time interval lines you drew on your scale drawing to calculate
the rate the fire moved in three different places.

GD DISTANCE - ® TIME w 0 RATE

qi) Calculate the distance the fire moved in4a certain period of time by
measuring the distance between any two of the time interval lines on
your scale map. Make your measurements at right angles AO

one of the time interval lines.
For example, if you vete going
to measure a distance 10

between time interval line a 20 sec -a--..

and time interval 'line b, be' 30 sec di.
sure that the measurement is 40 sec-bv
taken perpendicular to either
line a or line b.
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Distance off
of Scale Map

Bottom Number
X of Friction

FB 9

Equivalent Distance
on the Fireboard

1 X

2 X .
-----

43 X
almINNIEMI

b. Calculate the timelt took the fire to cover each distance you
measured by subtracting the larger number of seconds from"the
smaller number. For example, if.you wanted to-figure out the time it

,took the fire to coves' the distance between time interval line a and
line b above, subtract 20 sec from 40 sec 20 sec.. Figure a time
for each distfnce calculated in step a.

2

3

Time _

c. 'Use the distance and time calculations made in a and b above to
calculate the rate the fire moved over each distance.

Distance .4 Time Rate

'1

2
w 4. 111

3

Where did the fire move the fastest? The slowest?

What might account for the differences or similirities in your rate
calculations?

DISCUSSION

I. INSTRUCTOR: As thegtoupe are winding up Task 1, tett them .to pAepaAe
6oA a btie6 one ot two minute pusentation

to the nest o6 the group onthat Aetsutts. Some o6 the things they thoutdahane ant theiA maps...showing
the pattern o the gte, what po.saion that board was in,*wheAe they tit the..4,61.4e, and theit mate catcutatione.

Afitet att the pu.sentationcs are made,
reassemble the gut* and continue the diecusaion.

2. ON which board did the fire move the fastest?, The slowest?'

'--

O
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3. What might account for the differences in rates of spread?

4. 'How would where,a fire starts in the natural environment affect how'fast
it moves and what kind of pattern it burns in.

Introduction to Task K

1. Wit), would one want to be able'to predict the way a (ire behaves?

2. If we were to try to predict fire behavior for a particular environment,
what are some things we would want to know?

3. INSTRUCTOR: Sneak the gtoup into teams of thaie tot6ive and assign
fok let them choose) an environment to investigate. Introduce Task K.
For exampte: We have been tobking into some tki.nga that inguence gae
in the enviaonment and tatking a little about what we would need to
know to make a medietion about bite. Now tat's do a tittle application.
Let'4 take a. look at an environment; make some observations, eotteet some
data, and do a Lints medieting, both about the likelihood of a-fire and
what kind o6 bite could develop. Befoaewe itaat on Task K though, a woad
about the weatheArbistauments yost witt beusiAg. The diaeetions boa that
we ahe in with them: 16 you don't undeastand the directions, be
akound to.,,hetp you:out. Be opecialty.cate6awith the sting poychtmmetett
Make tame you :kook mound you befoke you staxt &slating itAo you don't
hit anything with itt: At.tow 20 - 25 minatea

TASK K Getting the Facts

Work ih small groups (3 -5).

There are plenty of things to do here -- temperature readings, relative
humidity and wind measurements, fuel observations, etc. Make sure everyone
has a job! .7

1. Briefly
r'
describe the environment you are investigating.

2. WEATHER:

Measure
(ground

Relative
Humidity

the relative humidity (use the s/inf4sychrometer), temperature
level and four feet above the ground'and the wind speed.

Temperature
Ground level

Temperature
Four Feet*

Wind
Speed

*Use the temperature off the dry bulb thermometer of the snug psychrOmeier.

What might account for any differences or similarities between the temperature

What affect would they have on the fuels?

2 )J
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31 FUELS:

Note the kinds of 'fuel you see in your environment and what condition they

are in (the, information you generated in Task C and D, and on the. fuel
info sheet can be used as a guide.)

Drew a rough sketch generally showing the different kinds of fuels.you
found'and their general location (on the ground, above the ground, etc.)
Label or number each fuel for future reference.

What conditions did you observe in the fuels?

Fuel (libel or number) Observable Conditions

4. TOPOGRANY:

What is the general shape of the land it your environment?

P

Are there any steep slopes?

After gathering the data for Task K, go on to-Task L.'

215

-1

TASK L
O

Work in small groups (3-5).

I. Estimatinh fire potential:

Using the Facts to Hake Predictions

Based on the information you have gathered about the weather, fuel, and
the shape of the land, plus the material on the information sheets
accompanying the task; general?" estimate how easy it would be to start a
fire in your environment right now. -

estimate it would be (easy, difficult, almost impossible)
to start a fire in this environment using a book of matches.

Where.would it be easiest to-start?

Whit other information would have helped you?

2. Predicting what it will-do once it gets started:

Based on your observations and the material on the info sheets, wfite

a press release including a general description of the fire you would
expect to occur in the environment you investigated. Consider things like
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intensity (low to high), how fast it aoves (slow to rapid),.where the'
.

fire is burning (in the on-the-ground fuels only, in the on-the-ground fuels
and the above grotind fuels, etc.).

Press Release:

Picture the fire you described in your mind. Now, on the back of the task
card, sketch it in on your sketch of the fuels.

What other information would have helped you predict the fire?

What are Some ways you could check your prediction?

INSTRUCTOR: Some po.seihitities hot at checking how pee &owed under
aimitax conditions, modeling, 44:mutations, etc.

DISCUSSION

1. INSTRUCTOR: Have the wraps shaAe teL mediations by uiating each site.
The group that made the pudiction should read theit "'mese, ketease" and
explain that rationale behind it. Then cote the others how they feel
about the gtopps puha heteabe--Wad it accuutet Aitet all the you,* are
ginished, reassemble everyone and-continue with 'the diAculioion questions.

2. What are some things that might happen either during or before the fire
,that would change your prediction?

3. We have been investigating some of the things that influence a fire in the
natural environment. Sou or where might you find these same influences at work
in a city? In your own home? ,

4. What can we say about fire behavior as a result of our investigations today?

MATERIALS NEEDED

-Large sheets of paper (e.g. easel paper), or
blackboard

-Plastic bags with index cards inside them..
-Masking tape
-Fireboard with fUel (e.g. crumpled up

newspaper
-.Magic markers

'Rulers and large straight edges
-Clipboards or some herd writing surface

for the participants

-Hatches

-Watches with second hands (only if
the participants are not likely
to have them)

-Thermometers
-Sling'psychrometers and relative

humidity slide rule or table
-Wind speed gauge
-Task cards
-Flagging for marking environments

(only if you preselect them
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OBJECTIVES

217 ,

After completing this unit the participant should be able to: '

1. Determine, through investigation of a particular,environment, if a fire
has occurred there recently.

2. Identify at least three different kinds of fuels.

. Evaluate the relatively burnaBility of an environmental fuel (high/low)
based on observations of that fuel; and explain the rationale behind
his/her evaluation in his/her own words.

4. Identify three things in.the-environment that can influence fire and
describe in their own words, how they affect it. 4

S. Construct a scale drawing after determining its size in relation to
the original.

6. Calculate rate, gi-en time and distance.

7. Generally predict the likelihood 'Of a fire in a given area.

8: Predict and describe, in his/her min words the kind of fire that
might develop in a particular environment.

9 "I7-
4.0 iLd
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Materials

2 24x16 in. 'aluminium or plywood sheets
4 48 in: metal angle iron pieces (for
3 28 in. threaded rods
1 '24 in. chain
1 28 in. piano hinge (attached with

rivets or, bolts)
I clotheshanger (for

wire)
2 strap. hinges
8 nuts and bolts (for

strap hinges)
- -wing nuts (to fit

-threaded rods)
nuts (to fit threaded

rods)

legs)

FIREBOARD I

P *This is th4 fireboard used in the lesson plan. The slope of the board is
changedby shortening or lengthening the chain from which the fireboard
hangs. This particular design allows the user to use almost any board slope
he/she desires. Note: If a plywood board is used, be sure to cover it with
tin foil before putting on fuel. See following page for simpler design.
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Materials

2 - 21x17 3/4 in. pieces plywood
5 - pieces lx1 in. wood (2-4 ft pieces;

3-20 in. pieces)
4 - 5/8 in. wooden dowel pieces, 3 in. in length
2 7 strap hingesi(with nuts and bolts)

glue and nails

t.

80.rd Blares

f

To get "Valley"' effect, turn board
over and use longer dowels.

Pyr..1

D`<11 Het"
0,0,66?

mi4 le

'Mf .1 .EMM,

»1
.44

dIESIW- 'W -M=K a - 11"
.7a./C =Ulf r

".

s design is leap flexible (in terms of adjusting board slope) but simpler. To determine where to

drill the holes for the various boar q'opes, measure the following distances from the midline: for a
f.' slope, measure out 18 in.; 15' 51(4_ - 17 1/2 in.; 30r slope - 15.11/16 in.; 45' slope - 12 7/8 in.;
60r slopel- 9 3/16 in.; and 75' slope 4 15/16 in. Other distances can be calculated using the
cosine relationship [Cosine of the slope angle = distance needed/17.75 (width of board)].



EVALUATION SURVEY

PART I. Problem Areas and Use Potential

1. Clarity of Direction's

1. 1 How would-You describe the .directions
for the instructor?

7c = 3.81
ad = .814

1.2 Based on your experience,
how do you think Tarticipants
in a "process approach" ,or
other workshdp would find x = 3.43
the directions? = .978

Commenti:

1

1 2

very confusing
and difficult

to follow

5

1 2

very confusing
and difficult

to follow

Forest Service

Respondents

6 10

3 4

4 10

.3 4

220

O

4

5 .

very clear
and easy to
understand

2

5

very clear
and easy to
understand

2. Estimated Time Frame for Tasks

In general, do you think the stated
completion time'for tasks is:

x =3.47
sd = .712

Comments:

1

too
long

13

2 3

just
about
right

3 3

4 . 5

too.

short

. 3. Lessdn plan/Objectives relationship
' (Objectives stated on the last page

of the lesson plan) , x = 4.25
sd = .716

Do you think the learning experiences
provided by the lesson plan will re-
sult in the stated objectives being

. met:

'Comments:

O

a

1 0 12 7

1

poorly

2 3 4 5

excellently
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4. 4Flow of Information
2 6 7' 6

4.1 From the instructor's point ,gf view, 1 , 2 3 4 5

did you find the floviof ideas, con- very very clear,
cepts, and information: confusing, easy to ,

-. x = 3.81
hard to follow

sd = .981
follow

44.2 How clear do'you think participants 3 5 7 6

in. a "process apprOach" or other I. 2 3 4 5 . .

- workshop would find the flow of in- very very clear, 2
formation? confusing easy, to, -

x = 3.76 hard to follow

: sd = 1.04 follow
,

.

Comments:

5. Ease of Use . .

_ 3 5 8 5
.

Assuming that the appropriate site and 1 2 3 , 4 5

materials are available, do you think very very easy
this lesson plan would tm.Ti .:3.71 difficult to'

to facilitate facilitate
. sd = 1.01 ,

Comments:

6. Materials
1 6\ 4 7 3

6.1 Given your present situation, would 1 2 '''---- 3 4 5

the materialirequired for the be too. be very

lesson plan: , - difficult easy to
x = 3.24 to

_
acquire* acquire

sd = 1.06

6.2 In your opinion,-are the materials in (or required by) the lesson plan
adequate for (check one):

6.3

6.21 the instructor?

6.22 the participant?

18 yes 1 no 2 no opinion

19 yes 0 no 2 no opinion

other materials or information (if any) would you like to see:

6.31 for the instructor? no comment = 12
comment' = 7

6.32 for the participant? no comment = 14
comment = 5

Comments:

L

*either by making your own or purchase.

2 ) .4

O
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SUrvey 3

7. Use Potential

7.1 Given your present situation and the materials needed, could you (answer
as many as apply):

.00

7.1 a. Use tIle,entire lesson plan as designed. 18 yes 3 no

7.1 b. Use individual tasks or series of tasks
as designed. 19 yes 1 no

7.1 c. Modify the tasks and/or discussion to
suit your needs. 18 yes 1 no

7.1 d. Use it as an idea source 13 yes 1 no

7.1 e. Not use it at all: 2 yes e no

7.2 Would you use this lesson -plan (or parts of it) don't 4

in the foreseeable future? 12 yes 1 no 7 know

If you answexed "no" or "don't know", please indicate the \
reason(s) below: (check as many as apply)

7.2 a. I don't know enough about fire in
the environment 1

7.2 b. In not interested in the topic. . 0

7.2 c. I don't think the participants would
, find the topic of value to them.

Comments:

7.2 d. I don't think the 1.articipants would
find the tasks interesting.

7.2 e. I think other topics are more
important.

7.2 f. It doesn't fit into the process.

approach workshops or other program
I'm involved in.

0

1

2

7.2 g. Other: 7 comments 4 = work assignments reduce or
prevent opportunity

1 =,not convenient

1 = too muph'equipment
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' Survey 4

8. Based on yourlexperience as a"WorksfiOp participant and/or facilitator, how
would you compare, on ad overall basis, this investigation lesson plan
with the four presently used in the process approach workshops (Soil,
Water, Forest, and Habitat)?

7c.= 3.11 `.37-

sd = .658

3 11

1 2 3
much less about a8
effective effective
a learning a learning
experience experlpfice

PART II: Adaptability

1. Adaptability for shortening.

5

4

1.1 Do you feel this lesson plan can be adapted for
shorter time periods by omitting various tasks?

5

much more
effective
a learning
experience

16 yes 5 no

1.2 Which tasks do you think would be the best to OMIT to save time.
Indicate your first choice with a 1 (first omitted), Your second
with a 2 (second omitted), etc. If you think the task should not
be omitted, leave,its space blank.

Task A 18* Task E 23 Task I 12

Task B 22 ITask F 0 Task J 36

Task C26 / Task G 27 Task K 8

Task D 16 'Task'H 37 Task L 17

*Task omission scores, not number of respondents

2. Adaptability for Task Use Out of Context.

2.1 Do you feel there are tasks in this letson plan that don 't
could stand alone as a learning experience? 10 yes 1 no 1 know

.2.2 If so, which ones? (check as many as apply)

Task A 6*

Task 8

'task C 7

Task D 4

*Niimber of times cecked.

Task E 5

Task F 5

Task G 3

Task H 3

22"-

Task I 2

Task J 2

Task K 4

Task L 2
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III: Suggestions for. Improvement

224

In the space iselow.Ind/or on the lesson plan itself, please
make any comments or suggestions which you' think would improve the
effectiveness of thle lesson plan; or any other comments you may have
on overall content, value; style, etc.

See text.

.

***** THANKS FOR1YOUR HELP;*****

(
11 A 1/4'

2 i 1

A
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Teachers (A) The Environment's Affect
. on Fire (Fire Behavior).

EVALUATION SURVEY

PART II Problem Areas and Use Potential.

1. Clarity of Directions
. .

1.1* Hoi would you deScribe the directions
for the instructor? 1 2

x = 4 very confusing .

id .816
and diffictlt

4
to follow

1.2* Based on your experierice as a
teiAer, how do you think your
students4oul4 describe the

.-directions on the task cards?

. x = 3.33
sd = 1.21

Cosiments:

'2

1, 2

2 3 2

3 4 5

very clear
and easy to

'un4rstand

1 2 1

3 4 5
-

very. confusing ' very clear
and difficult and easy.,to:

to follow , -understand

.

2. 'Estimated Time Frame for Tasks
2 3, .

*In general, do you think the 1 ,2 4 5
stated completion time for the too .just about ,,too
tasks is: ' long right short

= 4.6
sd = .548C

Comkenis:

3. Lesson Plait/Objectives xelationship
(Objectives' stated on ?he east page of the lesson plan),

is' .
.,

*Do you think t'e learning experiences 1

1 1 4 1

2 3 4 5
providbd by 1-. lesson plan will poorly

-4

excellently
result in the stated objectives,,,

being met:

Comments:

x = 3.71
sd = .951

2:



4.' Flow of Information

4.1* From e teacher's point of view,
did, you find the flow of ideas,_
concepts; and information:

x = 3.14
sd = .690

0

4.2* How do you think your students
would find the flow of infor

.Comments:

= 3.14
4
sd = 1.34

1

very

confusing,
'hard to
follow

1

1

2

1

2-

Survey 2

1

3

2

3

226,

4 2

4 5

very clear,

easy to
follow

2 1

4 5

very clear,'

easy to
follow

5. Ease of Use

*Assuming that you had an appropriate
site, the required materials, and the
time available, do you think this
lesson plan, ould be:

x =4.286
sd = .488

Comments:'

6. Materials

1

very
difficult
for you to

use

5 2

2 3 4 , 5

very eas3

for you
to use

*Given your present situation;
would the materials required
for the lesson plan:

x = 3.00.
sd = 1.414

1 2

1 2

be too
difficult
to acquire*

*either by making your own or purchase.

*In your opinion, are the materials
for (check one):

the instructor?

the student?

7 yes

5 yes

1

3

a

2- 1

4 '5

be very'

easy to
acquire

(or required by) the lesson plan adequate

O no

O no

0 no opinion

no opinion

*What other materials or information (if any) would you like to see:

for'the instructor? no comment = 5

Comments:

for the student?' no comment = 3
comment = 2 ,commmt = 4
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7. Use Potential

*Given your present situation and the materials needed, could
'you (answer as many as apply):

a.

b.

use the entire lesson plan as designed?

use individual tasks or series of tasks

4 yes 1 no

as designed? 0 no

c. 'modify the tasks and/or discussion to

_ies

suit your, needs? 0 'no

d. use it as an idea source?

_ies

6 yes. 1 no

4)
e. not use it at all? .1.yes 3 no

*Wduld you use this lesson plan (or parts of it) in the fore-
seeable future?

don't
6 yes 0 no 0 know

*If you answered "no" or "don't know", please indicate the
reason(s) below: (check as many as apply)

I don't kLow enough-about fire in the environment.

I'm not interested in the'topic.

I think other topics are more important.

I don't think my students would find the tasks
interesting.

I don't think my students would find the topic
interesting.

0

0

0

1

0

I don't think my students would find it of value
to them. 0 0

It doesn't fit into the time frame I have to work ln. 0

I can't get my kids outside. 0

It doesn't fit in with the present curriculum. 0

Other: Nonle

Comments:

2
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8. Based on your overall experience as a teachz.r, what is your .

overall_ opinion of this lesson plan as an educational learning
experience for the students in Abe age bracket you instruct?

Comments:,

;C a3.857'
o

sd as .690
2 4 1

1 2 5 4 5
poor good excellent

PART II; Adaptability

I. Adaptability for shortening.

Do you feel this lesson plan can be adapted for
shorter time periods (i.e. shorter°than need to do
the entire lesson plan) by omitting various tasks? 6 yes 1 no

*Which tasks do you think would be the best to OMIT to save time.
Indicate your first choice with ,a 1 (first omitted); your second
with a 2 (second omitted), etc. If you think the task should
not be omitted, leave its space blank:

Task A 17

Task B 8

. Task C 7

Task D 6

Task E 14

Task F. 4

Task G 7

Task H, 7

2. Adaptability for Task Use out of Context

*Do you feel there are' ask's in this lesson
plan that could stand alone as a learning
experience?

*If so, which ones? (check as many as apply)

Task A 2

Task B I

Task C 1

Task D 1

Task E 1

Task F 1

Task G 1

Task H 1

Task I ,7

Task

Task K 9

Task L 8

5 yes 1. no

Task I 1

Task J 1

Task K 2

Task L 0

don't
0 know

a



PART III: Suggestions for Improvement

In the space below and/or on the lessoriplan itself, please
401. make any comments or suggestions which you think would improvethe

effectiveness of the lesson plan; or any other comments you may
have on overall content, value, tyle, etc.

*****THANKS FOR YOUR HELF".*****

229
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(1) A LESSON ,PLAN FOR INVESTIGATING

FIRE AND THE NATURAL. ENVIRONMENT

INSTRUCTOR: Set the.atmge Olt the inveAtigation by telling the panti

what they ane going to be doing. Fait eXencite: 'Tuning the tOUA4e 44

invtAtigationa we ant going to develop some' AWL ix making obAeAvatconA
collecting data about dice and the liming and non-living pa.tt oi the

envionment. Then we'll use the data and,obamationa to make some
indelteeCt4 and pudictiona about hOw dine a66ect4 the tnui.tomment and some

Od the changei it paducea. PdA4 out Taek A. Working alone, take about

three or four minutes and do TaskA.

JP"

'TASK A.

Describe the environment you are in. Bow do you feel about it?

D/SCUSSIal

1. Whit are some environmental forces that might have produced changes

in this environment?

2.. What are some things we could look for that might tell us there has
been a fire sometime in, the past here?

3. INSTRUCTOR: Steakkt group into psiA4 and.do Taak S. About 10-20 min.,

TASK B

Work in pairs.

Firs Find

Look for signs that might indicate there has been a firs in this environment

Browning Blackening
(Char) Ash

Injury
br Kill Regrowth

Bare Soil/
Erosion Other

. ...
.

Glass
.,

Bushes
Trees:

trunks
leaves/

needles

,

, ,

Litter*
Soil
Rocks .

Streami
Uildlife
(Inc;

.,

.

insects)

Other' .

What other possible signs did you see? c

*Dead and dying material on the ground (leaves, twigs, branches, etc.)'
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FMS 2
DISCUSSION

t:1. What did yoUfind?

2. Rased on the information you have collected so far, what conclusions canyou make about fire in this environment?

3. What ate some way that fire could affect
this environment?

4. How could,a fire affect the this environment?

S. What changes might happen in the plants of
this environment if a firs"occurred here, say every two years?

6. Working alone. doTaak C. TAlte eb tt 5 - le

TASK C
. Plant- geneering

Think about how a plant species might adapt
itself to fit in an environmentwhere fires occur regularly. Considering things like the way tt producesseed, the kind of seed it produces, how it is spread, the needs

. .

of the young plants and the physical
characteristics of the mature ones;design a "fire plant."

Describe your plant and draw a sketch of it highlightingthe adaptive features you've given it. '

Sketch'

Seed Habits (How it produces
,seed, how it spreads it, etc.):

The needs of the young plants:

Physical characteristics (bark,
leaves, roots, stems, etc.): ,

Briefly describe the fire you pictured in your mind when you designedyour plant.

DISCUSSION

1. INSTRUCTOR: Have oome people AnAt their de4ign4. Note: took Oaehaaaeteai2 ie4 that would hetp an adiuiduat plant to auavive (thick;Auatant bank; 6ine
neaiAtant iotiage; heat

toteaaneei aegaowth itom.undeagtound aootatocka, bade on atom)
VtA4U6 those that help maintain thethe 4pecie4 by inaming the next generation

with Apeciat neptodtativeadaptations (wind-bonne 4eeda; gae and heattotemnt seeds; conea andothexaeed-holdag mechaniama that paateet 4eeda and aeteaae them aiteaa 64:Ae; eon- loving young plants that take advantage o6 open aken4 teat aittka VAC etc.!. T6 that diWnent types occur, aetate one the the othe4--60k example: "How does your plant deaign compaae to Andeaf"

2
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2. You've all designed some pretty imaginative fire plants. It may surprise

you--pr,it may not - -to know that plants adapted to felt:air fires occur in

many areas of the country. Many of them have characteristice'very much
like what you have designed into your plants. Using these plant cards -
INSTRUCTOR; Paaa out the plant cada, one to each group - break into small
groups and do Task 11 Take 10 to 15 minutes.

TASK D

-Work in suall_groups (2-5). Our committee's plant is

Suppose for a moment, that you are an advisory committee to a Land Management
Agency of this state. You are trying to decide whether or not to introduce this,
plant species tb new areas of. the state. So far, the environmental conditions
you have looked at seem suitable for it. But because the area you are considering.
has a history of natural fires* occurring regularly, you now have to decide
whether or not this plant species could thrive (or even survive) in an environment
where fire is a factor -- you don't want to commit the state to spending money

. on a planting program that would be doomed to failure. What are some
'characteristics of the plant species that might tell you something about its
ability to live and thrive in an area where fires occur regularly.

ti

Characteristic
Would the characteristic
help or hurt its chances?

How would
it help or hurt

It is the opinion of this committee that the regular occurrence of fire in
an environment where (plant species) was growing would

'tend to (encourage, have no effect, eliminate) it because

What are some ways you could check your decision?

°INSTRUCTOR NOTE: Foa thin tank a heiNut acceaaony 44 a photograph on
&cooing o6 a gat (i.e. ground 6ine, cheat gae, oafahatemutiA avalable to
uae). 16 that ia not available, it may be het:4a .to have each gaup deacnibe
the kind 06 6iite they think iiiwitt be.

DISCUSSION

1. What were some of the chara -istics you listed. INSTRUCTOR: you can
accept the atnponaen veabatty un tiat them on a large sheet o4 papa at
a btackboaad. 16 you £24.t them, te44. to the .Gist duaine4he &atoning
diecunaion.

2. Which would help the individual plant itself to survive?

3. Which might not help the individual plant, but preserve the species
,by helping to insure future generations?

4. What could these character) stics tell us about the occurrence and type

of fire in a plant environment?
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2. You've all designed some pretty imaginative fire plants. It may surprise

you - -or it may not - -to know that plants adapted to repair fires occur in

many areas of the country. Many of them have characteristics very much

like.what you have designed into your plants. Ualme these plant cards -

/NSTRUCTOR; Ph44 out the Plant ands, one to each gtoup - break into amill

and do Task 11 Take 10 to 15 minutes.

TASK D

Work in small groups (2-5). Our committee's plant is

Suppose for joment, that you are an advisory committee to a Land Management

Agency of this state. You are trying to decide whether or not to introduce this

plant species Onew areas of the state. So far, the environmental conditions

you have looked at seem suitable for it. But because the area you are,consideriog

has a history of natural fires* occurring regularly, you now have to decide

whether or not this plant species could thrive (or even survive) in an environment

where fire is a factor -- you don't want-to commit the state to spending money'
on a planting program that would be doOmesi to failure. What'are some

characteristics of the plant species that might tell you something about its
ability to live and thrive in in.area where fires occur regularly.

Characteristic

Would the characteristic
help or hurt its chances?

How would
it help,or hurt

It is-the opinion of this committee that the regular occurrence of fire in

an environment where (plant species) was 'goyim' would

tend.to (encourage, have no effect," eliminate) it because

What are some ways you could check your decision?

lUSTRUCTOR NOTE: foe thia .task a http6ut acceaaony 244 a photboaph on

o6 a 6ine gtound 6ite, caaan gott, witateveA i4 avaitabte to

Lae). 16 that ia not available, it may be hetpiut to have each gnoup deacnibe

the kind o6 6ite they think it wilt be.

DISCUSSION

1. What were some of the characteristics you listed. INSTRUCTOR: You can

accept the 44,00n4e4 vetbaUy on fiat them on a Lange sheet o4 papa on

a blackboard. 16 you tiat them, 'mien to the tiat dulling the iottcaling

di.scu.s4sion,

2. Which would help the individual plant iutelf to survive?

3. Which might not help the individual plant, but preserve the species

by helping to insure future generations?'

4. What could these characteristics tell us about the occurrence and type

of fire in a plant environment? c

2 ;
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S. Your committee has just looked into the relationship between one

plant and one environmental influence, fire. In the natural environment,

though, more than one kind of plant is usually found in one area: Fora

a plant community by getting into groups of five*, each with a different

plant card, and do Task C. Take 10 15 min. INSTRUCTOR: *Size 06 the

Lange group wilt cause a vacation a the 44ze o the 4mallet atoups. One

way to divide the gAoup up i4 by numbtAing the carcd6 bat each plait, 1, 2,

3, 4, etc:, to howevtA many you use (depending on group toize Ta4k V).
When you WM aeady to gq on to Task -E, have ate the "onee" get togethet

(people with plant cards numbered one.), aft the "tuW'ete.

TASK 2 Winners and Losers

Work in small group; (2-5).

234

Any time a natural force acts on a plant community there are winners (plants that

benefit) and losers (plants that, are hurt by the force itself or by the changes

it produces). Use the information rom Task D (and on the plant cards) and

generally list the winners and losers in your community frowthe biggest

winner to the biggest loser (in order) if a fire occurred in your community's

environment every two,years for 150 years.

Kinds of Planta

Winners

Losers

Consider:

1. The adaptations of the plants

2. The conditions left by the fire
and the needs each kind of plant
has to successfully reproduce.

3. The frequency of fire and
the vulnerability of the young

and mature plants.

Which plants would you expect to find in your community after 15.0 years?

What do you see your community looking like (physical appearance) after 150

years?

How is it different limo the appearance of the community you started out with?

DISCUSSION

1. INSTRUCTOR: White the patacipanta ace do V4 Task E b4o'tehand) PoPatte

a uniting chant on a Lange piece oi paper 04 btackboaAd 64,4i.tait to the one 4n

task. When the patticApants i4114 4h, ask "How did you Hank your plants" and

IA they Respond List on the papeA. When you get a list developed; check with

the group to make suite everyone agAteA with it.

y

2 4 -1
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2. What did you see your community looking like after 150 years?

3. What things would have been different if the fire.occurred every 80
years for say, 400 years instead of every 2 years? If no fire occurred
at all?

4. What can we say about the way fire, or its abeence,scan ffect the make-up
and development of plant communities?

3. What are some way changes in the plant community could affect the animals?

FIRE AND ANIMALS -

DISCUSSION

1. What are some animals you would expect to find in this environmenis?
INSTRUCTOR: Ig thi4 unit immediately 6oltbw4 the EOM and-Plant one\ (above)
this quation can be dropped and the diAcm4Aion continued with queAtion 2.

2. What are some ways a fire could affect these animals?
INSTRUCTOR: Again, i6 you me continuing the di4c444ion 6kom the Fire'ad Plant
unit (above), you might want to use the hollowing queAtion in4tead:
"What ate some othet.way4 fin could a66ect anima& in this envi4onment?"
Focus in on diAect 64.4e a66ec4 (e.g. fart k i.CG of ilymy.o6tatai6e, etc.) .

16 it ion't mentioned, intAoduce Fot example: Lee., take a alma look
at one of two o6 .the diAect ways 4i4e can a6iectiol/a46e that we've mentioned- .
64:At kilt and injuAy Got emample. Working atone min *AA, pick one o6

_____;--

the animal catch and evaluate,yout animas response to this kind 06 6iAe."
Show a picture of sketch o6 a bite, of /Lead a desetition 06 one. A gay/Ind
64/ce 1000.4 the beat. An option heat i4 to %ave the paAticipants_put themselves

TAy to see out o6 itA eyes.
"Pick one o6 the animal cand4 and put youmeticin_tfa:Otace o6 the anima/.

You have been up-16-ca couple o6 house and-aht- \\.

in place o6 the anima. Introducing the Usk might be dcgte-ithi4 way:

just beginning to poke mound Got something to eat, when suddenly you Arnett
,4moke. Then you see thr 6ike. Show the photo of /mad the descAiption.
'Then tell the group to take about Give minute4 and do wank F.

TASK F
I

Work in nairs-er-Taiiii groups.

Crispy Critters?

Our animal ii

Now do you rate your animal's chances of surviving the fire? &

0%

We 'rate our animals chance-of survival about

100E

because

DISCUSSION

1. Now did you rate your animal's chances of surviv ?

INSTRUCTOR: you can accept ansomAA vetbatty i6 you wish, List each
animal and its Jutting a4 it i.4 mentioned on a large sheet o6 pape4 of
blackboard. As Ratings Got dibcment animals are repeated (which they
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catt be ii a Limited numbed o6 animat caAds ace used', past the'aeLond

and bUCCUSiVe 6i.9tlited next to the got ones. It .the iftiguAea dilfifeA guattu

inquiAe about the Aemsona 404 the .stings and the dibleAenet.

2. INSTRUCTOR: Tett the gAoup aLt that anineaauAvived and..intAoduce Task

G. F04 example: "I have some good news and bad.negts 604 40U. F4A6t.the

good nega--youA animas ace one o4 the Lucky on oi theiA kind that escaped

the gas without injuAy. But- -and now the bad news- -they allzhave to get
back to the Cus4ne4a obnmking a Living in theit envinonment. -Continue

On and do Task G. NOTE: At thia point you can, 44 an option, ask theAe

ma anyone who Aated thebt animat'a chanced at OS. 14 some MAMh yes;
you may have them "cash qn" theiA animal =Ad 04 a dilfieAent one miwoAk

. with someone else. Anothek option i,s,to ISOAM taAgeA gAoupa by putting at

the people with the same anionata togethet to do Task G. 15-20 minuted

=KG
INIM444.4ip

%irk in pairs or in small groups (3-5).

1. After youvanimals narrow escape, it returns to,the area it calls home
only to findithe fire has put through it. Nharchangss in the envirdhment
might it find?

2. Once back, despite the changes, your animal still has, to find things to
meet its basic needs - :food, water, and cover (places where it goes'to
escape enemies, bad weather, or special places it needs to raise its young).

How do you think the changes the fire made affect its ability to "make a

living?" Use the scale below if it will help:

I I I 1 I

1 2 3 4 5

definitely take life have no cause some Cause very

help our- a little effect small problems l'ierious -

' ., easier but nothing problems ,

yourtanimal -: that you

can't handle doubt yg6i

Immediately after the fire:

Rating

animal 11

blab tO

handle

Reason for Retina

i'ood

Cover

Water

Whit might be your animal's reaction to the changes in his/her environment?

4"
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DISCISSION

'1. 16t changes did you see happening?

7. How did these:changes affect your animals ability to "make a livinge'

. .3. How might your animals environment km changing after the fire?

4. INSAUCTOg: Introduce Task H. Fox example: Nett, let's aeematuate
the livability oi gout animals environment a year Note: The
aedepon4e4 to queAtion 3 witt vary widely, depending on the amen Oi the
country, the time og the yeah, and the aevetity og the butt used 44 the
example. Also, 40ve people may beef they would not be able to bultviVe in
the gift altered emmiaonment. You may want to ask lb the 0.4e any oi
that "ecological 1.04tA4". Ib 40, you can ask what they would do of what would
happen to them. Wet they aeognd, have them work with another geoup
ox chose another animal.

FIDE

TASK H

Work in small groups (2-3). Animal

A year has past since the fire. Thinking about some of the firs-related
changes that have happening, how do you rate the livability of your animals
environment now? Use the same rating system as in Task C.

Same as or -Reason(s) for the
Different from Similarity or

Rating Task C Rating Difference

Food

Cover

Waterf

. ,

DISCUSSION

1. What differences or' similarities did you think you might find to Your
animals environment a year later?

2. Hoy could these changes help your animal "make a living?"

What are some ways fire could be used as a tool in managing wildlife?.3.

V

4. What can we say about fire and wildlife as a result of our investigations
today?

I.

2
fa
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FIRE AND SOIL

F & E 8

DISCUSSION

1. So far we have investigated relationships between fire and the living part

of this environment. There are also many non-living parts of the
environment, one of which is the stuff we are sitting (standing) on, the

soil. Form small groups, take about 10 - 20 min and do Task I.

TASK I

York in small groups (2-4)

Digging for data

Pick a spot in this environment and, using the small shovel, dig a hole about

a foot deep. Use the side of tha hole to make observations abouta soil.

'at are some things you notice?

Observations

1.

2.

3.

DISCUSSION
P

1. What were some things you noticed about the soil.

INSTRUCTOR: An option helm .L6 to tat the &age, mentioned on a taw
sheet oi paper' on blackboand.

2. Whith of these things do you think a fire could affect? INSTRUCTOR:

IS you have lated the AeaponaeA above, indicate which ones the gaoup

agkee4 will be aiieeted 1%! SiAt by yanking them o66.

3. How might a fire affect ? INSTRUCTOR: Pick one as an example.

Given the time and the opportunity, an option helm ia,-a4tex the

patticipante have ignizhed diAca44ion the question, pick anothet one oi

the thinge on the tint and deaign (and poaaibty dp) an inveatigati.on

into how tiat woad alfleet U.

4. What.are some other soil characteristics we haven't mentioned here?

Note: Some examptea might be pH, gentility, Aoil nutrients, drainage,

emdability. 16 soil mt./dents on 6eAtility ate mentioned, to on

to Taak J. 16 not intraduce U. For example.: "One other 40U charactetatic

we could add to thin li4t might be ita 6eAtility."

'5. Form small groups, take about 20 min. and do Task J:

238
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When yon are finished, post your results on the large chart.

TASK J . Determining Soil Nutrients

Work in small groups (2-5).

The-fertility of a soil depends on the amount of plant nutrients available
for the plants use in it. Two of these nutrients are Calcium and Magnesium.

Using the water test kit, measure the amount of'Calcium and Magnesium in a
sample of the topmost layer of the soil. Using the protedure below, test

for Calcium and Magnesium.

a. Test the distilled water you will be using with the
water test kit. Directions on its use are inside:it.

b. Fold the filter paper into quarters, and put it into
the fuaneso it forms a cone: -

IN-
/Oki

fed% 1:.14
$14Its

c.A Put your sample into filter paper (but don't pile it
above the cone formed by the filter paper.). Set the

funnel into the glass jar, cup,_or whateverllais
cunt er you are going to use to catch the water as

it f lters through the, sample:

d. Po a measured amount of, the distilled water over the :ample.

(5 milliliters works well, but whatever you use, don't use

too much--why?). What might be the reason forusing
distilled water?

e. When the water is finished filtering through, pour it
back over the sample and filter it again.

f. When the water is finished filtering through a second time,
test it for Calcium and Magnesium by using the water test

kit. NOTE: Before you do the actual teat, use a little of

the filtrate to rinse out the test vial in ,the kit you

are going to use.

Total Hardness
Calcium

Distilled
Hater

3

Top Layer
of'Soil .

DISCUSSION

1. How might a fire affect the nutrients you found in the top layer ofthe soil?

2. Take about 15 minutes and do Task K. Use these ash samples.
INSTRUCTOR:,, To do Mak K, you wilt need to make aome coh6ampte4 ahead o6 time.

239w

Fart.
9.
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One way to do Chia <a to collect litter as plea a couple 06 days in .

advance, 06 the inveaigation, allow them to dAy (Whet by just eating
them out in the cue oh putting them in an oven), and &ming them on a
cookie sheet oh come other 6iteptoo6auA6ace. A6tet the aahia coot,
put enough in each plaatic bag.to 6itt the cone 6otmed by the 6ittea-papea.
One type oi littet can be used (e.g. pine'needtta) ot avatiety. 16 only .

one typtia uaccrtay to be acme it to patty much the acute type the
audenta wittile collecting in Taak J. 16 a vatielgia used, you may want
to label what kind o6 Litter it was (pine needtk4, handWood leaves, dead
00.44, etc.) boa poaaibte compaaiaona. A vaaiety may be diaiaabte i6
di66etent gtoupa in Taak J collect di66etenttypea o6 Litter.

TASK K

Work in small groups.

Using the procedure you used in Task I, test the ashes for Calcium and
Hagnesiva. NOTE: Before you use the funnel and glass'jar, rinse them both with
distilled water. Why?

Total Hardness

Distilled
Water

a

Top Layer
of Soil -

,

Ashes
.-,

.

1:

en you are finis ed post your results on the large chart.

DISCUSSION

I. What similarities or differences do you notice about the data we have
collected?

2. What might account for the (increase /decrease) in the nutrients in,the
ashes? NOTE: Moat 06 the data should show an incAeaae.

3. What effects could this (increase/decrease)Thave on the plants and
animals?

4. What can we say about the effect fire has on the soil?

S. What are some other non-living parts of the environment fire could
affect? INSTRUCTOR: At thin point, the 6ottowing teak Optional

TASK L

Work atone ot in AWL. g4oupa.

Vaign an inveAtigation into giae'a eigect on one 06 the other non - Living
paata o6 the enviaonment you could do at home /in school.

2
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8. As a result of our investigations today, what can we say about fire

and the natural environment?

MATERIALS NEEDED

-Large sheets of /;Paper (e.g. sa.e1 paper)

blackboard
-Plant Cards
-Photo or sketch of fire and aftermath
-Animal cards
-Shovels or trowels
- Filter piper

-Funnels

241

or -Distilled Water
-Rardn)ss water test kit (Calcium and

Magnesium)
-Ashes from burned litter
-Clipboards or some sort of hard

writing surface for participants
-Magic markers

OBJECTIVES

After coupleting this unit the participant should be able to:

i. Determine, for a given area, if a fire has occurred recently.

2. Identify at least two plant adaptations to fire and determine whether they
iwould help the plant itself to survive or insure a next generation.

3. Infer the presence or absence of firs an an environmental influence from
the characteristics of the common plants of a particular" environment.

4. 'Identify at least three ways firs can affect wildlife..

5. Predict the sueceptability of an animal to fire, given its characteristics.

6. Identify at least two non-living parts of the environment and
describe in his/her own words how fire could effect it.

7. Use the water test kit to determine the calcium and magnesium content of
litter and ashes.

9 4 ;1
/.0
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HEMLOCK

PHYSICALPHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Hemlock is a coniferous tree that
reaches 100 feet in height and lives about 250 to 300 years.
Bark on younger trees is flakay, scaly, and thin, making the

tree susceptible to damage. A. the tree gets older, the
bark thickens tcs about two or three inches, giving more
protection. Because is is shade tolerant, it will grow
very slowly under the shade of a forest canopy, but
eventually work its way, up into the canopy and the sun.
The root system is widespreading' but shallow and

easily injured by environmental disturbances.

SEEDS: Small and winged, spread by the wind.
Seeds mature in cones over,the summer and are shed
over fall and.wilpir. Trees begin producing, cones
when anywhere frote20 -50 years old, but densely
shaded trees do not produce cones.

SEEDLINGS: Survival best on shaded, moist,
cool sites, especially on decomposing' leaves and
twigs on the forest floor. They are occasionally
found on old rotting stumps and logs. Bare soil
or exposed sites are not good because the tiny
seedlings can be washed out or buried in the mud
In heavy rains. Older seedlings can survive

with as little as 5Z full sudlight. -Too much
sunlight can cause heat injury or dry out the soil,

killing the seedling.

SPROUTING: Hemlock does not sprout naturally.

*TOLERANCE OP SHADE:

POOR AEXCELLENT1
seedlings

and trees

*Poor - Cannot grow or survive in
in any shade

Excellent - Survives in very
shaded conditions

leaves and
cones

2

.
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SUMAC

0 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Sumac is a shrub or small tree, ranging anywhere from 6 to

30 feet tall and usually grows in clumps. It is easily identified in the summer and
falliby upright clusters of berry-like fruit that turn bright red as the adviser fades.

Bark is swath and very thin. The root system Is shallow and spreading. ,

. %a . -

SEEDS: Seeds are mall with a hard coating and contained in fruits (like grapes

or blueberries). Scraping or abrasion of the seeds helps gemination. Usually this
is, done by passage through the digestive system of animals after they have eaten the

fruit. Sumac seed is spread to new areas by wildlife who leabe the seeds in their

droppings.

SEEDLINGS: Seedlings need open sunny areas to get started, without too much competion..

SPROUTING: 'Once established by seed, sumac spreads outward in a roughly circular
patternby sprouting from the roots, forming circular clumps. It also sprouts when 7

above ground part of the plant has been killed or cut down. ,

1 - *TOLERANCE OF SHADE:

POOR

*Poor - Cannot grow
shade

Excellent -
shaded con-
ditions

A
seedlings
and adults

'EXCELLENT

or survive in any '.

Survives in very

Sumac forming clump.
The oldest part of the
clump is at the center.

fruit
leaf
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JACK PINE
O

PHYSICAL 083CRIPTION: A saddle aged pine' (matures about

50-70 years), usually growing around 70 to 80 feet tall.
The needles are grouped in twos and slightly twisted. Both

the needles and Wood are very resinous. Bark on the younger

trees is relatively thin, but thickens as the tree ages.
The root system is shallow and spreading (most of itis
in the upper 18 or so inches of the soil).

SEEDS: Winged. Seeds are.produced and held in cones

which are sealed with-resin. They are held on the tree

rather than shed each year (sosetises for as long as tMenty
five years.) and accumulate as the treetgets older.
High temperatures` (around 122 degrees Fahrenheit) are
needed to begin salting the resin, allowing the cone
to open, and gradually release the seeds. The seeds

thesselves are also heat tolerant.

SEEDLINGS: Seedlings do best on bare soil or where the
sat of dead needles or leaves is reduced to a thin layer.

While they are sore tolerant of shade than the adult
trees, they cannot stand being totally over shaded.

SPROUTING: Jack pine does not sprout.

*TOLERANCE OF SHADE:

I
1Ak.e..\

POOR rt EXCELLENT

adults

seedlings

cone

closed

*poor - Cannot grow or survive in any shade
Excellent - Survives in very shaded conditions

needles/

cone open

2
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NORTHERN OED OAK

PHYSICAL nuarprrom: Medium sited broadleaf tree averaging 70-
90 feet high and 2-3 feet in diameter. The bark is smooth and
thin in younger trees, thicker and furrowed in older ones. The
roots are deep and branching.

ti WA: Acorns. Trees begin producing them
-When about 25 yiars'old but not abundantly
until around 30 years old. Seeds sitUre in
the fall, lardorment an the forest floor
over the winter, :mind priiaate is the, spring.

Cernination_best in the soil covered by
dead leaves end twig* (due to increased

PoVe when Moistness). ,

growing

in among SEEDLINGS: Moisture critical factor in
other early survival. If roots manage-to penetrate-
trees through the dead leaves rid twigs on the

forest floor, the seedlings are more resistant
to dry weather making survival better.

Vora when
growing in

. open by

itself'

SPROUTING: Produces .any sprouts when cut down or
killed by fire (sprouts develop frog stump or roots).
trees from sprouts develop as well as those from
seeds.

*TOLERANCE OP SNADE:

POOR
intermediate
(seedlings

and trees)

EXCELLENT

*Poor - Cannot grow or survive in any shade
Excellent - SuiVives in very shaded conditions

Seed



BIG BLUESTEM
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Big Bluestem --
also called Dlusjcint, Turkeyfoot, or
Beardgrass ---is a perennial grass (one,
that lives through at least two years
as opposed to an annual, one that dies
at the end of the growing season.)

that grown in bunches u0 to six feet
tall. Leaves are narrow (about 3/8").
stems are `Solid and say. be breached
at the top'. The above ground part of
the plant krows from underground stems
(rhizomis) Growth starts in the late
spring (around Hay) and continues
through thesummer, with floweiing and
seed producing occuring in late summer.
The above ground part of the plant dies
back in the fall while the rhizomes
become dormeat over the winter. The
root system is extensive and penetrates
deeply (6-7 feet).

SHEDS: Seeds 'are small and light, and
scattered by the wind.

SEEDLINGS: To\succeed, seedlings need
relatively sunny spots without to such
competition and little or no dead sat
of vegetation (litter) separating then
from the seil.

SPROUTING: Big Dluestem establishes new
plants by seed but spreads by extending and

sprouting from rhizomes, eventually forming a
bunch.

*TOLERANCE 0! SHADE:

I
POOR

seedlings
6 adults

EXCELLENT

*Pear - Cannot grow or survivein any
shade.

Eicellent - Survives in very shaded
conditions.
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SUGAR MAPLE

PNTSICAL DESCRIPTION: Sugar Maple is a fairly long lived (300-400
years) broadleaf tree, averasing 70-110 feet tall, and maturing
around 150 years old. In the opin"the tree branches close to the
ground, but when growing in among other trees, the trunk raisins

relatively clear of branches. On younger trees,
the bark is smooth and very thin. As the tree gets
older, the bark furrows and thickens, but usually
does not get more than one inch thick. the root
system is deep and branclUns.

open grown
form

fI

0.4

form when
grown in
forest

=Kin
other
trees

SUDS: Winged and spread by the wind. Seed
crops on younger trees are light, but get
heavier-ow the tree gets older. Seeds ripen
in the fall, lay on the 'forest floor over the
winter and germinate in the spring.

SEEDLINGS: Seedlings have no trouble establishing
themselves in shaded conditions. Cool, moist
conditions are best for seedling development.
Seedling. are not hindered by deep layers of
dead leaves and other decaying visitation on the
forest floor.

SPROUTING: Sprouting from stumps happens, but amount decreases
with age, tree size, and, if cut, years since cutting.
Spro- uting after a fire is less common.

LERANCE or SHADE:

poem 14XCELIXIIIT

seedlings
and adults

*Poor - Cannot grow or survive in any shade
Excellent - Survives in very shaded conditions:

leaf

ti t

*". '514.
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: Dandelions are stemless,
perennial (a non-woody plant that lives through

. at least two years as opposed to an annual, one
that dies at the end of the growing season.) plants.
The leaves radiate out from the center of the plant
(like, spokes from the hub of a bicycle wheel) on
the ground, while the, flower STOW on a stalk
sticking up out of the center of the plant. The
root is thick and coarse (like a carrot), say be
almost,* foot long, and store. food for the plant.
The flowers are yellow.

SEEDS: Small. Each has its own feathery
5iiiaute" and den be spread long distances by
the wind. Seeds can be produced year round if the
climate,is right.

SEEDLINGS: Seedli6gs need some room to grow. They
do best on sites where they can get at the soil
quickly, get plentz of light, and don't have too much
competition from other plants.

SPROUTING: Dandelion quickly replaces leaves when the
above ground part pf the plant is removed. The,food stored

in the large, fleshy root gives it the reserves to sprout repeatedly.

* TOLERANCE OF SHADE:

P0060- . EXCEL
saddling'
6 adults

*Poor - Cannot grow or survive in any shade.

Excellent - Survives in very shaded conditions.

2 .



EASTERN COTTONTAIL RABBIT
(Sylvilagus florLdanus )
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EVIDENCE:

411111

4111P0 4/P "

no,
"Mb

MID

DROPPINGS PALL. ROUND-1/8 TO 1/4
INCH DIA, DULL. DRY TAN OR GLOSSY.
MOIST BROWN TO DARK GREEN,

"FARMS! UNDER BRUSH CLUMPS NEAR
NARROW. WELL WORN TRAILS,

SMALL. 5-6 INCHES DIA, BURROWS FOR
NEST CAVITIES IN DENSE GRASS. OTHER
COVER, LHECK FOR CHARACTERISTIC
RABBIT FUR,

RABBIT FUR IN OR AROUNQ UNDERGROUND
DENS OF OTHER ANIMALS tE,G. WOOD-
CHUCK BURROWS).

SMALL TWIGS OR YOUNG TREE TRUNKS WIT'
BARK EATEN NEAR GROUND LEVEL-TOOTH
MARKS EVIDENT,

EVIDENCE:

wo,

" DROPPINGS VARIABLE WITH FOOD EATEN"'
NOT DISTINCTIVE,

HOME SITES GENERALLY ANY PLACE THAT
IS DRY. SHELTERED. SAFE,

DENS OR NEST OF OTHER ANIMALS.
CAVITIES IN ROCKS. BRUSH PILES.
TRASH HEAPS. HOLLOW TREES AND LOGS.
BARNS. GARAGES. ETC,

D

?50

HABITAT:

OPEN BROW( OR FOREST BORDER TYPE
COVER. WEEDY FENCE ROWS. HEDGE
FENCES, THICKETS, DENSE HIGH GRASS.
BRUSH PILES,

,

FOODS:

ENTIRELY. VEGETARIAN, GRASSES. SEDGE::
HERBS. CLOVER. ALFALFA. SOYBEANS
VHEAT. RYE. VARIOUS GARDEN VEGETABLES'
IL WINTER. FRUITS. BERRIES. CORN.
BUDS. TWtG.1. BARK OF SHRUBS. VINES
AND TREES,

PREDATORS:

HAWKS. OWLS. CROWS. FOXES. COYOTES.
MINKS. WEASELS. DOGS. CATS. SNAKES.
MAN,

HABITAT:

PREFER WOODED AREAS NEAR STREAMS.
FARMING AREAS WITH TIMBER NEAR
SOURCES QF WATER SUCH AS PONDS AND
LAKES, EXTREMELY ADAPTABLE TO
VARYING HABITATS,

FOLDS:

PLANT-FRUITS. DURING FALL AND EARLY
WINTER. INCLUDING POKEBERRIES.
MULBERRIES. HACKBERRIES. GREEN.
.BRIERS. GROUND CHERRIES. GRAPES,

. BLACKBERRIES. APPLgS. PAWPAWS.
HAWS. PERSIMMONS t ALSO CORN,

ANIMAL-MOSTLY CARRION MAD ANIMALS.
BOTH WILD & DOMESTIC). ALSO ,IN-
SECTS. SNAKES. FROGS. TOADS.
BIRDS & EGGS. SNAILS. CRAYFISH,

PREDATORS:

MAN. DOGS. FOXES. COYOTES'. BOBCATS.
OWLS,



,
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CONSPICUOUS PILE OF EXCAVATED DIRT
fT MAIN ENTRANCE TO BURROrUP'TO
4 FEET IN DIA.

BURROW MAIN ENTRANCE HOLE APPROX.
FOOT IN DIA.

BURROW SIDE ENTRANCES SMALL. WELL
CONCEALED WITH DIRT PILE ABSENT,

HAIR. TRACKS AT ENTRANCE CLUES TO
KIND OF ANIMAL OCCUPANT. /7

EVIDENCE:

tee... 1401

Il
. 441

TIMBER BORDERED BY OPEN LAND. ALONG
FENCE ROWS AND HEAVILY VEGETATED
GULLIES,OR STREAM BANKS. bUMMER
DENS OFTEN IN OPEN CROP FIELDS OR
GRASSLANDS,

iOODS:

PRIMARILY VEGETARIANLgSS THAN 1% OF
DIET IS ANIMAL FLESH. LEAVES.
FLOWERS. STEMS OF GRASSES. COVER,
ALFALFA AND MANY WILD HERBS.' GARDEN
CROPS LIKE PEAS, BEAM' CORN. ALSO
APPLES, PAWPAWS. UCCAIONALLY GRASS:__
HOPPERS:SNAILS:UNEBUGS, YOUNG
'BIRDS. BIRD EGGS.

PREDATORS:
ti

FOXES. COYOTES. DOGS. BOBCATS. MINKS.,
WEASELS. HAWKS. OWLS. LARGE SNAKES.
MAN,

y

DROPPINGS LONG AND SLENDER-SIMILAR
TO WEASEL BUT LARGER. 1-OLDED OR
IRkEGLLARLY SgGMENTED WHEN CONSIST-

, INS OF FUR. COLOR EXTREMES FROM
WRITE TO BLACK DEPENDING ON DIET.

DENS UNDER TREE ROOTS. STREAM BANK
CAVITIES. UNDER LOGS AND STUMPS. IN

.HOLLOW TREES. MUSKRAT LODGES.

NEST CHAMBER APPROX. 1 FT. IN DIA.
LINED WITH GRASS, LEAVES. FUR OR
FEATHERS.

I

HABITAT:

ONE BASIC HABITAT REQUIREMENT IS -

PERMANENT WATER. IIMBER ADJACENT TO
HATER IS PREFERRED BUT NOT ESSENTIAL.
NELL ALONG STREAM AND RIVER BANKS OR
SHORELINES OF PONDS. LAKES. MARSHES

FOOD:

DIET MIXTURE BETWEEN TERRESTRt4 AND
AQUATIC FORMS.' INCLUDES: RATS. MICE.
RABBITS. BIRDS. SQUIRRELS. INSECTS.
SPIDERS. SNAILS. DOMESTIC CATS.
SHREWS. MOLES. BATS. TURTLES AND
THEIR EGGS. SNAKES. BIRD EGGS. FROGS.
FISH. CRAYFISH. MUSKRATS,

PREDATORS:'

'OWLS. FOXES. COYOTES. BOBCATS. DOGS,
MAN.
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EVIDENCE:

ark..

* LARGE (2N).FOUR "TOED TRACKS WITHOUT
CLAW MARKS.

DROPPINGS SEGMENTED BUT EASILY CON-
FUSED WITH COYOTE AND DOG.

DROPPINGS USUALLY COVERED "SCRATCH
MARKS MAY SHOW.'

SCRATCH MARKS ON TREES'FROM CLAW
SHARPENING.

REST SHELTERS IN THICKETS. STANDING
OR FALLEN HOLLOW TREES. OR ROCKY

CLIFF RECESSES.

WHELPING NESTS MADE OF DRIED LEAVES
AND MOSS.

EVILENCE:

ftWire

0.4, 4111

4111 me
3%
who

* DOG-LIKE DROPPINGS WITH HAIR.

* PARTIALLY EATEN REMAINS OF ANIMALS.
LEG BONES BROKEN.

* DENS IN UNUSED FIELDS: BANKS; ROCK
CAVITIES: UNDER HOLLOW TREES. LOGS.
DESERTED BWILDINGS. BRUSH PILES.

DENS
DENS OF WOODCHUCKS.

UENS WITH ONE OR MORE OPENINGS. 1-114
FEET IN DIAMETER.

9
2
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HABITAT:

HEAVY FOREST COVER. PREFERABLY /

SECOND GROWTH TIMBER WITH UNDES
BRUSH. CLIFFS AND CLEARINGS. ALSO/

TIMBERED SWAMPS.
/

FOODS:

RABBITS. RATS. MICE. HREWS. SQUIRRELS
DEER (MOSTLY CARRION). OPPOSSUNS.
DOMESTIC CATS. WILD TURKEYS. QUAIL.
OCCASIONAL GRASSES.

PREDATORS:

MAN AND DOGS ARE CHIEF PRED)14ORS.
ALSO FOXES. COYOTES. GREAT" ORNED
OWLS CN YOUNG.

HABITAT:

BRUSHY AREAS; ALONG THE EDGE OF
TIMBER; OPEN FARMLANDS.

FOODS:

QLD. SICK. WEAK ANIMALS USUAL PREY.
MAINLY RABBITS. RATS. MICE. ALSO
BIRDS. INSECTS. OTHER WILD MAMMALS.
PLANTS. CARRION (DEAD ANIMALS).
POULTRY. LIVESTOCK.

PREDATORS:

DOSS, GPE6T-TORND OWLS. BOBCATS (ON
YOUNG). MAN IS/THE CHIEF PREDATOR.



STRIPED SKUNK
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EVIDENCE:

.. a, k

"oleo&

110 Iindeuse

Amour

=. DROPPINGS MAY HAVE MUSTY ODOR. NOT
STRONG MUSK SMELL.

* DENS IN GROUND. STUMPS, REFUSE
DUMPS. CAVES. ROCK PILES. RINK
CREVICES, UNDER BUILDINGS, ABANDONED
DENS OF WOODCHUCKS.. FOXES. ETC,
OFTEN USED.

" FAINT SKUNK ODOR AROUND DEN.

* DISTINCTIVE BLACK AND/OR WHITE HAIRS
AROUND DEN OPENINGS.

GROUND PITTED FROM DIGGING FOR IN-
SECTS. FOREST LEAF, LITTER DISTURBED,

EVIDENCE:

Atkin

DROPPINGS-OF GRANULAR APPEARANCE,
EVEN DIA,. LACK OF TAPER.

* SHELLS OF CRAYFISH, FRESH WATER CLAMS

* DENS° IN HOLLOW TREES AND LOGS. CAVES.
ROCK CREVICES. ABANDONED WOODCHUCK
BURROWS, CAVITIES UNDER TREE ROOTS,
CORNSHOCKS. HAYSTACKS. SQUIRREL NESTS,
BARNS. DESERTED BUILDINGS. MUSKRAT
HOUSES,

256

HABITAT:

VARIES WITH LAND USE BUT PREFER
FOREST BORDERS. BRUSHY FIELD
CORNERS. FENCE ROWS. OR OPEN GRASSY
FIELDS WITH WOODED RAVINES AND
ROCK OUTCROPS NEAR PERMANENT WATER,

FOODS:

INSECTS AND LARVAE PREFERRED FOOD
INCLUDING BEES AND WASPS. ALSO RATS.
MICE, MOLES. SHREWS. GROUND SQUIRRELS,
CHIPMUNKSL YOUNG RABBITS. CARRION.
FRUITS -UCCASIONALLY BIRDS AND THEIR
EGGS. -LIZARDS. SALAMANDERS. FROGS.
EARTHWORMS, CRAYFISH. CLAMS. MINNOWS,
TURTLE EGGS. GRASSES.-LEAVES. BUDS.
ROOTS. NUTS. GRAINS. FUNGI.

PREDATORS:

GREAT-HORNED OWLS. COYOTES, FOXES,
BADGERS. BOBCATS -ON YOUNG WHEN OTHER
FOOD SCARCE. LOGS. MAN,

HABITAT:

HARDWOOD TIMBER AREAS-EITHER DENSE
FOREST OR TIMBER BORDER OF RIVERS.

..STREAMS, LAKES OR PONDS.

FOODS:

PLANT'PERSIMMONS, GRAPES, PLUMS,
CHOKE CHERRIES. BLACKBERRIES.
GRASSES. SEDGES, CORN. ACORNS.
EECANS. OTHER NUTS. USAGE
URANGE. GREENBRIARS. MULBERRIES,

ANIMAL-CRAYFISH. CLAMS. FISH. INSECTS,
SPIDERS. FROGS. SNAKES. TURTLES
AND THEIR EGGS. SNAILS. EARTH-
WORMS. EGGS AND YOUNG OF BIRDS,
MICE. SQUIRRELS. RABBITS. MUSK-
RATS. OCCASIONALLY POULTRY.

PREDATORS:

MAN, DOGS, GRgAT-HORNEP OWLS, BOB-
CATS, COYOTES (ON YOUNG),

z



EVALUATION SURVEY

PART I, Problem Arose and Uso Potential

1. Clarity of Directions

1.1 How would.you describe the directions
for the instructor?

x = 4.05

sd = .780

1.2 Based on your experience,
how do you think participants
in a "process approach" or
other workshop would find the
directions?

Comments:

x = 3.89
sd = .994

very
and
to

1

1 2

confusing
difficult
follow

2

1 2

very confusing
and difficult
to follow

Forest Service -

Respondents

2 11

3 4

4 7

3 4

257 ,

5

5

very clear
and easy to
understand

6

5

very clear
and easy to.

understand

2. Estimated Time Frame for Tasks

In general,-do you think the stated
completion time for the task is

Comments:

x = 3.33
sd = .767

1

too

long

2 9

3 3

just
about
right

6 1

4 5

too
short

3. Lesson planiobjective relationship
(Objectives stated on the last page
of the lesson plan)

Do you think the learning experiences
provided by the lesson plan will re-
sult in the stated objectives being met:

CoMments:

x = 3.83
sd = .924

1

1

poorly

0 3 11 3

2 3 4 5

excellently

4. Flow of Information

4.1 From the instructor's point of view,
did you find the flow of ideas, con-
cepts, and information:

x = 3.89
sd = .900

2

1 2

very confusing
hard 'to follow

2.f

2 10 4

3 4 5

vern Lear,

easy -&)

follow



4.2 How cloar oo you think participants

in a "process approach" or other f
2 8 6 3
2 3 4 5

258

workshop would find the flow of in.- very very clear
formation? - .confusing, easy to

x = 3.53 hard to follow
sd = .905 follow

Comments:

5. Ease of Use

1

Assuming that the appropriate site 1

2 4 5. 7
2 3 4 5

and materials are available, do very ,very easy
you think this lesson plan would difficult to
be: _7., to facilitate facilitate

6.

6.1

x =3.79
sd = 1.23

Comments:

Materials

Given your
would the
for the lesson

i

present situation,
materials required

plan:
-
x = 3.89
sd = .,875

1

be too
difficult
to acquire*

1

2

5

3

8

4
5

5

be very
easy to
acquire

6.2 In your opinion, are the materials in (or required by) the lesson plan
adequate for (check one):

6.21 the instructor?

6.22 tho participant?

19 yes

18 os

0 no

1 no

0 no opinion

0 no opinion

6.3 What other materials or information (if any) would you like to see:

6.31 for the instructor? no comment = 15
44 comment = 3,

6.32 for the participant? no comment 15

comment = 3

Comments:
r

*either by making your own or purchase.
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7:.* Use Potential

7.1 Given your present situation and the materials needed, could
you (answer as many as apply):

7.1 a. use the entire lesson plan as designed. 13 yes 5 no

7.1 b. use individual tasks or series of
tasks as designed. 18 yes 1 no

7.1 c. modify the tasks and/or discussion
to suit your needs. 18 yei 0 no,

7.1 d. use it as an idea source. 16 yes 0 no

7.1 e. not use it at all. , 1 yes 5 no

7.2 Would you use this lesson plan (or parts of it)
TriTEe foreseeable future? llyes no

don't

7 know

If you answered "no" or "don't know", please indicate the
reason(s) below: (check as many as apply) .

7,2 a. I don't know enough about fire in the
environment. 2

7.2 b, I'm not interested in the topic. 0

7.2 c. I don't think the participants would
find the topic of value to them:. 1

7.2 d. I don't think the participants wourd
find the tasks. interesting.

7.2 e. I think other topics are more important.

7.2 f. It doesn't fit into the process approach
workshops or other program I'm involved
in

0

0

0

7.2 g. Other: 8 comments -- 5 - workload reduces,oppor-
tunity not in EE as much.

1 - prefer present investi-
gations.

1 - amount of content
inhibiting.'

1 - hesitant to use "alone",
use in relation to other
investigations.

Comments:

2



ti

8. Based on your experience as a workshop participant and/or
facilitator, how would you compare, on an overall basis,
this investigation lesson plan with the four presently used
in the process approach workshops (Soil, Water, Forest, and
Habitat)?

= 3.11
sd'r= .658

4 7
1 2 3

much less about as
effective effective,
a learning 4L-learning
experience experience

'''FART II: Adaptability

1. Adaptability for shortening.

5

much more
effective
alearming
experience

1.1 Do you feel this lesson plan can be adapted
for shorter time.periods by omitting various
tasks? 16 yes 5 no

1.2 Which tasks do you think would-be the best to OMIT to save °
time. Indicate your first choice with a 1 (first omitted),
your second with a 2 (second omitted); etc. If you think
the task should not be omitted, leave its space blank.

Task A 42* Task E '9 Task I 25

Task B 22 Task F 6 Task J 67

Task C 18 Task G 14 Task K 68

Task D 45 Task H 14
\

*Task omission scores, not number of respondents

2. Adaptability for Task Use out of Context

2.1 Do you feel there are tasks in this less6n plan
that could stand alone as a learning experience?

15 yes 1 no
don't

0 know

260



2.2 If so, which ones? (check as many'as apply)

Task A 8,

Task B 8

Task C 8

Task D 3

Task E 7

Task F 9

Task 0 7

Task H 3

Task I 7

Task J 5

Task K 5

3

PART III: Suggestions for Improvement

In the Space below and/or on the lesson plan itself, please
make ani-commenis or sUggestions which you think would improve
the effectiveness of the lesson plan; or any other comments you
may have on overall content, value, style,'etc.

See Text.

*****THANKS FOR YOUR HELP!*****

2 ,

261
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(B) Fire and the Nitural Environment

EVALUATION SURVEY

PART I, Problem Areas and Use Potential

1. Clarity of Directions

*How would you describe the directions
for the instructor?

x = 4.2
sd = .837

*Based on your experience as a
teacher, how do you think your
students would describe the
directions on the task cards?

x = 3.6
sd = .894

Comments:

1 2

very confusing
and difficult
to folloW

1 2

very confusing
and difficUlt

to follow

1 2 2

3 4 5

very clear
and easy to

understand

3 1 1

3 ' . 4
. 5

Very clear
and easy to-

understand
ti

2. Estimated Time Frame for Tasks

*In general, do you think the
stated completion time for the
tasks is:

cp. Comments:

x = 3.5
sd = .577

1

too

long

2 2

2 3

just

about
right

4 5

too .

short

3. ,Lesson Plan/Objectives Relationship
(Objectives stated on the last page of the lesson plan)

*Do you think the learning experiences 1 2

provided by the lesson plan will re- poorly
sult in the stated objectivesbeing
met:

=

sd = .548

. .

Comments:

3

3 4 5

excellently

2' 1



4. Flow of Information

*From a-teacher's point of view,
did you find the flow of ideas,
concepts, and information:

x = 4.00
' -sd = 1.00
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2 1 2

1 2 3 4 5

very very clear,
confusing, easy to

, . hard to follow
'follow

*How do-you think your students 2 2 1

would find the flow of information? 1 . 2 3 4 5
very very clear,x = 3.8

sd = .837 confusing, easy. to
hard to follow
follow

'Comments:
4

5. Ease of Use
..,

*Assuming that you had an appropriate 1 4 1-

site, the required materials, and 1 2 3 4 5

the time available, do you think very. very easy
this lesson plan would be? difficult for you

x for you to to use= 3.8
sd = .447 use

Comments:

. Materials

3 2

*Given your present situation, 1 2 3 4 5
would the materials required , be too be very
for the lesson plan: difficult easy to

x = 3.8
to acquire* acquire

sd = 1.095

*either by making your own or purchase.

*In your opinion, arethe materials in (or required by) the lesson plan
adeqUate for (check one):

the instructor?

the student?

4 yes

4 yes '

1 no

1 no

0 no opinion

0 no opinion

*What other materials or information (if any) would yoll like to see:

for the inst: ;tor? no comment = 5

comment = 0

for the stuck. no comment = 5
comment = 0

Comments:

;
C
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7. Use Potential

*Given your present sitUation and the materials needed,_could
you (answer as many'4as apply):

a. use the entire lesson plan as designed? 5 yes 0 no

b. use individual tasks or series of tasks
as designed? 4 yes 0 no

c. modify the tasks and/or discussion to
suit your needs? 4 yes 0 no

d. use it as Dui idea source? 4 yes, 0 no

c. not use it at all? 1 yes 0 no

a
*Would you use this lesson plan (or partS of it)
in the foieseeable future? , don't

3 yes 0 no -0 know---

.11

*If you answered "no" or'"don't know", please indicate the
reason(s) below: (check as many as apply)

I don't know enough about fire in the environment.

I'm not interested in the topic.

I think other topics arc'more important.

0

0

0
s

1 don't think my students would_find the
tasks interesting. 0

I don't think my students would find the
topic interesting. a. 0

I don't think my students would find it of.
value to them. 0

It doesn't fit into the time frame I have
to work in. 0

I caret get my kids outside.. 0 4

It doesn't fit in with the present curriculum. 0

The format doesn't fit the way I teach. 0 4
Other: no commonts

Comments:

e
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PART II: Adaptability

I. Ad4ptability for shortening.

Do you feel this lesson plan can be adapted
for shorter time periods (i.e. shorter than
need to do the entire lesson plan) by omitting
various tasks? 3 yes 0 no

`Which tasks do you think would be the hest to OMIT to save
time. Indicate your first choice with a I (first omitted),
your second with a 2 (second omitted), etc. If you think
the task should not be omitted, leave its space blank.

Task A 17 Task E 0

TaSk B 0. Task F 9

Task C 0 Task G 0

Task D 0 Task H 0
c

2. Adaptability for Task Use out of Context

Task I 0

C 2-S
Task J 0

Task K 0

Task L n/a

°Do.you feel there are tasks in this lesson
plan that could stand alone as a learning don't
experience? 2 yes I no 0 lspew

'1r so, which ones? (Check as many as apply)

Task A

Task B

Task C

Task D

Task E

Task F

Task G

Task II

\RT III: Suggestions for Improvement

Task I

Task J

Task K

Task L n/a

In the space below and/or on the lesson plan itself, please
make any comments or suggestions which you think would improve
the effectiveness of the lesson plan; or any other comments you
may have on overall content, value, style, etc.

4"4,THANKS FOR YOUR 11ELP'wxx

2,
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(C) A LESSON PLAN FOR INVESTIGATING

I.ANO USE, INTEREST CROUPS, ANI) FIRE

256

liotituctoit: .5et th'e stage (on the inOstigation by testing the pantZeipant4 what they ,wttt be.doinp. Fort exarte; n'oday, duhing thenext - 4 howu we au going to take
a took at some diAienent wolfs Land is'oed; exptone whaeinteneat gtowpa ate and how
they might a6Aect (and use decisions; and investigate what goes into makay a Land use
decision and hay Amts might atHect it.

Let4 start off by using these aerial photos and, taking ahout 10 mimites,do
TaskkA.

s 'B.

TASK A

Work in4mall groups.

,Land can be used in many different ways. List as many different uses as you canfind on the aerial photo:

1.
3.

a2.
4.

DISCUSSION

1. What kindsibf uses did you find? In6tAuctoit: List on One bide o6.a large sheet
o6 open onNbtachboakd.

2. Suppose we were considering changing the use of the land .round here for, sax.-
(pick one fo the uses melletioned In responed'to the previous question).--* What groups or types of people would be interested in or affected by the change? 'Inatnuctot:, Litt on the °then beds o6 the Gpen SA &rand. ..- 8

3. Using the data we have, generated, take about 13 minutes and do Task B.1111111. ...'.

TASK B

Work alone or in pairs

Analyze the relationships between the new land use proposedsin the discussion and threeor four of the interest groups mentioned.
Indicate Allich groups might benefit by the

change by drawing a line from the land use to the group. Then, using a pencil or a pen
of a different color, draw lines from the land .use to interest groups that would behurt by or dislike the change.

How the change would
Interest Groups benefit/hurt the group

1.

New Land Use: 2.

3.

4.

vs*

2, .

6-



Land Use 2

DISCUSSION

1. What groups did you list as benefiting? InstAactoii: As .they ate mentioned
dkaw tines connecting the tand Ewe and the inteheat poups..

2. What groups did you list as being hurt by or disliking the change? Inattuctot:
Again, drtax in tines. At this point, theft may be intehest groups that aAg fisted
a6 bothbene6iting and being hurt by the change. It this occuhs, inquire aa to why.

3. How might these relationships change if we were considerin another land use,
say ? (pick another one from the list).

4. What affect might these relationships have on land use decision making?

Introduction to the Simulation

1. Very often these different relationships lead to conflicts and make deciding how
to use land a difficult mattEY. What are some Ways people might try'to resolve'
these conflicts?-

2. InatAuctot: Intrtoduce the Simuenton Fort exampee: "Ovet the next
14 2 hound we aft going ,to -use a 6'imat:c.Cien, A Sunning 168tiel to investigate soMe
things .that can complicate making decisions that in6tuence ot detemine Land use;
what goes into.tkoae decisions; and maybe gain a &We insight into hbw such
dec4ioas ate made. Let's staht by beaking up into seven gtoupa and by /Leading
the Introduction (pa/Et 1) and the Sequence o6 Eventa (pact 21." Note: Thy to
keep, as hart aapasaibte, the dame numbelt og people in each group. Atao, be
pupated to wffign each gkoup an intekest group 'tote (ot allow each gtoup to
chose hovide signs Got each gtoup so everyone knows who eveteone Elbe 44.
Finatty, be suite to have enough Goat Notigcation, In6tuence Aelocation (pants 5), and
message 60/uns (inctudinq carbon paper), along with a ',stopwatch, ot watch w.th a
second hand. Once the gkoupa have 6iniahed heading the Inttoductio!: and the
Sequence o6 Events, answer questions and'teview the phoceduhe o6 tht game to make
6LIAZ eveityone wtdetstands it. A6teh this, tett the gkoupd to go on to Task C."
A6 they begin, pass out Goat'Notilication and In6euence Attocation Forma. Give
each group a copy o6 thetk goats 904. An option hehe is, instead o6 giving them
goats., have each pout, gene/tate cot three toc Ott& 06 theta own. 16 this
iZ done, be duke to inctude it as a step in Task C ot as a task by itaet6.

TASK C
.

Work Alone.

1. Read the Current State of Affairs (part 3)
.

. Note your interest group goals on the Coal Notification fort). Nat/Mato/Et
16 you pan on having the groups vote at the end 06 the bimutation, have them

1

:tank theit goats (moat to teas impottant) and itetutn the goo! to you.

Read the six Policy Alternativ s (part 4).

Decide which of the six Policy Alternatives (there may he more than one) would
establish your group's desired policy for Engel County consistant with your
group's goal::; and develop,Amgirategy for using the influence of your group
and others to establish,r FUT,191ITed policies.

5. Notify the instructor when You are ready to continue.

* Format used with the land permission of Dr. Paul Mane.



Land Use 3

1n6tquctot: Announce the begcnning cr4 4ound 1 when all 9/tou1'6 have notiiied you they.
ate undo to continue. However, do not wait too tong 604 any one gtoup' i6 the
othets are ready to go. A6te4 announcing the beginning o6 tow! 1, do the 6ottowing:

I. About 10 minutes into the gha round, announce the avaitabitity
o6 the "(mutation and Housing Projections and a section 'p6 the
report on the Ecotogy o6 the Stushtand.

2. Make speciat announcements as you .deem necessaA thaoughou.t the
/bound. ,

3. Five minutes be6otte 4c /bound ends, announce th t the 1n6tuence
Allocation Folios wit t be due at the end o6 the 'ound.

DISCUSSION

1.

4. When the messenger (i6 you ant using one) being you tequestS 6o4
con6e4ences, assign a time ancttocation Got east con6e4encg,--and
have the messengek return the 6ohn6 to each o

1 chairmen.

-5--At-thr-fhd-o-6-tound 1, announce-thatTin-o4de4
end o6 the game a polity must be 6uppokted by
total o6 325. At the end b6 the' round, tepoict
1n6tuence Attocation Forma. ThA.4 can be done
onty the totat points earned by each policy
or (2) DideraTe the point totat 604 each poll
voted. 16 you us'e the tattek option, you may
entamed version o6 the Inguence Atiocationiohm to 4eco4d and
kepciat the fteautts.

At the end o6 the'thitd round, past the gnat /meats (again, you
can use an en64ged version o6 the Inguince! Allocation 6o4m to /tee td
and hepott the iteautts.1. 16 you didn't 4e0o4t how each group vote
at the end o6 the previous rounds, do 40 now. An option helm is to
have the group as a whote vote to decide which interest group came
etasest'to achieving its goats as /tanked by;it in the beginning o
the game (i6 you plan to do this, make rune to use the Goat Noti6ication
Foots at the beginninq o6 the sirutation.)._ To'do this, have each
group ahem theik goad with the othet gtoups, then have the /teat
the group vote on that group. Wert the voting 4:4 overt, go into
the 'coot 6imutation dacu66ion.

he apphopftiatc

be adopted at the
net inguence point

the kesue$6 o6 the
uo prays: (1) Diactase

asitive and negative);
and how each gtoup

want to Lae an

268

inottuctok: The peat simutation discussion iA very impottant because attows the
participants to explore what they and other groups did during the simulation and
Ay, how they Actt, etc. It also can explore the ketatiOnshipd between what happene
in the game and possible teat '6e situations, how they ' '91

(possibly mote impuktant) what has been test out o6 the simutation that would be
present n the peat wo4td. 0 coutse, this discussion an end up 6ottowing many
di66e4ent touteS. The set o6 questions betcur au a co to o6 suggedted aAeas
that coned be covered. Use them i6 you We o4 take a '66eunt ditection i6 you
pael5e4.

2. What did you find happening during the game?

2
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3. What kind of strategy worked best for your group?

4. What influence did decisions made by other groups have on yours?-

5. What similarities or differences do you think exist between the way decisions

were made in the game and how they might be made in real life situations?

should decisions be made in reallife like they were in the simulation?

6. How did you feel during the game?

7. What happened during the game to change you feelings? Why?

8. How.would you compare your feelings with people in real life?

9. What might have happened if more interest groups and different issues?

10. What other changes could be made to make this simulation as realistic as

possible?

11. One of the assumptions we made in the simulation we just finished is that each

interest group has an equal amount of influence to use. This isn't

always the case (Note: is this was mentioned previously in the post simulation

discussion, refer to it.). Keeping this in sand, take.abo t 5-10 minutes and

do Task D.

TASK D

Work alone.

Interest groups are a part of any community's land use planning process./ Some

are more influential than others. List some interest groups that-you feel

are the more powerfuloland 'use influences in your community:

1.

2.

3.

Which of your community's interest groups are you a member of?

DISCUSSION

1. What were some of the groups you listed?

2. What As there about these groups that helps give them more power?

3. How could other interest groups in your community increase their power?

4. Suppose we were thinking about, say (pick another current issue

abortion legislation) instead of land use. Wha: affect would this have on our

analysis of interest group power?

5. As a result of our invest4eations today, what can we nay about land use-decision

making and Ntercdc groups?
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MATERIALS.

Felt tip pens

Large sheets of paper (or blackboard)
Easel stand (if using paper)
*Aerial Photos (optional)
Clipboards

Stopwatch (or watch with a second hand)
Simulation forms (message forms, acoresheets, Policy Alternatives, ect.)
Magnifying glasses (or hand lens if using aerial photos)
Task cards

OBJECTIVES

After completing this lesson plan, participants should be able to:

1. Given an aerial photograph (roughly 1:24,000 scale), identify at least three
types of land use.

2. Define, in their own words, the term interest group.

3. Given a situation where an actual or potential change inland use exists:
(a) identify at least three interest groups that woulL be affected by the
change; (b) analyze the relationships between the interest groups and the
land use in terms of advantages and disadvantages the land use change offers theinterest groups; (c) defter!' In their own words the impact interest groups
as a whole have on land use alsion making.

4. rdentify three interest groups in their own community.

5. Describe two or more factors that make one interest group more influential
that another.

6. Describe the affect periodic natural fires can have on land use in an urban' or
suburban situation.

*Aerial photos at roughly 1:24,000 scale can be ordered from the National
Cartographic Information Center, 507 National Center, Reston, Virginia. 22092.At this writing, photos are available for most areas and are priced'at $3.00
per photo (photos are 9 inches square). If possible, send topographic map
with desired area outlined on it (topographic maps are also available inscales of 1:24,000). If topographic maps are unavailable to be use for ordering,
longitude and latitude coordinates can be used, or in the worst case, a localroad map. Contact the National,Cartographtc Information Center for further
information.

2 -1



Part 1

A BURNING ISSUE

Introduction

271

In "A Burning Issue" you are a member in one of seven interest groups
that use their influence to help determine policy alternatives to a land use
related problem. Each interest group haven equal amount of influence to
utilize. The interact groups are;

Homeowners (living inside a brushfire hazard area)
Homeowners (living outside a brushfire hazard area)
Home and Commercial Developers
The Board of Supervisors
The Regional Planning Commission
The Insurance Companies
The Fira_Department

At any time you can: (1) Talk with any members within your group;
(2) Communicate with mashers orany other group by written messages;
(3) Conduct conference+ with members Of otherigrouPir"IBurning Issue"
is divided into three 20 minute rounds, representing the months of April,. ?fay,
and June. During each round, your group will have 125 influence points to
use to indicate your decisions. Reports made at the.end of each round
by the instructor will indicate which policies are being favored and which are
not by each intermit group.

of o

7



Prepare Record
Book

Bake some kind
of record book
for keeping

a. info. fiom
the-instructor

b. Policy point
totals

c messages
from other
groups

1.

I

Evaluate
Goals

Decide which,
if any of the
goals are most
important to
you. If you
feel some are
more important
thin others,
indicate that
in some way
an the list'
of goals.

ti

Evaluate
Policies

Decide which
policy (or
policies)
you want to
support 'or

oppose,

keeping in
mind your
goals.

=NCB OF EVENTS FOR

"A BURNING ISSUE"

Develop
Strategy

Figure....out

a strategy
to get your
policy(s)
adopted or
defeated
using the,
influence
of your and
other groups

(A) Send messages
to and get
messages from
other groups

4

,(Repeat for 2nd and 3rd'rounds)

i(B) Hold Conference

i(C) Figure out We
you are going to
use your influence
points

(A) Each message to each group must be on a separate message form
i.e. no one message Toni may be sent to more than one

interest group). Fac, message form has one original and two

carbons. The sending soup keeps the original and the
receiving group gets the first ctrbon. The instructor gets,

the third carbon. .NOTE, By writing "RESTRICTED" in the
'upper left hand corner of the message fora, the sending group
restricts exposure of the message to the receiving group only.
However, that does not insure the message against exposure to.

other groups.

(8) Conferences say be arranged between two groups if they feel that

it will help. After agreement on timeeplace etc., has been

reached written message, each group asks the instructor
through written message for permission, and a conference

location. If one is open, the instructor will assign a time and

place.

(C)

/Mat ed MOO MOP -

(D) TUrn in

Influence
Allocation
Forms
(IAF)

Evaluate Results
of,Previous
Round

Take a look s,t how
your (an d.

policy(s) did:
Compare that with
what you wanted to
happen and take
what ever action
you think is
necessary.

For each round, each group has 125 influence points to use.
They can be used to support a policy (indicated by influence

points) or oppose one ( influence points). Remember: If.
one. group gives a policy +40 points, and another gives it
740. points, the policies all score is 0, add it would not be

adopted.

(D) Before each round ends, each interest group must turn in
an Influence Allocation Perm, indicating which policies they
are giving what kind of points to (how many, what kind; + or 7).

FAIUME TO DO SO MILL MEAN THE MSS OF ALL 1NFIDENCE PODITS
?Qt THATORD. The instructor will announce five minutes
before the end of each round that the IAFs are due. The

instructor will also inform each interest group of the results

of each round.

2 3
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3 Part 3

THE CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS

For

"A Burning Issue"

Assume the following environmental conditions:

Histbrically, fire has always been a problem in the brush covered hills
of Engel county (see map). A combination of soil related, climatic, and'
vegetational factors have made fire* a natural occurrence there (A more extensive
ecological study is nor underway of the area, parts of which will be
available soon). Over the past twenty years though, ai home and business
development in the hills intensifiid, the personal and property losses fom
these fire* has been 1.:!creasing. ,/n 1961 a major firs destroyed about
homes and caused an estimated $25 million dollars dinage. Several major
fires in 1976 destroyed about 600 homes, caused an estimated $165 million
dollar* damage, and resulted in parts of Engel county being declared national
disaster areas ,(most of the damage occurred in the county's largest city,
Engelburg, and its surrounding suburbs). Such occasional large scale damage,
combined with smaller annual losses, has mtde brushfires a major problem.
Homeowners and businessmen are becoming more and more votal in their demands
for some kind of action. Insurance companies are alarmed, by the increasingly
larger amounts of money they are having to pay out in fire'loss claims each
year. Theclaime after the fires of 1970 alone were staggering. The Fire
Department, the Regional Planning Commission, and the Board of Supervisors
all agree that action is needed, probably something beyond the standard fire
suppression and prevention programs (although the Fire Department is quick
to point out that any 'new measures should be undertaken in addition to the
fire suppression and prevention programs, -not at their expense.). But while
everyone agrees that action is.needed, meetings, conferencms, and hearings
have failed to produce a consensus as to exactly what should be done.
Conflicting interests and other problems the county faces complicate the
matter.

The rapid growth over the past thirty years of Engelburg and its suburbs
has not Only pushed development into the hills, bft resulted in a vast hodgepodge
of urban and suburban sprawl that already covers most of the county lowlands
(Note: Growth projections for 1990 in population and housing will be available
soon.). Pollution, particularly of the air, has be'ome a major political
issue. Partially because of the overall environmental quality deterioration,
there has been a movement of businesses out of the county. This, combined
with the present business recession, is decreasing the county's tax income.
At the same time, inflation is driving county costs higher and higher.
Caught in this financial squeeze, the Board of Supervisors had been regularly

--increasing taxes. Anguished screams from taxpayers though\ have forced the
Board to turn to across the board budget cuts in all county agencies and services
for the last two years. These cuts have helped, but the supervisors still' face
the prospect of some tax increases, something they would rather avoid in an
election year.

There is no question that the brushfire problem involves many difficult
decisions. But they have to be made -- and oon. The weather bureau reports I

thsc precipitation over the winter months (n rurally very rainy), was much lader
than normal and the county faces a second successive long, hot, and Ay. summer.

2
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Part '4
POLICY 1

UPGRADE THE FIRE DEPATMENT"S FIRE PIOWTINC ABILITY
BY PURCHASING NEW'FIRI EQUIPMENT AND HIRING MORE--
PERSONNEL. THE REVENUE NECESSARY FOR =ACTION TO
COME FROM A GENERAL PROPERTY TAX INCREASE.

o
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Up to now, ,the Fire Department has managed to provide adequate protection t

all of_Engel County. However, some of its equipment is beginning to show its age

While equipment breakdown rates have not yet bedouleisirious, they are increasing \
steadily. Budget cuts by the Board of Supervisor, over the, past two years, combined
with 'inflation, have eaten deeply into equipment replacement funds. Siring has
also been reduced due to lack of funds. Finally, a program to put all brushland
residences in a five minute response time of Fire Department personnel and equipment
has had to be curtailed, and several newly built firs stations cloied. These factors
combined with the rapid rate of development in the brushland has caused the Chief of
the Fire Department to notify both the Board of Supervisors and the Regional Planning
Commission that, unless funding for equipment and personnel is increased, it will
soon be unablero provide adequate protection to all of Engel County.

In the last several years, tax increases, for any reason, have had little support
among homeowners. In fact, in one supervisors district the opposing party's\
candidate for supervisorwon her primary.easily,,campaigning solely on the issue
of no tax increases. Getting this particular tax increase accepted may present aore
of a problem because only one part of the county's population benefits from it
(home and business owners in the brushfire hazard area).

2
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5 Part 4

POLICY 2

THE COUNTY BUILDING CODS WILL BE REVISED TO REQUIRE CERTAIN

SA/ETY FEATURES (LIKE FIRE RESISTANT ROOFS) BE BUILT INTO
ANY HOMES CONSTRUCTED IN BRUSHFIRE HAZARD AREAS AND, IF
NICEStARY, 'THE CONVERSION OF NON-FIRE RESISTANT ROOFS TO
FIRE RESISTANT ROOFS IN MISTING STRUCTURES. ALSO A NEW
COUNTY ORDINANCE BE ENACTM THAT REQUIRE ALL PERSONS
OWNING STRUCTURES IN BRUSHFIRE HAZARD AREAS CLEAR BRUSH A
DISTANCE OF AT LEAST 100 FEET AWAY FROM THEIR-STRUCTURES.

Evaluations of\damage from the disasterous fires of 1961 and 1970 suggest that
many homes were lost because flying embers set wood shingle roofs on fire or burning
brush carried the fire to the houses. To decrease the danger in both these areas, the
Fire Department and the Regional Planning Commission have, for yeast, been urging
the adoption of a mandatory brush clearing ordChance and a revision of the building
code. The insurance companies see both these actions as a way to reduce their
riik. In fact, some cospahies are even beginning to offet discounts to their
customers who have "approved" (that is, fire resistant) roofs, and/or clear brush
from around their homes)\ However, because insurance rates are regulated by, the
state, the companies havebeens only been able to offer the discounts on.a limited
basis.

To date, most of the opposition to these proposed changes has come from
developers and homeowners in brushfire hazard areas. The developers nett that,
by far and away, the roof style most prefdtred by home buyers is the wood shingle
roof, which is not approved by the insurance companies. To outlaw it, they
claim, would put them at a competitive disadvantage with other areas of the county.
Brushland homeowners do not so much object tosthe idea of native brush clearing,
as to the way the proposed ordinance is' written. Tha strongest objections are
to a part that requites the county to altar the brush if the homeowner does not.
The county is then allowed to recover its expenses by increasing the homeowners ,

taxes by the necessary amount. Homeowners also object to the distance they would
be required to clear the brush-100 feet IroX around structures. Many homeowners
agree with several angry letters to the editoF that have appeared in the
Engelburg Times-recently. These are claiming\the standards and procedures in the
in the proposed ordinance were written withouttalking to the people they would
affect and is just another example of arbitrary\bureaucratic decision making.

fr

1
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6 Part 4

POLICY 3

STRONG RECOMMENDATION BE MADE TO THE STATE INSURANCE
REGULATORY COMMITTEE THAT THE RATES OF THE INSURANCE
COMPANIES WHO WRITE FIRE INSURANCE BE DE-REGULATED.

It is obvious to everyone that over the years, increasing losses from.fire
have forced the insurance companies to pay out more and more in claims. The

insurance companiei'say, however, that the losses are becoming so bad that
they will soon have to get out of the business unless they are allowed to adjust
their rates in brushfire hazard area to a sore realistic level. They add thist

de-regulation would also allow them totgive lower rates to home and business
owners who take steps to protect their property (for example: 'fire resistant
roofs, brush clearance) and higher rates to those who don't. Furthermore, according
to the companies, the present situation of fairly inflexible, across -the -boarcer
rates to all home and business owners in the county, is, in effect,, making rates
higher for hose and business owners in non-brushfire hoar areas. This is because

the companies are not getting enough income from the premiums of people in
brushfire hazard area to cover losses there, and they have to make up the difference
in the rates of other people. Essentially, people in nqn-brushfire hazard area
are subsidizing the rates of people in high risk irate. This has not gone unnoticed
by the media (Engelburg Times, November 8, 1975; February 12, 1976). The last
.article brought several Aozen angry letters from homeowners in non-brushfire
hisird areas. Although the Board of Supervisors has not commented publicly on ..
the ratesipoblem, it is known that several supervisors favor de- regulation as a

. way of sharing the cost.of fire insurance among the homeowners fairly.
Howe4er, some homeowners and businessmen in the brushfire hazard area (and

even some elsewhere) think the companies are just using the brushfire problem asp
an excuse to get something they have been trying to get for a long time -- non-
.regulated rates. There is now way, they claim, that the, insurance companies
will ever lower their rates, even with de-regulation. Furthermore, they fear that
if rates are de-regulated they will take.sudden jump and continue climbing
until they are out of sight.

2
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AREAS OF HICH:ERUSIWZRI FRISX Ku BE REZONED, CHANCING
IHE ALLOWED LAND USES It VERY LbW DENSITY TYPES LIRE
RECREATION, OPEN SPACE,; ETC., 20flORDER,TO PREVENT

FURTHER INTENSIVE DEVELOPMENT.

Part 4

j
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4

Ailveral of the more outspoken members of the RegionsrPIanning Commissiodhif

have stated several times that the onlg real solution.bo the fire damage problem

is to limit what is there to be damaged. They point out that because of,the ecology

of the area,brushfires are inevitable. So regardless of suppression and '"

precautions taken in building homes, continued intensive developumnt,will-result

in continued higher damages. The Regional Planning Commission *leo saes this

as a way to guarantee recreational and open space area forthi.county residents
at a time when these areas are becoming harder and harder to preserve. Many

homeowners (particularly those in tha hill areus) are syigathpitic with this'idea.
Ey preserving nearby open space and recreational opportunities', they thinkthey
can maintain or even improve their-property values. Others llving elsewhere feel

that restricting development in then s areas will cause even moreintensive development
in their own neighborhoods -- something many do not want.

The stroneest opposition, thought comes from developers". They see this policy

as a threat to their livelihood. While they recognise, the bryshfire problem,

they think it can be resolved in a better way. They also point out that severely

limiting development in such large areas will cost the county dearly in both ,jobs
and money from tax income at a time when it needs it the most. These are tiro.'

concerns that also trouble the hoard Supervisors, particularly in light

of the county's pressing financial problems (and the upcoming election),
This policy prseents.ineurance companies with a dilemma. Restricted,

3,1 development will certainly. reduce their losses, but at the mama time it will also

remove potential customers, not only for fire insurance, but for other types .

of insurance u veil.
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b* Part 4

POLICY 5

FINAL AUTHORITY FOR LAND USE POLICY AND DECISION WILL
BE TRANSFERED TO THE REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
FROM THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS.

More and more people are beginning to question the policy set by the
k , Board of.pupertii6re of maintaining and encouraging growth and development

in the county ("Is Progress Really Our Most Important Product?", Engelburg
Times, April 22, 1975). There is a strong feeling that the rapid growth of
the put is. responsible for the overall deterioration of environmental quality
iddicated by worsening air, water, and solid waste pollution problems (there
are 2ays the air is so bad that the children cannot go outside to play). The
opinion has been expressed that the authority for land use °policy and decision
should rest with those best qualified to make them -- the professional plainer..
Many people feel the elected supervisors are too easilY-swaYed by the lobbying
and money of special interest groups, especially aromndelection time. They
point to the continued developement in the hills ofEngel county despite the
fire problem as an example of the influence of one special interest group --
developers. Although the eta f of the'Regional Planning Commission cannot
express it publicly, most of them have experienced the frustrations of the
political world. Many woul favor such a change.

The county Board of S rvisors is violently opposed to the change. They
counter that such an arras nt would be much less responsive to the needs
and distrait of the people. pointees are not answerable to the people through
the palls, they say. Indust and coamercial interest groups are also concerned.
They see the potential of ha ng to deal with a more "insulated" layer of
bureaucracy.

4
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9 Part 4

POLICY 6

BEFORE ANY ACTION IS TAKEN, A SPECIAL STUDY WILL BE
COMMISSIONED, ACCOUNTABLE TO THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS;
TO INVESTIGATE THE BRUSHFIRE PROBLEM, EVALUATE ALTERNATIVE
COURSES OF ACTION, AND MAKE APPROPRIATE RECOMMENDATIONS.

t

The Board of Supervisors is reluctant to take definitive action until
they have better information on which to base their decision. No in-dipth
studies have been don. to look at the impact of the various alternative actions
(for example: restrictive zoning, special ordinance;, etc.) onIiim economy
and the environment VI the county. Without such information the majoiity of
the supervisors feel any decision they make could end up causing' problems in
other arc,' and still not solve the brushfire problem. Both the Fire, Department
and the Regional Planning Coemiesion agree that a study is necessary and are
willing to cooperate fully.

Homeowners and business also agree that a study would be a good idea. They
are afraid, though, that it would take at least several years to accomplish
(particularly since it is being done by a governmental bureaucracy!). In the
meantime, they want some action. Brushfires, they point out, don't wait for
impact studies.

2
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10 Part 5

INTEREST GROUP GOALS
(Goal Notification Form)

HOMEOWNERS (Outside the brushfirejtazard area)

( ) increase the market Vlde of their homes
( ) reduce property and other taxes
( ) redurs home maintenance and other building related costs
( ,increase the autherkty of the Regional Planning Commission
( ) increase and/or improve qte county serVices (POlice, fire dept., etc.)
( ) maintain or improve the environmental quality of thtir neighborhood.

HOMEOWNERS (Inside the brushfire hazard area)

( ) increase the market value of their homes t

( C reduce property and other taxes
( ) decrease the fire hazard
( ) reduce home maintenance and other building related costs
( ) increase and/or improye county services (especially the brushfire

fighting capacity of the fire department)
( ) increase the authority of the Regional Planning Commission
( )maintain or,improve the environmental quality of their neighborhood

HOME AND COMMiRCIAL DEVELOPERS

( ) increase the area available for development
( ) decrease restrictions on how an area is developed and how that

development is built
( ) encourage growth
( ) reduce building costs ,

( increase influence_on the .Board of - Supervisors

ddce or eliminate bureaucratic rad tape'necassary for approval of
of developments'

decrease the authority of the Regional Planning Commission
decrease the fire hazard (but not at cost to them)

( )
' (

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

( ) maintain or increase the county tax base
( ) maintain'or improve public safety
( ) avoid, if possible, alienating major interest groups
( ) attract business and industry to the county
( ) increase employment opportunities for county residents
( ) maintain authoiity for making"land use decisions
( ) improve county environment
( ) get re-elected

ra
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11 Part 5
Interest Group Coals, pg 2

r
REGIONAL' LANNING COMMISSION

( ) control'and direct growth in the county
(.) reduce the danger and damage from brUshfires
( )'keep their job security

( ) try to be sure effective planning' procedures are used in.making land
use policy and management decisiops

( ) imprbve the quality of.the environment within the county
( ) balance the influence of Special interest groups or the,Boari of

Supervisors,
( ) provide the Board of Supeivisors with accurate and objective information

to base their decisions on.

INSURANCE COMPANIES

1 ) encourage efforts Go de-regulate premium rates
( ) increase the market for policies (at reasonable tisk)
( ) satisfy policy holders and stMedsolders
( ) reduCe risks in, coverage (especially fire insurance)

( ) make the premium it charges for policies equitable with the risk taken
whenever possible

( ) increase profits

FIRE DEPARTMENT

( ) provide good fire protection coverage for the county
( ) increase. funding for manpower and equipment

( ) reduce dalage and danger from brvefifires

( ) reduce on-the-job dangers to personnel
( ) insure the brushfire hazard-is taken "into consideration whin land use

decisions are being made and development site plans are developed.

InettuctVki6 Mote; TheStgoatA can be /taped oh cut out and pasted on 5" k 9"
caltdA, one cwtd 60t each inteneAt giwup. 16 you plan to have
them tank that goats, include btie6wtitten inAtituatiohl
on each =ltd. Fort. example: "Rank oak group's goals &tom
mast to least ,important, wing a #1 Got the moat ,important,
2 iot ;second moat impontant, 3 6ot the third most .important,
etc." Have them indicate theit tanking by meaaage to you as
pant 06 Task C.
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Part 5

Interest Group

Rot-nt

INFLUENCE ALLOCATION FORM

Influence Units
Alternative policy:

Allocated
"a-

4.4.. Upgrade the Fire Department's fire fighting

ability by purchasing new fire equipment and
. hieing more personnel. The revenue
rtecessary to come..Aom a general property
tax increase.

2. The county building code will be revised tp
to require certain safety features (like fire
resistant roofs) be built into any homes
constructed in brushfirm hazard areas and, if
necessary, the conversion of non-fire resistant
roofs to fire resistant toofs in existing
structures. Also a new county ordinance be
enacted that woqld require all persons'
owning structures in brushfire hazard areas
clear brush m distance of at least 100 feet
away from their structures.

3. Strong recommendation be made to the State
Insurance Regulatory Committee of thi state
legislature that the rates of insurance
companies writing fire insurance be
de-regulated.

4. Areas of high'brushfire rlsk will be re-zoned
changing the allowed land uses to very low
density types like recreation, open space,
etc., in order to prevent further intensive
development.

5. Final Authority for land use policy and
decision will be transfered to the Regional
Planning Commission form the Board of
Supervisors.

6. Before any action is taken, a special study

will be commissioned; accountable to the
Board of Supervisors, to investigate the
brushfire problem, evaluate alternative
courses of.action, andmske appropriate
recommendations.

283
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INFLUENCE ALLOCATION SCORESHEET

t"

Part 5

IPolicy
.

Round
5*

,

.

H o ile owners

(inside gush-
fire hazard'.
area)

.

Homeowners
Outside
grushfire

hazard area)

Interest

Fire Dept.

Groups

! 1 1

Regional
Planning
Commission

Board of

Supervisors

Home and
ammercial
Developers

. '

Insurance
Companies TOTAL

......,

.

1. 2

3 e --

1*
-

2 2

' 3

T
.

3
-L-

2 .
.

3

.

,

.
.

.

4
.

=IF
1

5
.

s

mlimml

6

. 0

2

3 ..

.10

*Total
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Av1om;

....
Berkely
Hills .

CalbaMia

Maravu

-Pas Yards's-

Punta Hills

San Vincent/
Pasada

Whilier

San Clari
Valley

Overall:

Engel
County

% of total

county growth
occuring in
brushfire
hazard areas

POPULATION AND HOUSING PROJECTIONS FOR 1990
( Brushfire Hazard Areas Only)

285

2 change
from 1970-1990

2 of total

county pop.
growth 1970- .,

1990

2 change in
housing units

1970-1990

, % ntw total
construction
in county.
1970-1990 A

100.00 0.30 ./ 66.7 % 0.2

7.51 1.05 7.3 1.2

.
.,

215.79 Ael! 216.7 3.2

91.67 1.65
.

77.8
0

.
0.9

10.81 .3.00 #16.7 2.9
IV:

...'

24.29 6.46 34.9 3.9
....

.

13.64 0.90 13.3 0.6

4.83 . 1.95 7.7 2.2 -N

170.83 12.31 185.7 0 6.3

9.36 11.1

33.58 21.44

2 '

O
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Exerpt from -the Ecological Research Report onlhe Chaparral Brustland (in preparation)

Section 5 Flie Frequency

There is no question that fires will continue to occur in the chapparal
.brushland. The combination of highly flammable vegetation (primarily chemise),
and long, hot, rainless summers guarantee that (see sec. 2, In'preparation).
One question that does need to be considered further, though, is ha; often
fires occur naturally over one given area. The life cycle of the Chemise is.suc4
that fires usually occurredafter the plants reached maturity and began to die
back (about 25-30 years). The older the plants get, the more dead brush builds
up, increasing their flammability. This, in turn, increases the fire hazard.
All this suggests a natural fire frequency of roughly thirty plus yeirs (although
younger chemise will burn, but not with the high intensity and rapid rate of
spread.that the mature blush will). Man's activities, though, have changed the
naturaleattern in tio.wdys:

1. Providing ignition sources other, than natural ones (caMpfires,
cigarettes, etc.)

2. Effectively suppressing most fires and preventing them from
spreading.

The result of the first has been an overall increase in the number of fires.
The second, however, effective suppression, has kept molt of those fires small.
But effective suppression has also disrupted the natural fire frequency and
allowed much larger areas of brush to mature and overmature, setting the stage

for an'occasion:1 very large and destructive fire like the ones of 1961 and 1970.
Consequently, as the population increases and fire suppression methods continue
to improve, the number of fires can be expedted to increase and their average site
expected to decrease. But, becausa dead brush will continue to build up:
periodic large and intense fires (.11 be inevitable.
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_ INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INSTRUCTOR

Before the Simulation Game:

287

1. Go. over the messenger's role with the,person acting as the messenger. '

'2. prepare needed copies of all forms, overhead cells'(if you ard'using them
for the scoring), and check to make sure there is enough room apace
available-for the simulation game and conferences.

3. Form into groups.

S

.During the Simulation Game:

r

1. Announce the beginning of round one.

1
2. About ten minutes into_the first round, announce the availability of the

Populition and Housing Projedtions and a section of the report of the
Ecology of the Brushland. --

3. When the messenger brings you recasts for conferences ;-assign a time and
location for each conference, and hate the messenger return the forme to
each of the appropriate groups.

4
4. Five minutes before the round ends, announce that the Influence Allocation

Forme will be due at the end of the round.

N>.

/

5. At the end of round one, announce that in order to be adopted at the end
of the third round, a policy must be supported by a -net influence point
total of 325. It the end of each round, report the resets fp the.
Influence Allocation Forms. Make sure participants know the scores you
report are not cumulative. Reporting scores can be done in two ways:
(1) Disclose only the total points earned by each policy (positive
and negative); or (2) Disclose the point total for each policy and how
each group voted. If you use the latter option, you may want to use
enlarged version of the Influence Allocation Scored:eat for recording and

efttriing the results.
4

6. At the end of the third'round, postthe final results. If you didn't
report how each group voted at the end of the previous rounds, do so now. N)

7. Begin post-game discussion.

2"-
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MESSENGER'S INSTRUCTIONS

-1. At the start of the first round, give copies of Lha Currszt Stzte of
Affairs to each of the seven interest groups (if they have not already

read them.

, .

2. Daring each round, deliver any special bulletins from the instructor.

3. At the end of the round pick up the Influence Allocation forms from
each group, and give them to the instructor.

. Carry messages trim one group to another, imd.give the second carbon

to the instructor.

5. DO not communicate with the participants. &rect any questions to
the instructor.

6.' Requests for conferences should be given to the instructor, after the
two groups involved have agreed on a time and place., 4pproved reque0e
will be returned to groups when the instructor has provided the conference

with a time and place.

w
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.
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EVALUATION SUIT

PART -1, Problem Areas'und Use. POteniial

1. Clurity of Directions

1.1 Row would you descffibe the directions
for the instructor? .

x = 3.16

sd = .958

1.2 'Based on your &xperience,
how do.you-think participants

('in a "process approach" or
other workshop would find
the dir.ections?.

- x = 2.63
sd = .761

4

Cqmmcnts:

Forest Service
Respondents

1 2

very confusing
and difficult
to follow

1 7

.1 2

very confusing
and difficult.
to follow

289

8 ',.6 1

.3 4 5

very clear^
and eaqy to

understand

9 2' 5

3 *4 5

very clear
and easy to

understand

Ze Estimated Time Frame for Tasks

In geleral, do you think the stated.
eompletion time for the tasks is:

x = 3.37
sd = 1.01_

LI

Conpnents:

1a
1

too
lOng

2 7
2 3

Just'
about
right

7 2

4 5

too
short

3. Lesson Plan/Objectives Relationship
(Objectives stated on the last page
of the lesson -ar0=

x =3.67
Y.- sd =:44sp

Do you think the learning experiences
provided by the lesson plan will re-
sult in the statedobjectives being
met: 11.>

"t.

Comments:

1

poorly
2

4. Flow of Information-..

..e

4.1 From the instructor's point of views
did you find the flow of ideas, con-

x = 2.89

sd = .809

1

1

very

confusing,
hard to '
follow

'2

4

2'

6 12

3 4 . 5

vcellently

10 4

2 " 3 5
very clear,

easy to
follow

A



4.2 How clear'do youthink participants
in u "process approach" or other
,Workshop would find:the flow of

informAdon?.

Comments:

x

sd = .769

1 8

1 2

vdfy

'confusing,

hard to
follow.

8

3 44.

290

.5

very clear
easy to
follow

v

5.,
i
Ease of Use

4 1 4
Assuminv that the appropriate site

and' 1 2

matdrit....f are available,' do you think very":

this lesson plan would be: -.difficult
to facilitate

Comments:

x = 3.00
sd = .882

.ts

8 6

. 3 a

a

very easy.

to facifituite

'6. Materials

6.1 Given your preSent situation°, would.
the materials .required for the-.
lesson plan:

'2( =4.05

sd = 1.03,

2

1 2

be, too

difficult
to acquire*
A

3 6

3 4 5

be very
easy to
acquire

6.2. In your opinion, are the materials in' (or required by) the lesson plan
adequate for Xcheck one):

6.21 the instructor?

6.22 the participant?

6.3' What other ,mterials

18 yes

13 yds

0 no

4 no

1 no opinion

1 no opinion

or inforMation.(ii any) would you like tp see:

6.31 for the instructor?

6.32 for the participant?
. .

;

Comments:

no comment = 16

comment =
no comment.= 14

comment 3

7. Use Pdtential

7.1 Given your presentsituation and the materials needed, could you (answer
as many as apply)3.

7.1 a. use the ent.re lesson plan,as designed.

*either by making your own ar purchase.

ri

14 yes S no

rvi

,t
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3 /
Ni

7.1 b. use individual tasks CT series of tasks
as designed. 12 yes 3 -no

7.1' c. modify the tasks and/or discussion to
,,

suit your needs- . 17 yes 1 no

.
. ..)

7,..1 A. 'tico-44. oc on i4e,n gnurcsi 17 yes 0 :ID
*

7.1 e. not use it at all.
.

1 yes Crio,

7.2 Would you use.thi; lesson plan (or plirts of it) don't,
in the foresgeable tutime? 8 yes 7 no 4 know

If you answered "no" or "don't know ",,, please indicate the reason(s)
below: (check as. mhny as apply)

J.
1 7.2.a. I don't know enough about fire In the4

environment.

7.2,b. I'm not interested in the topic. 0

7.3 c. I don't thillk the participants would
10

e find the .topic of value to them.

dontt think the participar6 would

2

find the tasks interesting: 0
7.2 a. I think other topics are more important. 1

- .

73 fIt'doesn't fit into the process approach CS

.workshops or
a
other program I'm involved

in. 2

a

.

r -7.2 Other:

rCbmments:

N

"-\

See text.

O

.
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8. Basod4rn your exporienco no a workshop participant and/or

facilitator, how would you compare, on an overall basis,
this investigation 1e'son plan with the four presently used
in the piocess approach workshops? (Soil, Water, Forest,
and Habitat)?

x =2.84
sd =

2

1

much less
effective

'experienceexperience

4 9 3 1

2 3 , A 5

about as much more
effective . effective
a learning lqarning
experience .experience.

p
PART II: Adaptability

1. Aaaptatiblity for shortening.

1.1 Do you feel this lesson pian,can be adapted for
shorter time periods by omitting various tasks? 12 yes 6 no

07,

. la Which taaksdo you think would bg the best to OMIT tosave
time. Indicate your first choice with a 1 (first'omitted),
your secend with a 2 (se0ona omitted), etc. If y9u think the
task s d /lot oe ()Milted, leaVe its apace blank.

Task A 29* Task C 25

Task B 40 Tiask D 68

*Task omission scores, not number of respondents.

2. Adaptability for Task Ose Out of Context

2.1 Do you feel there are any tasks in this lesson
. plan that could stand alone as a learning don't

experience? 9 yes 4 no 4 know

4

o

ti



2.2 If so, which ones? (chuck us many us. apply)

Task A 9 Task C

Task B 4 Taskcp 5

PART III: Suggestions for Improvement

- In the space below and/or on 6.1 lesson plan itself, please
. make any commentsor suggestions which you think would improve
the effectiveness of the lesson plan; or any other comments you
may have on overall content, value, style, etc.

.

See text.

****THANKS FOR YOUR HELP:x4***.

3 Ct
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Teachers

EVALUATION SURVEY
Groups, and Fire

294

(C) Land Use, Interest

PART I, Problem 4reas and Use Potential

1. Clarity of Directions

3.

*How would you describe the directions 1 2 3
for the' instructor? 1 2

x = 3.3
very confusing

sd = .816
and difficult
to follow

*Based on your experience as a
teacher, how do you think your
students would describe the
directions on the task cards?

x = 2.6

sd = 1.140

Comments:

4 5

very clear

and easy to

understand

1 '1 . 3 1

1 2, 3 ' 4, 5

very confusing very clear
and difficult and easy to
to follow understand

Estimated Time Frame for Tasks

In general, do'you,think the 1

stated completion time for the too
tasks is: long

x = 3.0
sd = 1.581

CoMments:

1 1 1 1

2 3

just

about
right

4 5

too short

.

a

3. Lesson Plan/Objectives Relationship
(Objectives stated on the last page of the lesson plan)

2 3

*Do you think the learning experiences 1 2 3 4 5 .

provided by the lesson plan will- re poorly excellently'
sult in the stated objectives being
met:'

0

Comments:

x = 3.6

sd =-.548
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4. Flow of Information

Survey 2

4 1 .1
From a teacher's point of view, - 1 2 3 4 5
did you find the flow of ideas, very very clear,

----concepts, and information: confusing, easy to
.

.1. hard to follow
x, = 3.5 follow _ _

''sd. = .837

O

295

*How do you think your students 2 3 1
would find the flow of information? 1 2 3 4 5

very , very clear,
x = 2.83 confusing,

.

easy to
sU = .753 -hard to follow

follow

Comments:

5. Ease of Use

1 1 2 2
*Assuming that you had an appropriate 1 2 3 4 5

,- -site, -the required materials, and the- very- very easytime available, do you think this
difficult

_

for you tolesson plan wouldbe:
for you to ' use,

x = 4.286 _
. use

sd = .488
Comments:

_

6. Materials

2. 4
*Given your. present situation, 1 2- 3 4 5
would the materials required

be too 2 be veryfor the lesson plan:
;

difficult easy to

x = 3.66
. to acquire* acquire

sd = .516

*either by making your 91,vn or purchase..

ifIn your opinion, are the materials in (or required by) the lesson plan
adequate for (check one):

the instructor? 6 yes

the student? 5 y4
O no

O no

0 no opinion

1 no opinion

*What other materials or.information (if any) would you like to see:

for the instructor? no comment = 5
comment = 1

for the student? no comment = 6

Comments: 3 ri
o

.1-
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7. lige Potential

*Giveh your present situation and the materials needed, could
you (answer as many as apply):

a. use the entire lesson plan as designed? 2 yes 2 no .

bl use individual tasks or .series of tasks
as designed? -3 yes 0` no

c. modify the tasks and/or discussion to
suit your needs? 3 yes 0 no

d. use it as an idea source? 3 yes 0 no

e. not, use it at all? 2 yes

*Would. you. use this lesson plan (or parts of it) in the
foreseeable future? don't

3 yes 1 no 1 know

--v

1 no

*If you answered-- " "no " or-Ildbn't know", please indicate the
'reason(s) below: (check as many as apply)

296

i

, I don't know enough about the fire in the enironment. 0
,)-

I'm not interested in the topic. 0

I think other topics are more important. 0
4

I don't think my students would find the tasks
interesting.

I don't think my students would find the topic'
interesting. ,

I don't think my students would fihd it of value
to them.

0

It doesh't fit into the time frame I have to work in. 0

I can't get my kids outside. 0

It doesn't fit in with the 'present curriculum. 1

The format doesn't fit the way I teach.

Other: No comments

Comments:,

1
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8. Based on your overall experience as a teacher, what is your
overall opinion of this lesson plan as an educatiolial learning
experience for-the students in the age bracket you instruct?

2 1 1 1 x = 3.2
I. 2- 3 4 5 sd = 1.304

poor excellent

Comments:

PART II: Adaptability-

1. Adaptability foshortening.
_

Do you feel this lesson plan can be adapted for
shorter time periods (i.e. shorter than need to
do the entire lesson plan) by omitting various
tasks?

5 ,yes Ono

Which tasks do you think would be,the best to OMIT to save
--time:- Indioneyour first-ebbide-With a 1 (first omitted),

your second with a 2 (second omitted), etc. If you think
the task should not be' omitted, leave its space blank.

Task 'A 9

Tusk B 0

Task C 9

Task D 8

3. Adaptability for Task Use Out of Context

Do you 'feel the e are any tasks in this lesson plan that
could stand alon as Ai learning experience?

3 yes 2 no

If so, which ones (check as many as apply)

don't
0 know

Task A 1 Task. C 1

Task B 1 Task B 0

3
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PART III; Suggestions for Improvement

In the'space below and/or on .the lesson plan- itself, pleas°
make any comments or suggostions which you think would improve
the effectiveness of the losso'n plan; or any other comments you
may have on overall conteirt, valueo_style, etc.--

at
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*****THANKS FOR YOUR HE1,1".*****
----
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APPENDIX' TWO

a losson plan for:

A LAND USE SIMULATION

Set the stage for this
investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place.

For example: "During this activity we will participate in e"simulation game

concerning land useln-a-hypothetical
commOnity, analyze'what

we have done, and

discuss some Ideas and waysfor you to develop your own simulatio4 game about

local environmental
issues or concerns." The techniques used in-simulation

. °

games combine
elements of simulations,

gai6s, and role-playing.
Patkicipants

assume the roleg
ofldecislon-makers in a simulated environment

and compete for

certain objectives
.according to specified

procedures and rules.

1. NAMING...1ECOMUNG AND 'CLASSIFYING

POSSIBLE USES OF LAND -

7

1. Distribute TAS A. Read the problem to the group and then ve

them read the iven information
oe:TASK A and list possible sea of

the land to meet the cities needs.
.

2. The problem is to identify some4possible
uses fof the one-square mile

(640 acres) of county
farmland, four miles

northeast of the city. It

is now available
for-the city's use.

. .

14111 44446 N moos,"
144.41.4.4 144 44.44.,11. Cllr. org.4147

pow.. 4.4. 41 I%* 1.44.1
741. 4.4 ma 44 I .4444.44

h. 644..00.44 H 444 41, .11..
41.004 177 .14 .", sr

41,4.4614.441.1.4.11.6.4.44.414.4.r
4,444.444 VtallMIOCI;
a. 4411, love .0.46. 4. I,/ 44.

.11 v... 4

40,44. 4.4.44.4.41.4.4
4. ....444.446.4 ..44. air is..

I.144 444. 4.1.4.4

InvestJbating Your
Lnvironment Series

U.S. Forest Service
Portland, Oregon 1975
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Questions and discussion °

goo

14iscuarimi Skills
Note: Wbnn most people have started to writs down uses on Task A, goahead with question,,) 1.

1. Ask "Whet are some possible uses for the undeveloped lend?" Aa
people respond, write all comments just as they are said. Don't
paraphrase them if they are too wordy, ask: "How shall I write thaton the chart?" List all suggestions, specific or general. butcher
the items as you go along-,-to simplify identification latet. When
you feel that you have enough material,' go on to queatien No. 2.

2. Ask "Which of these possible uses are simfttarr" Designate similar
uses by letters, symbols, or colors. When swat are designated; or
the group ueems to run out 9f thoughts, S Change items among
categories if the participants change their mi

Don't'get bobee.l. down
in the details of grouping. For example if-some ogle think one use
shoulebe In another category, then put that time% botu categories and
go on tothe next step.

3. Ask "What label' could we give to all the items in the same category?"
e.g. Recreation, Industrial, Utilities, Housing, Commercial..

II. DEVELOPINC AND CTifTWIC PPFSENTATTONS

1. Have the group cbunt off into the number of land use categories.
Croups should not be more than 8 persons. Assign one of the categories
to each group for them to represent.

Accepting
Supportipg
Encourat
Time to ..etnk

Clerif

One way to set up groups is to have the total group count off by the
member of categories identified.

2. Pass out TASK B and inform the participants they have 10 minutes to .

list and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of possible uses for
the vacant land in the assigned category. .They may consider tho'si,
fisted on thp board plus any other possible uses they can think of An -
their category. It is important tolstress that this task is to just
analyze the uses of the land.

1.1.1.1
, .

<0
tASO 11, Croup 4.1140.4 Weis., of Wag 1146

.$
..,

1444. I611 fil oily to oftelyeet tot list p000tOle cosool000cto of
Mt 44444 good woo lthIn your sootgood had ode eaters,. mat
I. Ilsctto %Otte% Is Mt lost goo.

$

Vet t Advontosto to tood/posolo s SteSt000togoo to tood/peopto

4
1. ii.'' tot groups that their next task is to develop a Irma stet plan for

the area In their assigned land use category (about 20 minutes)

NOTE: see 4b for additional directiop after each group has started
their planning. If all the directions are given at first, many groopo
start drawing a map before considering different land uses.

-2
G
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.4. 5 minutes into their planning make the following two announcements.a. "4e have just received
word that due to the current workloadfrom reading environmental impact statements the membersof the Boati of County Commissioners have all resigned. Eachgroup has one minute to elect one member to represent them onthe Roaid."

b. H ve one staff
person take the new Scuird

to%enother room .a pass out TASK C. Review TASK C with them. -

is

c.

(1

(2)

Have them concentrate on evaluation
Hive chairman reed and stick to the
bottom of TASK C - in order totkeeP

criteria first
announcements at
the process moving.

- I C .. emir atand ompbese am* IS sit

1. \trait Om Mantaseittu Owe. Seat
. (.1411101111Wasioa)Itm.1.0.atitoria Om atparair. -- -- ---to. 11*1 a guar to (Maid

awl polaats 'oat atosatist atMA toresdasmaye.

1IONAM1 "ama squall& mila at amid swam tatelsvi,
foie tales vottobaast it the Step 10 me
mt/Pal kw Om slay,. me.

Ilageposid lakaimPlon ONO Itaateaaalle

fla. Owe*. waft as spelt Is
Tl
Itarty

art larfose test (egedit
1.1 Olo Mamba 5..p mesa, see

sped porgies' pefe esesspeest
are troy.

Al amine. tad weesesegi isa
iM pest {. Mosel owe elesesepOog

eeopeorso sel At/ Sew Om
wedeltlo

n. oh bnotal katar, so
Gosolla

A1111% WI 10 Al 1114 41 estet tad* aSmogs

ltePtp/sseboelvelOilionse
al *Vow sews ire. os So oesiktpf
woo snap
TS see ote owl I. be* Osopus
Ss Is hp "Al MW ao O.
The peed WI al tIo o esspo.
sestet la 111011110 4041111.4
71.0 feal *Ma. NOWIW: pea sip.
rep Sped w.as a seteses aeon,Me *Sri .1.44.0.aa ata omestellAss sreolsoft i t e* siototmeows
no CAW Sea el GAS dr erieeop
Ow Uri wits rel erg" sum pest,that to Obsess meg lanidos

kw. ,alas arsaata41.
fire sc,) talletaginnes tat Ma

t 1 I a 1..............1 .t s I I a II I ^ I I I
!I I

I I I I ,

I
I t a I ' I

I' I t
s........--: I2. Mat tlatrootais a oreolgto fortes tea grow orOtattess idto era Or Giotto. le family woe. CS otalsoo)

Ihrimma stoat to Is node by cisltpntallliost, of has waetratau sawn s1.11 be a motif altarPeasamItittoott.
Soul two fob 1.) itulltalso otrotlias .1 Moat snip .-St

. Ti.. 1 S Worts, t Pre ye, ossootat too. Tow v1.11
all 155 prosestet Woe.

Ora stmts. Nos yew Sew 1 lasso Wt. 10 out etas.
Jr

Make this
announcement after Board leaves the room--You may haveto give extra time for everyone to finish.

4

"You have about 15 minutes to finish your plan and develop a3 minute
presentation to be -made to the County Board of

Commissioners.Your 3 minute
presentation must include a visual display such as aland use map as a part of your presentation

and more than oneperson in each group
must participate in making the presentation."(Pass out felt pens and large paper.)

,

-3-
, .
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5. When ell groups are ready have the County Board enter room dud bit at
the front. Appoint a time-keeper to cut off all presentations at 3
caucus (give 1 -minutiwarnine)': Have chairman make ennowacementa
listed on Task C.

6. When S is finished, the Board retires for 5 to 10 minutes to select the
best prnposal.

7. While the board ii meeting, each small group develops a list of criteria
which they think-shoulkbarused in Chobsing between the plans submitted.
(Pass out TASK C to use in developing the criteria.)

8. County Board re-enters tht rooms and reads their criteria aloud.

9. County board announces their decision and given their reasons. Board
adjourns.

Note: Perron in charge must move rapidly to Abe next question to
avoid shouting matches between losing groups. Have Board nembera
return to the groups who selected them. The main purpose is to
evaluate the process, not to get bogged down in the content of the.
issue.

Questions and discussion:
Accepting

1. What additional data would you like to have.lead for planning your
Supporting

group's proposal? *Bncotireging
Time to think

List on board, e.g.: ,Topography, vegetation, economy of area, railroad,
shopping center, adjacent land, climate, soil survey, historical infor-'
motion, flood plain, wildlife, interest of board of control, moneS,
available, educational needs, regulations by State,-,existing zoning,
political climate, population information (age needs, race, jobs).

2. Where would you go to collect information on these topics?

3. Point Out_to_the-group-thae-thikle-one-orlaRriUirimportant parts-of
'the activity because it emphasizes that we need a variety of information
and data before we can intelligently make a land management or environ-
mental decision to beat meet the needs of people and their environment.
This list has many of the elementii that need to be considered in studying

' a local invironmental issue or concern. It also includes elements of
all the curriculum subject areas (socialtstudies, science, language,
arts, etc.) Therefore weihave to use the total community as a clais-
rood or learning environment to collect the information,

4. Discuss any case histories of teachers or groups using this approach.

Optional if there is time, and it is pertinent io the situation, you may '
want to ask the following questions:

5. Didnew leadership emerge during this session? What'fictore enabled
this to happen?

6. Did your group work as a team? What did your group do to insure
participation by all members of the group?,

7. Were you assigned to a group or interest you didn't want to represent?
How did you feel? Point out that many times we overlook that other
°LW.: have different needa-and ideas and this might be a way to identify
them.

3 .L.1
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APPENDIX,. THREE

Script for:

"The Other Side of the Flame"

Visual

-LS GIANT SEQUOIAS,

LS'GIANT SEQUOIAS

LS GIANT SEQUOIA GROVE

LS GENERAL SHERMAN TREE

909

Audio

410...Opening music up full. 2AUSE.\
(Approximately 8 seconds)`

0
410...NARRATOR: The6e are the Giant\
Sequoias, largest living things on
the face of the earth. They'grow
only _on:the western slope of Calif-

Sierra-NTVAda7Mountains. --

lilleneral Sherman tree, stands twenty-
.'..The giant among giants here, the

advbh-stories tall_and has a base
diameter of thirty feet:--The is'
enough wood in this one tree to build
fourty-fiVe two bedroom houses.

MS KIRTLAND WARBLER. 41/...This pretty little bird-is a
Kirtland Warbler, a rare and endangered
species which breeds'almost exclusively

----111-Tauffg-Jan 'Pin thickets -0 the .

lower Michigan peninSula. Only about
five-hundred of these- songbirds remain.

MS KIRTLAND WARBLER,
DIFFERENT ANGLE

ECU BURNING'MATCH

ECU MATCH WITHTITLE

MS TREE CROWNING OUT

43/...Strangely'enough this little bird'
hap somethinein common with the Giarlt
Sequoias, something they both .depend
on to' help-insure their future gener-
ations.

That is ....
MUSC: Fade in music.

MUSIC: Build to climax..AIV

MUSIC:
NARRATOR:
-(approximat

under narrator.
...Fire. PAUSE.'
y 2 seconds).

.41/0..The idea that a. plant or an
animal 'might be dependent on a force
that has the -power to completely
destroy it, may,seem surprising;

31'



LS LIGHTNING

MS FIRE KILLED
'VEGETATION

LS MIXED CONIFER FOREST

ARTWORK: CU 49'ER WRITING
. IN NOTEBOOK

ARTWORK: LS 49' ER WRITING
WITH SEQUOIA GROVE IN
BACKGROUND

304 ,

II)...Even the concept of fire its a

naturally occurring element, like rain
or snow, is Sn,unexpecte& one. But
in many areas of the country fires were
a regular occurrence long before man
made his presences felt.

411...In these areas, through the pro-
cess of natural selection, fire was,
and is a major factor in shaping the
type of plant and animal communities
that developed.

(terr..The mixed conifer forest of the
a Nevada Mountains,-which,includes

.

the Giant Secilloias, is one such
community.

ar

ARTWORK: kNER STANDING
NEXT TO- SEQUOIA

CU WILDFLOWER

LS MIXED CONIFER STAND
WITH GRASSY ONDERSTORY

LS RAGING CHAPARRAL' FIRE

3 '

intote Sierra Nevada Mountain
...When the forty-niners spilled over

California, those who kept written
records of their travels and
experiences....

._..spoke almost to a-ma:h of the
inebdiblepark=l'ke forests.of the-
lower 'western slope. tsteiycolumns.
ot7trees,....

410....some of them unbelievably huge,
standing in groves or small irregular
groups - nothing growing beneath them
but grass,....

(11....and in the spring, myriad,
wildflowers carpeting the forest,
floor.

GO...For a moment, try tovisualize
the kind of fire that might occur
in a forest such asthis.
Now listen to a description penned by
John Muir, a noted naturalist, af'ter
he watched .a brush fire race up .the

-foothills and into the -forest.

41)...Muir wrote: (ANOTHER VOICE) "It
came racing up the steep chaparral
covered slopes of the east fork
canyon in a broad cataract of,flames.,



ECU GROUND FIRE
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.
.

. o %..

now, bending low- to feed,
bushes, devouridg acres
breath. But as soon as
was, reached..

AO

on the green.
of them at a
the deep foreilt

-

41)....the ungovernable flOgid -became
calm like a.torrent entering a lake,.
creeping and spreadthg beneath the
.trees where the ground was level br
sloped gently.;..

ECU GROUND FIRE DIFFERENT 41)....sl6Wly nibbling the cake of
ANGLE s . compressed needles and scales with

0 flames an inch high, rising here and
4 there to a foot or two on dry twigs

. and clumps of small bushes and brome
:grasse".. .

LS GROUND*FIRE IN MIXED
CONIFER-SEQUOIA STAND ghat occurred in the mixed conifer

fol-est were ground fires, Their yery
frequency, once every seven to nine
years by one estimate, prevented them,
fr9m becoming anything else.

MS BURNING FUEL 421....They-happened so often that they *1*
removed the burnable material, or fuel
from Me forest floor; preventing it
from building up and causin damaging (
fireS.

MS BURNED OUT TREE 41).But even givnild fires'cankill
mature trees IT they-generate-enough
heat to kill the thin layer of living
tissue, the cambium,ly!mg-just under-
neath the bark,

CU CROSS SECTION OF TREE 41)...All the common trees in the mixed
. SHOWING BARK conifer Forest, however, have thick,

and fire resistant bark which protects -

the cambium from damage. This insul-
ating batk is an adaptation that is
most evident in Giant Sequoias, where
it can reach two ftetin thickness.
But more'happens here than just-the
survival of the trees.

LS ASH COVERED FOREST 41)...B consuming much of the built -up
FLOOR mat of needles, dead twigs, and other

...NARRATOR: Virtually all.the

organic matter,,..,.

3' ')



ECU ROOTS.

ARTWORK: FIRE FROWNING
AT SMALL PUDDLE OF
,NUTRIENTS e

g,'ARTWORK: ?IRE TURNING ON
. 'FLOW. OF NUTRIENTS

-MS DEAD CONIFER'SAPLING

.4

/
.

CU REGROWTH,

LS WILDLIFE

. LS GROUND FIRE IN MIXED
CONIFER FOREST

BURN THROUGH PREVIOUS
"DECEASE FIRE

HAZARD'

BURN THROUGH: AiO1V6
PLUS: "REPRODUCTI "

0
. BURN THROUGH: ArioyEs.

PLUS:" "NUTRIENT
RECYCLING"

306

411...the fire allows pine and sequoia
seedltags to reach the mineral soil
quick.". This greatly improvps their
chances for survival, especially the -

sequoias. Fire also helps the seedlings
in another ways by providing readily
available nutrients.

40...Normally, the nutrients locked
in this dead material are released
only gradually,' as it slowly decomposes.

0...Fire quickly converts them to a
more readily availableform, leaving
them behind in the ashes. In this way,
fire-provides fertilizer for the young
Seedlingsr.,)

...At the same time the fire creates
good reproductive conditions, it also
eliminates potential competition from
specie,, that are less fire resi tant:
Competition that would, in the ence
of fire, eventually choke out and .

replace the Giant Sequoia and other
fire adapted species.

"ents of this forest
trees are not the only resi-

orest that benefft.
The on the forest floor usually
put on f. ;urge of new, growth after a
fire....

41,....providing more succulent and rij

nutritious forage for many of die`
animals.

..41n the Sierra Nefada Mountains,
hen, fire is an integral, natural .

and necessary part of the mixed conifer
forest. b

41)..,It periodically removes fuel
build-up, decreasing a major fire
hazard...

4D....creates excellent reproductive
conditions....

41) ...improves nutrient recycling

1

t
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BURN THROUGH: 'ABOVE
PLUS:, "ELIMINATES
COMPETITION"'

LS JACK FINE -FOREST.

BUILD UP
s

LS CROWNFIRE

LS AFTERMATH OF A FOREST
FIRE

CU JACK PINE ;CONE

307

....and eliminates competition from
fire-sensitive species. Thus, the very
force that would destroy trees,
becomes responsible for their mainten-
ance,

411...Quite n difforent sitmntIon exittn
in thejack pine forests 'of the Great,.
Lake states. Here fire occurs less
frequently because, of different clim-

' atic and vegetational factors.

*...Decbmposition is slow, allowing'
lel to buildup on the forest floor.

When this is combined with the flam-
mable nature of jack pine......

42)..1.the fire, when it does occur,
can be very intense and damaging.
Unlike what happens in the mixed coni-
fers, a fire here may occur'only once
in the life of a jack pine forest, but
it destroys most of the trees.

41t;..Normally, one would expect this
quickly eliminate jack pine from .

the natural environment. But an
'unusual adaptation has turned- its
flammability into an advantage.

410...The peculiar cones of jack pine
are heavily' sealed with resin. Further-
more, the trees begin producing them
at an unusually early age, about ten
years.

.4111tr as long as twenty year accumu-

,

MS BRANCH WITH MANY CONES , ...They remain on the tree, sometimes
ON IT

lating as the tree grows older.
r

GU JACK( VINE CON S OPEN.
.s,

s
0 ...When the fire finally strikes, the

O
. . heat melts the resin ar'releases the

4

CU JACK PINE SEEDLING-

accumulated seeds. Ev n the seeds are
heat tolerant, resisting temperatures
as high as seven hundred degreet for
as long as'ten or fifteen seconds.

41) ...Thus, even as on4leneration dies,
it. insures the preaence of the next
one. From this point oh, the role of
fire is similar to that in the mixed
conifer forest.

31.r
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CU JACK PINE SEEDLINGS.
4
Y1

S JACK ,PINE THICKET

LS PURE IN JACK PINE STAND

SPLIT ,,SLIDE: GIANT SEQUOIA/
KIRT,AND WARBLER

LS PONDiAOSA PINE FOREST

LS OPEN STITHERN PINE .

FOREST

,LS ROCKY M)UNTAIN FOREST

LS WEST COAST FOREST

LS TALL GRASS7BRAIRIE

CU ROOTSTOCK

308

41,...Competition is eliminated, a
good seedbed is created, and nutrients
are released from the ash.

41/...It is, by the:way, in these young
jack pine thickets that the Kirtland
warbler noo to. Without flio or NMO
artificial disturbance and reseeding
method these young pines would not
exist; and without them the Kirtland
warbler would soon disappear.

410...As in the mixed conifer forest
fire is a normal and necessary part_
of the jack pine environment. But
instead of being a'force for maintenL
ance, it clears away the old forest
to make way for the new. A sort of
natural urban renewal.

110...The two natural communities we
have looked at are not unique or even
unusual in their relationship with
fire. In many other areas of the
country fire plays a similar role.

..'.The ponderosa pine forests of
.the west....

410 ....the pine forest of ,the south....

41! ....the conifer forests of the
gbcky-Mountains....

41) ....and the Douglas fir =forests of
the Pacific coast, are all the result
of periodic natural fires.

41) ...Even the original-tall grass
prairie of the midwest was, in part,
maintained by fire. Unli the Giant
Sequoia, the above -group part of the
prairie plants were usua ly destroyed.

41) ...But underground stems, buds, and
rootstocks, insulated by a protective
layer of soil,sprouted vigorously
after a fire, replacing what had so
recently been burned away.
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LS BURNING PRAIRIE 0...Today what little is left of thevirgin tall grass prairie must beburned to preserve its, true prairiecharacter. PAUSE. Fire, howeveris not always, a major environmentalInfluence.
CU WATER DRIPPING OFF LEAF ID...The hardwood forests of the'eam

and_sauth-are-generallyFuiad ih- ne,ture.-the trees themselves
make.poor fuel,as anyone who has tried to. use greenwood for a fire knows.

CU DECOMPOSING STUMP
40...Furthermore, decomposition isfairly rapid, reducing the fuel liuild-up When these factors comhine,-.the'result is a forest ,that at times canbecome almost fireproof.

LS HARDWOOD FOREST 6
f' ...There are,howbver, no absolutesin nature. Even here fires occur
occasionally.

LS GROUND FIRE IN HARDWOOD
1)...But the size and intensity of

. FOREST
fires in hardwood forests are greatly

a

limited by the humidity and fuelconditions. For the most'part, theyare low intensity
ground fires.

MS DEER'llgOWSING OR GRAZING 410...Where
they do occur, the tender

IN HARDWOOD FOREST
regrowth provides good_forage for

in New Engldhdhunters regard
burned-over-areas

LS SMALL MEADOW (1) ...In those few cases where Ae fire
manages to reach ah intensity severeenough to kill the hardwoods, grassymeadows may develop.

MS WHITE PINE INVADING Q ...Or the area may be invaded
MEADOW

conifers like white pine in the north--or longleaf or slash. pine in the south.MS HARDWOOD
REPRODUCTION ...If left undisturbed though,' the

INVADING MEADOW
ardwood eventually reclaim the lostarea.

LS GIANT SEQUOIA GROVE
(1)...That fire is a natural force cannotbe denied. In areas where enviromental.factors favor its periodic occurrence,it is a major factor in molding thenatural community.

3 1 "I.
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LS HARDWOOD FOREST ...While in other areas, it's
nfluence may be considerably reduced

by limiting factors.

MS MAN FIGHTING FOREST FIRE '41,..,In any case, there is one agent-

,

of change that-has had a major impact--
on fire itself -- man.

ECU FIRE

ARTWORK: VERY EARLY MAN
RECOILING FROM FIRE

ARTWORK: CAVEMEN ,WARMING
THEMSELVES AROUND FIRE

ARTWORK: INDIANS DRIVING
GAME WITH FIRE.

LS URBAN AREA

F °MS NEWSPAPER HEADLINE

CU SAME NEWSPAPE
HEADLINE

ECU SAME HEADLINE AROUND
"RAGE"

MS DIFFERENT NEWSPAPER
HEADLINE

ECU PREVIOUS NEWSPAPER,
AROUND WORK "HAVOC."

LS FIRE SUPPRESSION

410...Fire has alwaA been a part of
7martisna-turalenvi-ronmmt. Yet

his attitude toward it has undergone
several changes.'

,...In the beginning, fire must:have
een hated and feared, much like wild .

animals do today.
0

.1*

411...Later, as man came to respect and
use it as a tool, it became a warm
friend on bitter nights....

410...!or a way to obtain game.

....But as man divorced himself .from
he natural environment, his attitude

toward fire changed again:

411...Think baCk to all the exposure:---
you have had to fire in the Tatural.
environment --

41)....newspaper articles and pictures,
TV/radio news, movies, posters, bill-
boards, anything that might have
shaped your view of fire.

410 ...What kind of picture do yOu see-
developing? -

,Aek
1114%;.Now imagine millions of people
all seeing and hearing the same message

411...What kind of attitude might they
evelop? How might it be expressed?

0...Until very recently; it was the
the policy of public land management
agencies to vigorously suppress any
fire occurring on public land regardles:
of whether it had a natural or-man-
made origin.



Mr.; bURNING HOME,

MS MAN FIGHTING GROUND
FIRE

LS MARIPOSA GROVE890

LS MARIPOSA GROVE; 1970

MS WEEDY, GARDEN

A

LS DEVESTATED AREA

M1

CU FIRE RESEARCH PAPER

MS MAN WORKING AT DESK

MS TWO MEN DISCUSSING PLAN

CU PEN POINTING TO AREA ON
MAP

LS GIANT SEQUOIAS

...111

314

g...Sometithes,this reaction was
ecessary and desirable...,

f....but in natural communities where .

re played an important role, putting
every one out produed 86ft unexpeted
results.

410...The natural make up of the
communities began to gradually change
as those plants adapted to fire failed.
;to reproduce....

4/1!....while other plants better suited
the new=conaitions move in.

(11...You can watch-the same natural
principle in action by not weeding your
garden for a couple of months.' PAUSE.
In some areas, particularly the west,
something much more noticable happens..,

t....larger and more destructive fires
onically, by'putting out all fires,

man had helped cause larger ones. When.
the smaller, periodic fires were
suppressed, the fuel that was normally
removed by them, built up. When a fire'
finally 'did occur, it Was abnbrmally
large and intense.

...But views are changing. Recent
research by'scientists and resource
managers is clarifying fire's place
in nature. Its role in the natural
environment is being acknowledged by an
ever increasing number of people.

(1)..Fire management plans, tailored
toregionalneeds, are being- developed.

411...Lut because the ecology of fire
is very complicated, decisions
involving it are difficult.

O.When:the needs and desires of
man are included, the situaticn can
become more complex.

88 ...From an ecological standpoint,
fire is often desirable fdr an area.'



LS STEEP SLOPES

MS MUDDY STREAM$WATER
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IIO...but if the area containsiteep
slopes, burning it may cause soil
erosion which, in turn,....

qt...can affect water quality, water
at man might want to uaa.

gemporarily reduce the air quality in
LS FOREST FIRE SMOKE ... Smoke, carried by the winds, can

nearby towns, and....

LS AFTER AFFECTS OF FIRE ...while interesting to the ecologist
t6 immediate aftermath of a fire is
unappealing or even ugly to many who I

wish to use the area for recTtion.'..
.

_

410...These, and other Important people
related considerations complicate any
decision a land manager has to make '\.
regarding fires use in land management.
PAUSE. But land-use considerations
involving fire may have to extend
beyond its use as a management tool.

GRAPHIC: MONTAGE OF
DIFFERENT LAND USES.

fills of Southern California.
LS CHAPARRAL COVERED HILLS ° .'..These are the chaparral covered

he hills burn periodically. Because'
....Fire is a natural element here,

of this, the natural communities have
adapted themselves to fire.

LS HOUSES IN BRUSH COVERED 410...Unfortunately, the man =made
HILLS - communities built in these hills have

not.

MS SAME HOUSES ABOVE ...In one three-month period in
70 alone, over 800 homes went up in

the, flames.

LS CHAPARRAL FIRE

LS HOUSING CONSTRUCTION 0...These losses led to'special laws
requiring certain minimum safety
features-be built into any new homes
If these precautions do not work....

LS HOUSING CONSTRUCTION, ....then development of these areas
DIFFERENT ANGLE may have to be restricted by appropriate

Zoning....

....much as is done today in manLr
areas subject to periodic flooding.

LS FLOODED AREA

3



FIRE

ECU HEADLINE.

LS FIRE SUPPRESSION

LS.CAMPFIRE.-

CU CIGARETTE ON FOREST
FLOOR

LS SILOUETTE OF PINE

CREDIT SLIDES:

30
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41)...In California, and throughout
the world, man and fire have always
been a part of the same environment.

...Man has feared fire,.'PAOSE,

O.:fought it...PAUSE...

...used it ...PAUSE....

...and abused it..

...But only'now is he beginning to
understand it's role in the natural
order of things.-

MUSIC : ,Full up to' end.

..I
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APPENDIX FOUR

Simulation Games --
Claims and Criticisms

Any kind of communication Ltrategy or methodology used in

education, is used to accomplish a purpose, to bring the students-
.

to a point they were not at before. That point may or may not be

r, specified by behavioral objectives. Opinions on just what simulation,

gaming_can accomplish, however, are varied. The following is a

summary, taken from a review of literature,.of some of the things

----simulatibn gaMep are supObsed to be able to do,

1. Increase Student Motivation (Taylor 1972; Carlson 19690

Coleman and Boocock 19661 Boocock 1968; Smith 1972; Edwards 1973;

Abt,19681 Livingston and Stoll 1973; Chartier 1973; Cherryholmes

1966; and Charles and Stadsklev, 1973). As one can see from

the citations, quite a few people agree with this claim. Some

of this increased motivation may come from just doing

something new in the classroom (i.e. other than the

standard lecture). But there may be more to it than that.

Students, instead of passively listening, have the chancWto
. ,

do something, to interact on a' student tostudent basis.

,A partial feeling of control over their (i.e. the student's)

environment may also be a motivating factor.

2. Changes in the Teacher Role. (Taylor, 19721 Coleman

and Boocock, 1966; and Boocock 1968). The teacher is divorced

from an authoritarian, judgemental role. In a simulation game

the rules come from the game environment. The teacher may take

no role at all or serve as a guide or motivator (except in the

post-game discussion). Thisremoves or at least "fuzzes"

3 --1
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the ucuully uhurp "me tarzan, you Jane" teacher/stulant

role boundaries.

3. Teaches Decision-Makihg and'Strategyjormulating Skills.

(Boococit and Shild, 1968$ McLean 1973; Edwards 19731 Abt 1968;

Carlson 1Q69; Taylor 1972). Since simulation games put players

ih situations which require making decisions, it seems logical

that such games should teach decision-making skills. Strategy

skills could be taught too, since players must form strategiese

to win (if only what Schild, 1966, calls "winning strategies").

4. Teaches Problem-Solving Skills. (Abt 1968, Chartier 1973).

Again a logical conclusion since simulation games confront

students with a-problem of some sort that has to be resolved.

5. Allows Learning to Occur at Diverse Levels. (Edwards 1973$

Smith 1973$ Chartier 1973$ Livingston and Stoll 1973; Taylor

1972; Boocock and Schild1968$ Coleman and Boocockl 1966).

The open-ended nature of simulation gimes offer learners,the

'opportunity to uncover principles, relationships,-and strutiires

on a variety of different levels.

6. Accomodate a Broad Range of Student Learning Abilities.

(Abt, 1968; Edwards, 1973). By offering diverse level's of learning,

315

*sim.,ation games can also accomodate students of different learning

abilities. A little of the "somethilig fdr everyone" idea.

7 Develop Role Awareness (Taylor 1972$ Boocock, 1968).

By playing a role in a simulation game, players can, to a limited

extent, literally "step into someone else's shoes." Consequently

the student may empathize with the role (and people in the real

world in that situation), which could to (7) below.

8. Develop or Change Attitudes (Boocock and Schild, 1968;

c
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LivInsion :ilia Stoll, 1973: Chartier, 1973: McLean,-19Y1).

Dvvulopinr: umpathy for a role or understanding the nuturo of ,

problem or issue may bring about an attitude change in the player.

9. Allow Compression of Time' (McCluskey, 19731 Taylor, 1973).

Processes that normally take days, months, or even years, can
, . u

be _simulated in minutes or hours.

10. Allows Students to Sample Aspects of Reality. (Carlson, 1969:
46

Coleman and Boocock, 1966: Taylor:. 1972: Coleman, 1968: Livingston

and Stoll: RaAr.1969). One of the major advantages'of simulation,

it has the potential to provide a viyrd link to the real world,

something. that can heip,increase the relevancy. According to
. ,

Coleman and BobcOck (190), simulation games can help correct

..a defeel...tihey sea,in secondary education *a mismatching of time.
.

.A.

Th'etstudent'is not being taught for. the present, but for'ihe future

Ohose needs have not yet impressed themselves on students.

316

Consequently stuaents see little need for the things they are

43tUdying. Simulation gaming can help bring the future_to the present

"....allowing the child to play roles in'a large differentAaIed

society of whleh.he otherwise hardly gets a g/impse....and-surround(s)

the Child with an environment whichis'artificial for the present

but realistic for the future." Bridging the reality gap can help

*bring alive material, in textbookssthat seems flat or abstract

and give a student a more intimate -- and relevant -- contact with

the real world. .

11. Provide Useful Points of Departure for Discussion. (Carlson,

1969). Although not mentioned often, the debriefing may not only

offer discussion possibilities, but also jumping off points for

other investigations or activates.

3 '34
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The above is byno means a complete list. For example, Greenblat

(1973) identified twenty-nine separate claims under six general

headings.. Complete or not, it seems that if simulation games could

do everything they are' claimed to do, they would be.the,best thing to

hit education since federal (funding. Like every, other educational tech-

niqUe, however, simulation games have their limitations.

Paradoxically, one of the biggest advantages of simulation games,,

also draws the most criticism -= simplifying reality(Carlson, 1969;

Edwards,-1973). 'Simplifying reality mayrintroduce distortion, leaving

out factors, over-emphasizing some and under--emph4iiiing others. Even

if the factors are there, their relationships may turn-differently in

the game than.in real life. In fact, Kraft (1967) has claimed,games

can obscure more than they reveal. Related to this potential problem:

is the possibility that studeniis, undertitanding the game's simplified' .

version of'realitX, may also think they understand reality as.well.

This could lead to all sorts of misconceptions (6r-worse, if the

students act on their knowledget). Both these problems reflect the

need for careful design and follow-pp discussion.

The liMitations and_criticisms of simulationgaTes fall into

three categories:' Problems inherent in the method, Tblems in

implemehtation in,a school setting, and teacher attitudes toward the

strategy. u

Since simulation games are competitive, they have been criticised

for putting too much stress on winning. -Students may be so concerned

'about winning that they may miss some of the real objectives of the

game. Dili (11966) observed this happening in a game he was studying.

An extension of this criticsm is the claim, noted by Carlson (1969)'1.

that simulation games "dehumanize" because they allow players to

3 r)



maneuver the lives of others (in the game context) to benefit, themselves

without being subjected to real world constraints, This effect could

be magnified if the student sees the simulation game as being'

equivalent to the regl world. On the other hand, manipulatbn is a

part of the real world. Whether or not simulation games distort that

manipulative aspect of reality by removing constraints depends on the

game4and the sitddtion:------

Another related criticism is the concern that simulation games may

present an unrealistic picture of psychOlogical motivation. Some kind
: N."

of countable entity Must be used to help distinguish between winners

and losers, be it points, dollars, satisfaction units, 4ellybeans, or

whatever. However, some rewards people seek.are not.quantifiable and

so could be olierlooked. All these criticisms mentioned are problems

inherent in the method itself. They can be lessened by careful design,

iMplementation, and follow-up discuseion,sbut probably never completely

eliminated.

Much more tangible than the limitations noted above, are those

practical'onesldealing with'use in a school setting.. Even though

simulation games can compress real time, their game time frame may

not fit easily into the school's time frame ''(e.g. WO minute periods).

Rearrangement of the physical clis..room structure or more space than

is available. Other problems include cost and availability. Some

simulation games, although fittitt for what the clags is doing, may

cost $40 - $50, an expensive outlay for a school on a tight budget.

Even if the school is willing to pay that much, the game may not be,

available for use in time. Finally, because simulation games involve

active student interactions, they are often noisy and seemingly chaotic.

ti

O
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The third general limitation lies not in the method, but, in the

polutial users. Many educators still look on anyclassroom activity

that is "run" as prc,:luding "learning something." They'may not regard

simulatiOnames as serious educational activities and distrust t6eir

intellectual validity. Furthermore, many teachers are unfamiliar with

.ethe manarement role required by Simulation games instead of the more

typcal authoritarian one." The switching of roles may seem threatening.

Teachers may be concerned about what students will.do if given a-freer

atmosphere, and so inhibit the use of such educational strategies.

Perhaps, Horn and Zuckerman (1972) offered. the best summary of teacher

fears "....not a few teachers are posseesed.by nightmarish visions of

being buiied in a welter of playing forms, role descriptions, and

discussion questions while their students bounce off the wall in

happy, screaming chaos'."

To game, Or not-to game, Ihattis the question. As can'be seen from

above, there are differing opinions as to the answer. In an attempt to

get a more definitive answer about what simulation games can and cannot

do, research investigating theqme of simulation games was checked.

. Active research in the area of educational simulation games has

been going on since the early 1960's. Given the variety of claims!

one would expect a variety of research exploring different areas.

Although there have been attempts to investigate 'different areas, the

bulk of the studies seemed to be concerned with comparing the relative

success of simulation games and more traditional methods (i.e. lecture/

discussion) in achieving cognitive and affective objectives. Table

one is a summary of a review of twenty five studiesl involving

1.
iThis s by no means a complete revieW.of the research available, but

it doe'give an idea of where research in this area has been going.
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;;I:olotiop ;.ems indicating the results of the study and what other

cerivhin., method with which the simulation game was compared. Note that0

in a large majority of the studies the alternative educational method

320

VIP ...O. :
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V

was lecture/discussion. Two conclusions can bektrawn from the indicated
0

studieu: (1) Simulation gaining is no worse (and no better) than more

conventional methods in'toaching facts and concepts, and (2) Simulation

gaming can be used to teach or ahange attitudes and aro superior to

riore conventional methods in that respect. Even though other studies

have been exploring a few other areas (Monroe, 19681 Livingston and Kidder,

1973: Lucas, 1974:Curry and Brooks, 19711 Keach and Pierty, 1972 --
440

see table for areas concerned.), these are too few to draw any definite

conclusions. Some authors (Greenblat, A731.Fletcher, 1971) even

caution against drawing conclusibns from studies concerning facts,

concepts, and attitudes, noting'anumber of prob exib withresearch

design in many studies (e.g. the failure to consider the liewillOrge effect,

biases or poorly selected test populations, laclof control for

student characteristics, single studies on particular games).'-Finally,

when drawing cohcluions from a number of different studies, each

study on a different game, the assuiiption is .that simulation games are

homogeneous, despite variations from one to the next.

What does all this mean? In the case of research, it means mars

carefully designed research efforts are'needed to check aspects of

simulation gaming other than factual learning or attitude changing

ability. This need has already been recognized in more-extensive

research reviews (Greenblat, 19731 Wentworth and Lewis, 1973; Fletcher,

1971). It also means research has yet to confirm or deny most of the

claims -- pro and con -- about what simulations'cin or cannot do.

3 71
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Study
Pacts and System. Critical

_Concepts Attitudes Dynamics Theory Retention Thinking Ability

L1 .ftiao (1975) no sig. dif.2

L- kiegarty(1975) sim. t

L Liyingstdn(1970) sim.

L Stadsklev (1969) no sig. dif.

L ',jMonriie (1968). .

. L GarYey,& Seiler (1966) lect/dis .no sig. cliff.

S.r. Chartier (1972) no sig. dif. sim.

S, RP Livfeigston &
Kidder (1973)

L 'Vogel (1973)
L Tilley&

Gladhart (1975)
L Wentworth &

Lewis (1973)
L Heinkel (1970)
1,*. Lucas (1974)

none Carr &
Manning (1973)

S,L(M) Paroessey (1974)
L Postma (1975)
L Baker (1968)
S Boocock (1968)

Curry &
Brooks (1971)

- Keach
Pisrty (1972)

Troy.ka (1973)
Amierson (197,P)
Lee & O'Leary (1971
Wing (1966)
Livingston 1971)

CS
L
L
L

-

lect/dis
zio Sig. dif,
no sig. dif.

no sig. dif.

sim.
sim.

sim.
sim.

sire. lect/dis

N sim.

no sig. difs

sim.
sim.

.

no sig. dif. sim.

no sig. dif.
elm.

no sig. dif.

no sig. dif.
no sig. dif.

S

sirs.

IMethod simulation compared to L = Lecture/Discussion,

L(M) = Lecture/Discussion with emphasis in media.
A

-Results of study. The method noted is the method that was significantly superior.

TABLE 1 A Summary oeSimulation Game Research

a

sim.

sim.

no sig. dif.

no sig. dif.

RP = Role Playing, S = other simulation
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However, thi% doe:; not mean simulation games should not be used as

an edueutional method. Research has indicated that they are able to

convey facts and chance attitudes, and there seems no question that

they motivate students. But even though-research has not confirmed

it, there IA; probably more to simulation gaming. They can provide

the student with a glimpse into an increasing compleit world and

despite potential problems of simplifiction of reality, -that may be

helpful for the student in the long run. Which of us has-not felt

bewildered at one time or another by the complexity of the world we

live in? And if reality can bewilder us, imagine what it might seem like

to someone who has not had the practice .dealing with it. Perhaps

there might be some advantage in getting a little "practice" by

dealing with toned down versions. There also might be some advantage
ft

in practiCing decision-makihg and problem-solving also.offeied by

simulation gaming. But perhaps one of the best reason of all is that

simulation games can be "fun." And what is wrong with making learning

fun once in a while? 4 P.

a

ti
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